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VAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs,
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\X7ALSU HEBER,
*

See advertisement.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND'S BLOCK.
0. J.

E0ESBUEQ-, Editor &nd

TEBHS or BUBSCBIPTIOH

fnnlturt.

Publisher.

TERMS OF ADVERTISINGOne square of

ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for ilrst Insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three
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1 00
17 00
25 00
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65
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Honey, tylb ....................... a
Hay, V ton ......................
8 00 ^
Onions.^ bushel ...............c*

a

green

...............

2 25

Hemlock Bark ..................... @5 25
Staves, pork, white oak ..............
au> 00

*

“

1

8 00
00
17 IK)
25 00
40 00
65 00

.

X

.

drain, Feed, Eto.
Oeairal Dsaliri.
[Corrected by the "PlungerMUU.)
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
Wheat, white bushel
© $ 1
changes.
1'VUURSEMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods, Corn, shelled W bushel
Oats,
bushel
.........
Groceries,
Crockery.
Glassware.
Hats,
Caps,
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
Clothingand Feed ; River street.
Buckwheat, $1 bushel
lines,$2.00 per annum.
Bran. $ ton ............
© 16
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pubROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods, Feed, ton ............
23
lished withoutcharge.
100 lb.
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey1
An X before the SubscBlber's name will denote ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Barley, $ 100 lb ...............
1
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sigMiddling, f 100 lb .................
1
ify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
PUTTEN G,, General Dealers, in Dry Flour, 100 lb ................
4
Goods. Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps, Pearl Barley, tf'lOO V.V.V.V.V 8 00
All advertising bills collectable quarterly
4
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
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Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. * 5.40 a. m.
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“
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12.00 p.

“ “

MELI8, Dealeis in
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple*
monts; Eighth street.

9.80

p

Beef, dressed per

Pork,

» »

“

.....

5

(ffc «

.................. 0

7
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u

Smoked

Meat ..........................
Ham ............................
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“

•••• ......................
19
Chickens, dresaed per lb ................ 8
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special foticcs.

A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor
xV. First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and

263.

found

will be the tree is jarred the curculio falls upon
the canvas and rolls to the centre, and is
thus quickly and easily removed.

to the subject of
when he was requested to state if
fruits of Michigan and those of other
it was known what caused the blight on
States,exhibited at the Centennial Exhithe apple tree, this disease having shown
bition. He said Michigan had well borne
itself in this vicinity for about two or
out her reputation ns a fruitgrowingState,
three years. In answer to the question he

apples,

our peaches especially were flue, this
be accounted for not only that

our

is

to

soil

it

&

„

8.

had

first appeared in the

besides giving us a great protection against

extreme cold. During the present winter

twenty-four hours later the same
in

wrong selection,or by being deceived by
fruit tree agents.

Michigan. That

The only remedy

for

being to use extra care in select-

ing, and then ordering from a reliable
nursery.

Michigan, the mercu2«j

below zero

in the

same latitude on the East Shore of Lake

N. 6.

Eastern part of

the State, and it had gradually worked
proper thinning out of the fruit, thus leavover to the Westeru part.
ing no more fruit on the trees than they
As to what varieties of apples were
can well mature— this thinning process is
mostly set out iu the Slate, he said that
followed by our best fruit growers with
the rules on this point usually laid down
good results.
by Societies and successful growers were
He further drew attention to the great
but little heeded, farmers setting out oradvantage of this fruit region of Western
chards were as a rule not good judges of
Michigan as to markets, it not being necthe kinds of apples wanted, and would
essary for us to pick our fruit before it is
frequently rely on the fruit tree agents,
ripe. We pick when ripe, and the same
and thereby get what the nursery-men deevening put it aboard of steamboats or
sired to sell, and but too often not 'what
cars and ere another days dawn it has
the farmer wanted. The speaker said
reached the market and that too in good
that investigation demonstratesthat sevencondition, Lake Michigati affording us exty-five per cent, of our fruit crop is totally
cellent facilities for marketing our fruit,
lost from this cause alone, that is by a

OHOKNIX HOTEL. J. McVicar Proprietor;

«
Bacon, R.

satisfactorilyaccounted for, he stated that

choice fruit of this kind, but also to a

storm was raging

Mich., on

D

stated that apple blight had not yet been

and climate are favorable to the raising of

of each week.
Visiting brothersare cordiallv Invited.

V
uN. W.

Mr. Lyons here turned

ing a comparisop between the collection of

When

Hall,

on one
when

side to receive the trunk of the tree;

Mr. Lyons opened his lecture by draw-

ofmZ7
hol^lU reg^a^meetin^lt^Gdd ry ran no lower than
Fellows
Holland
Tuesday Evening

opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.

will please

trust,

of practical value.— Ed.]

J. W. Minderhout, Proprietor.
Built in 1878; Furnished inelegantstyle, and
a first-class hotel thronghont.

I

we

the thermometer indicated 82« below zero.

I. 0. of 0. T.

HOTEL.

which he

accept our thanks— and,

wheelbarrow In the shape of an inverted
umbrella and leave an opening

this evil

from the Trains. Eighth street.

pITY

lec-

while a storm was raging in Wisconsin

it

m.

tt

Sedll.

m.

9.35 p. m.

11.10 a.

B.,

V

m.

«< it

ti

Dealer In General Hardware; cor, Eighth and Rlverstreet.

Arrive at
Holland.

Holland.

Grand Rapids.

VEEN,

V^AN LANDEGEND A

Sunday, December 10, 1876.

NO.

the ground— they place their canvas on a

Below are some extracts from the

Mr. I. Marsilje, for
16

’

Staves, Tierce,
12 00
ready market for country produce;
•e; a choice Heading bolts, soft wood ........... a 8 50
stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth
and
ith and Market st.
Heading bolls, hardwood ........ ......... 373
Stave bolls, softwood ......................
375
rPE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store: Slave bolts, hardwood. .. ................ 3 M)
a choice stock of groceries always on hand. Railroad ties ...........................
13
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.

10

WHOLE

ture, by Mr. Lyons, kindly furnished by

apples, fl bushel ................ $ 25
Beans, bushel ...................1 20
Butter, *>!b ....................
Clover seed, y bushel .............

TT'LIETSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies;
Si
a

1 Square

1

Produce, Etc.

*•

I 8 m. I 6 m. I 1 T.

$4

[

1;

II., A

Qrooiriei-

months.

3, 1877.

Pomological Lecture.

parferts.

CO., DealersIn all kiudsofFur- Potatoes, $ bushel ............... a
Seed, $ bushel ...........
»Tl nlture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Timothy
Wool, £ lb ......................
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
Wood, Staves, Eto,
D EID8KMA J. M., A SON, General Dealers In Cordwood, maple, dry ....................$ 3 no
IV Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street.See ad** Rreeu ........ ...........2 75
vertisement.
beach, dry ................. g 50

VI EVER

12.00 perysir is ilrwce.

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

2
8

Druggist 4 Pharmacist;a full
stock of goods appertaining to the business

*

(But

Medi-

cines, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Berg’s Family Medicines; River St.

PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY AT

cm,

f

MRCAH

EENG8,

D. R., Drug Stole. Fine Drugs. Mediclues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries. Eighth street.

(fiiitu geivs.

a webklyTewspapee,

mm

MICH., SATURDAY,

part of Michigan border

log on the Lake deriving the greatest bene-

Mr. Lyons was here requested to give
his

opinion on the Wagener Apple?

said

it

Ho

was pretty generallyknown what

he thought of this apple, he had

quainted with

it

from

been

ac-

the time it was first

fit from this tempering effect, and as we
introduced, and had then set out a limited
A. M,
recede from the ihore we /ind that the efA Rkoolar Communicationof Dnitt Lono*.
3.10 p. m. T)OONE A ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable.
number of trees, and aiongaide with these
tt
IX Office and barn on Market street. Everything N0:,191: A. M., will Inj held at Masonic Hall, fects of the water of the Lake on the cold he had set out rows of Golden Russets,
9.45 “ “
f 4.00“ “ Irat-class.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening. March
winds diminish in proportion to the dis• Dally except Monday
28, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
Baldwins, etc., and for the 25 or 80 years
t Mixed trains.
J.
S.
Bunns,
W.
M.
l^IBBRLINK, J. H., Livery and Sale 8U
tance from the shore. This protected part
Stable;
t D*Hy except Sunday and Monday.
J. O. Doksburg,Sec'y.
1 v Office of Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
past he had picked twenty barrels of the
Leave Holland for Gr. Rapids 1.15 a. m. street, near Market.
of our State, known as the “ Fruit Belt,”
Sundays only.
Russets and Baldwins to one of the WagClover and Timothy
lothy Sec
Seed on hand at
has gradually been growing narrower, by
All other trains dally excopt Sundays.
Wagnaikeri and BUebalthi.
P.&A, 8TEKETEE. reason of the removal of timber protec oners, ail receiving a like care and treat*
Ail trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
ment. The Wagener, be said, had some
BRO.,
Wagon
and
Blacksmith
time.
I , Shop. Horse-shooingand all kinds of repair- Call at L. T. Ranter* for holday goods, tion.
good
qualities,the fruit beiof good, and
ing done. River Street
such as Albums, Toys, Wine Sells, Toilet
Mr. Lyons further stated that he favored
the
tree
being a very early and also a
Setts,
and
many
more
articles
too
numerLake Shore and Michigan Southern B. E.
TALISMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop; ous to mention. Prices from J cent to what is known as “mixed husbandry
heavy
bearer,
but if allowed to bear like
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
Taken Effect, Sunday, N<n. 21, 1875.
$10.00. Besuro and come this week, be- where practicable, for different reasons,
pons. Cash paid for Furs.
other trees, was soon exhausted; if the
fore the best is picked out.
among others the uncertainty of regular
FROM GR’ND RAPIDS TO GR’ND RAPIDS.
Virchiat ration
tree was allowed to bear only a limited
L. T. RANTERS.
crops, if peaches failed apples might be
Express. Mall.
Express. Mail.
STATIONS.
quantity
of fruit it would do, but without
P. M.
A. M.
A. M.
P. M.
TXOSMAN, J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
Just received Moody and Sankey Hymn good, or plums or pears or other kinds of
4 15
7 80
Grand Rapids. 10 10
7 10
this extra care the Wagener in time not
IX in ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish- Books, or Sacred Sonias at
4 82
7 44
fruit, and if fruit failed, the farm would
Orandville.
9 55
6 55 ing Goods. .
5 45
8 26
being a desirable apple. He also advised
Allezan.’
8 45
5 45
____
J^rjtANTERS.
be apt to throw off something, thus not
6 1!
9 41
Otsego.
8 10
6 18
those setting out trees not to buy large
6 19
9 19
Plainwell
8 07
5 10 V0R?T, W- Merchant Tailor. Cloth pnrehasStop at Steketee’s and try his 40 cents leaving the owner without any, income for
od elsewhere, will be cm to order. Reoairlng
6 35
9 85
Cooper.
7 35
4 45
and
old trees, two or three years from the
promptly attended to. River street.
Japan Tea.
6 50
9 50
the year. Another reason why he favored
Kalamazoo.
7 85
4 40
root
graft were better than older, there
P.M.
A. M.
A.M.
P.M.
mixed husbandry was that it produced
Heat Xarbti.
8 30
11 30
White Pigeon.
5 50
3 05
being
two advantages im this,— first, the
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
fertilizers, so indispensableto successful
6.00
The
question
has
been
for
a long time
6 30
Chicago.
10 40
trees
start
easier, and the tops can be
8 50
^eat **nr^ef' corner
A M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
I> Eishthand Fish Street. A!! kinds of sau- what will you do with dead animals. The fruit growing.
formed as desired, he preferring decidedly
2 40
5 00
Toledo.
11 55
8 30 sages constantly on hand.
umlersignedwhose place ofbusi ness is near
A. M.
The speaker looked upon the raising of
P. M.
P.M.
A.M
low
tops, would branch his trees 2^ to 3
7 05
9 30
Cleveland.
7 40
8 40 TT'UITK, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself inreadplums as one of the best paying branches leet from the ground, the trees in this way
P. M
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
inesssto remove all dead animals at his
1 1&
4 05
Buffalo.
12 10
7 65
own expense, by simply notifying him of fruitgrowing,this kind of fruit always holding their fruit better,and the trunk of
thereof.
commanding a good price, uni there being the trees being less liable to the attack of
VANDERHAAR. H„ Dealer In
Fr
in Fresh, Salt.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetablcs; paper
Mich. Lake Shore Bail Eoal.
Brnbard
Wick.
little danger of over stocking the market,
and twine; 8th street.
the borer, because well shaded.
Holland, Aug. 28,
29-ly
the
fight that it required to raise them
Taken Effect, Monday, May 29, 1876.
The Speaker was here requested to state
Xinufietoriii,Jfllli, Shopi, Itc.
Cheap John has come to town again kept the crop scarce. An incessantwar- if there was any known cure for the dis3oiBg North.
with his half price store, and offers better fare against thecurculiobeing the price of
(Joins;
South.
TVEMING, W. H., Manufacturerof Plows By
No. 4
No. 2
ease, which is known as the “yellows,” in
STATIONS.
No. 3
No.
bargains than ever before. The stock con1/
improved
machinery
is
enabled
to
sell
the
p. m. p. m.
plums, no man need set out plum trees
p. m. a. m.
regular
Kalamazoo,
Plow
and
warrant
them,
at
sists
of
Boots
and
Shoes.
Crockery
and
the peach?, In answer ho said that the
8 20 12 15
Muskegon
2 00
8 00
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow Glassware,Groceries, Dry Goods, Furni- with any expectation of success, unless he
7 45 11 45
Ferrynbarg
2 80
8 50
only cure thus far known, was to pull the
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st
7 40 11 40
Grand Haven
2 40
9 00
ture and Notions. The best Sewing Ma- had made np his mind to fight faithfully
6 50 11 11
affected tree up by the roots and destroy
Pigeon
3 13
9 50
5 45 10 85
IFEALD, R.K., Manufacturer of and Dealer In chines at less than half price. All goods during the time the curculiois at work it, they had had a few cases of it at 8outh
Holland
3 55 11 15
5 17 10 15
1 Agricultural Implements; commission agent bought here that do not prove satisfactory destroying the fruit. The speaker was
Fillmore
4 12 11 45
4 00
9 25
for Mowing Machines • cor. lOthARiverstreet.
Allegan
can he returnedand money refunded. At
5 00
Haven, but the fruit growers were very
1 15
here requested to explain the mode of this
the old store of J. W. Bosmnn.
careful in this matter and had thus far
pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
warfare” as he termed it. In reply he
CHEAP JOHN.
been successful! in keeping out the disfusiucss firectonj.
8,w
stated that what is known as the Ransom ease.
Fine Furnilure, Coffins of the fiuest
Y^ERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., proprietorsof the qualiiy and Live Geete Feathers sold very trap has been quite extensively used, it
He said futther that the Legislature had
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- cheap at
Attorney!.
was to clear the surface of the ground
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
passed a law whereby in the counties of
2-2
II. MEYER & CO.,
under the tree and making it hard and
TTOVVARD’M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Allegan,Van Buren and Ottawa, upon a
Votary Public!
XX Notary Public; River street.
smooth, and then scatter chips or small
An Historical Fact — Every agent pieces of hark upon this 8tn<M>thed and proper petition a commissioner would be
CHERBURNE. 8. W., Blendon, Mich., Attorney POST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
appointed,whose work it is, when com.
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Col- who has been steadily selling the Improved
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
elven to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections lections made In Holland and vicinity.
$20 Homestead Sewing Machine lor three hardened surface, the curculio during the plaint is made to proceed to the place, and
Office in the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
years, owns his dwelling house, has a good night seeking protection from cold would
Bolks A Bros.
if diseased trees are found to at once deYX7AL8H, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, account in bank, is clear of debt, and has
come down from the tree- and take up its stroy the same.
and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug
money at interest,— the natural conser£'KN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting Store,8th street.
quence of securing a good agency for su- quarters under these chips or pieces of
Mr. Lyons closed with a few words on
River street. 0fflcc ,n Kcn>on
2nd floor,
Phnlaiani
perior goods at the lowest prices. A good bark, and in the morning could be easily
grape culture, and as to' varietieshe said
first-class Sewing Machine, most useful- caught and destroyed, but these curculio
Bakiriii.
it was his opinion that nearly ninety per
TXEST, R. B., Surgeon and Physician. Office at reliable at all times, easy to understand
XX his residence, O verijsel, Mich.
traps can only be relied on while the nights
jp^Confec'tP' J- A. Proprietro^ofCl^rBakery;
cent, of the vines that were set out at the
and control, the same size and does the
are more or less cold, for as soon as the
A NNI8. T. E., Physician;residence, oppoalte same work as any machines that sell at
present time by experienced grape growthisllne served on call; fflghth BtreS! meD ^ D
ax 8. W. cor. Public Square.
four time$ the price. There is no machine nights grow warm the curculio remiaos in
ers were Concords and Delewares. The
Banking and XxoUnge.
J^EDEBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office at any price better,or that will do finer or the tree and does not descend for shelter, Delaware not being quite so hardy as the
more work, and certainly none so low in
so that, whatU known as the “Jarring
TT BN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting, public0B™uieB,eVenlhtnd RIVCr *tre°l •ppo,,te
Concord, but where it could be grown ha
price by many dollars. The “ Homestead”
process”is the only reliable process to exRiver 8?reets>0a8ht
COr' E,8hth and
is widely known and used in thousandsof
felt sure it would give satisfaction. He
Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
Hebold's
Boot
and
Sbo«
Store, families in the Eastern and Middle States, terminatethese destroyers; this is done by preferredour native grapes for different
Book! and Stationary.
Eighth street.
and daily becoming popular in the West. preparinga piece of wood of suitable size
reasons, among others they were less
It will save its cost several times over in
TRANTERS, L. T. Dealer in Books, Stationand fastening upon one end any soft sub**7% Cigars. Notions and Toys, opposite
liable to milldew than our foreign mix*i D- one season, doing the work of the family,
City Drug Store, Eighth
VV
or will earn four or five dollars a day for stance of sufficientthickness so that when tures. The speaker looked upon the Iona
Saddlin.
anv man or woman who sewa for a living. struck against the upper part of the truuk of grape as a choice variety, aa for bis own
Boot! and Bkon.
It is the strongest machine made, is ready the tree it may not bruise the bark, which is
yAUPELL,
H.,
Manufacturer
of
and
dealer
in
TTEROLO, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
use, it being a fine grape. He further
at all times to do its work, makes the
very easily done. Before jarring the tree
Elghthttreet!
Tn,”‘“’
8‘dd"•
‘,1'1
Wl“p,;
said
that the vine* should be grown on
strongest and finest stitch yet invented,
KilhthCe "d 1>h0“''
a piece of canvas should be spread under
and
is
fully
acknowledged
as
the
Standard
trellea
Instead of allowing them to grow
Bivlai Vaohiaei.
Btntiit.
Family Sewing Machine. Price, complete the tree; when the tree is jarred, which up along posts, and that they should alIT'ANTERS, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Allerj.EE D. M. D«ntal Surgeon; residenceand of- X? f*0 Copnilee,for the “Howe Sewing Ma- for domestic use, $20, delivered at your should be done several times, the curcallo
ways be pruned in the fall of the year,
door, no matter how remote yon may re
VJ flee on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker A chine. Dealers In needles and attachments.
let go its hold and drops down on the canVan Raalte.
spring pruning almost always producing a
aide. Businesspermanent and honorable,
Tobacco ud Cigars.
with more certain and rapid sales, and vass or sheet below and can thus be gath- bleedingby the early circulation of the
Orngi and kidioinii.
larger profits than any other. Extraordi- ered and destroyed. This process is fol- asp.
nary liberal offers made to local or travel- lowed by most if not all the grower* of the
T'ci^'aS; pipS'”'?!
AN
ing agents where we have none establea Paints and Oils, Ac., Eighth atreot.
plum. Growers have contrived different It is estimated that there is sufficient
Watchoi aid Jowolry.
lished; or, if there it no agent near you,
kinds of machinery to facilitatethe catch gold, sliver,and nickel in the mine* of
•end
your
order
direct
to
the
factory.
AdTVOE8BUR(3.J. O., Dealer in Drags and MediJ./ cincs, Paints and Oils, Brushes.Ac. Phydress John H. Rendafl & Co., 421 Broad- ing of the curculio, which is an improve- Montgomery county, N. C., to pay th*
slcian s prescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st. River Street.
way, New York.
ment on the spreading of the canvas on national debt.
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Cabinet It is HngKested tkat Wavne McVeigh may be made AttorneyGeneral.’ He is
Hon-in-Uw of Senator Camenm.”
the

fiuenre in behalf of tho Christians in Turkey,

Fran* W. Paihkr, iwently editor of the
otherwise friendly to it. "....Turkeyhas ordered a larg<? number of revolvers from the
United Htotes.

/atsr-Ovnx, has be«*n appointedto succeed

HOLLAND

Gen. McArtkv as Postmaster at Chicago.

CITY, MIOHIGAJf.

Election disturbance*have broken out in

TEE OREGON DECISION.
The

HIE NEWS CONDENSED.

variousdiltrict*in Bervia, owing, it is said, to

following ia an abstract of tho rep<«i of

Intriguesagainst Prince Milan. Troops have

the majority of the ElectoralTribunal in tho

been sent to the scenes of trouble ____ Roumania
case of Oregon : “ The Electoral Commission,
will disband her reserves at once, as no danger
having receivedcertain certificates and papers is apprehendedfrom Russia, that power, even
THE EAST.
purporting to be certificates of the electoral in the event of war, desiring only the privilege
Douglas Walker, of New York city, haH votes of (lie State of Oregon, and certainpa- of passingits forces through the former state.
been sentenced to sixty days in the penitentiary pers accompanyingthe same, and objections
Three ships, with all hands, are reported
thereto, report that it ha« duly conaidered the
for cowhiding Thomas T. Okrk.
lost at Hultaua. Spain. . .The Persian Minister
same, and has decided and does hereby decide
that the votes of W. II. Odell, J. C. Cartwright has communicated to the Sultan a dispatch
THE WEST.
and J. W. Watts, the personsnamed in the cer- from the Shah explainingthat the assemblages
It h reportedthat silver has been discovered tificate of the Secretaryof State of Oregon as of troops on the Turkish frontiersare solely
ew miles south of ItuAford,Minn. Every the persona receiving the highest number of meant to prevent the depredationsof a nomadic
one in that neighborhood is in a highhnrxcited votes for Presidentialelectors, are the vote* tribe. These assemblages have been ordered
provided for by the constitution,
and that the to cease
It is stated in well-informed circles
state. Specimens have been sent to Fkiladelame are lawfully to be coanted as testifiedto that the Czar will certainlyawait the powers’
phia for assay. . .D. Kmgh A Co., of Chicago,
in the certificate of said electors,namely, reply to Prince GortschakofTs circularbefore
heavy dealers in grain and provisions, have
three votes for Rutherford B. Hayes, of attackingTurkey.
failed. Their liabilitieswill reach stvoral hunOliio. for President,and three votes
News pomes from India that rain has fallen
dred thousand dollars.
for William A. Wheeler for Vice President.
i
The Ohio State Grange has just bold its an- Phe report furthersets. forth that the election in «U tbo funine-ntricktmdistrict., of JIiidrM,
’ !
nual session at Cincinnati. Two hnndrcd dele- of Watts by the other two members of the Elec- and the number of people employed on the re- |
gates were pr«*sent,repn*senting evwry county toral Collegewas in accordancewith the consti- lief works has largely decreased. In Bombay
tution ami laws of Oregon. The grounds for
the situation shows no change.
in the State. The report of the State Business this
decision, so far as th?y concern the oligi.

—

.

press terms of the constitution."Rejected— prescribing punishmentfor stealinga ride on freight,
yeas, 7 ; nays, H, las
----------r,.o-AuuuiA,
follows : .lens—
Abbott, cars, and amending the act IncorporatingGrass Lake
Bayard, Clifford, Field, Hunton, Payne. Thurvillage .... Most of the day was occupied In commitman-7. AVn/s— Bradley. Edmunds, FreUng- tee of the whole.
hnysen, Garfield, Hoar, Miller, Morton, Strong
House.— Bill 75, organizing the townshipof Cor— 8. Justice Field then submitted a resolution
to the effect that Odell and Cartwright were the inth, Otsego county, was duly pa«ed .... In commit,
only persons chosen elector*in Oregon. This tee of the whole^ Baker’s House bill, stloriiing legal
was rejected by the same vote-7 to 1. Justice protection to political caucuses, came up. Mr. Baker
Field offered still another resolution, “ that the made a lengthy argument in favor of its passage.
Mr. Giles offered an amendment, making it criminal
attempted re-election of a third elector by the to treat iji h drinks. Mr. A. J. Sawyer moved an
two personschosen was inoperativeand void." amendment to the amendment, that it only apply to
Rejected— 7 to H, as above. Mr. Bayard offered Detroit. Messrs Ooncly and Hamilton' followed
a proposition to the effect “ that the vote* of with speeches in fsvor of its psssage. The bill was
Odell and Cartwright were the only votes then made the specialorder for Friday. March J
The House conaidered favorably the bill compelling
provided for by the constitution,there having
hotel-keepersto keep rope fire-escapes.
been a failure to appoint a third elector in
Saturday, Feb. 24. -Hbnatk. -Bills were
aoa«-dnncc with the constitutionand laws of
the United States and laws of the State of passed authorizing the licensing of peddlers and
Oregon, and that these two votes should auctioneers in Houghton village,and authorizing
be counted, and none others from tho State of Houghton county to issue tsmas to imp rove Mate
Oregon." Rejected— yeas, 7 ; navs, 8, as be- roads in the county. .. In the committee 0f Die
fore. A vote was then taken on Mr. Edmunds’ whole u large number of bills w ere passed to third
reading.
original proposition, and it was adopted— yeas,
House.— Bills were passed : Incorporating civ
15 ; nays, none. Mr. Mortou then offered the
following
“ AoaotoW, That W. H. Odell, operative associations within this Stab1 : for the
J. C. Cartwright,and J. \V. Watts, tho per- | l,rot«ction °f VicM* °f bomis fnm^d«ngpr hy ftrr;
amend
sectionD of act No. IS'i of the sessionlaws
sons named as electors in certificateNo. to......
— •—
of 1875, approved April 29. 1875. relativeto forecloBre the lawful electorsof the State of

:
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^
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season amounted to £1,000,000, (taring commisrion to ownent and giving them the advantage
of a good market

potent to go behind the certificate of the Govputont
u,e “rti,ic‘te tL"
enior
so farbl'hi,“i
as the same is not founded upon

MUU"’
!riling’
.
. of
A
I ^

The miners in the Black

trie

Indian*. A band of aavagea recently made

tor Kelly, of Oregon, then proceeded to submit his objections to certificate No. 1. He
said he presumed that there would not !>e anv
disputeof the third objection, viz. : That Watts
was a Postmaster, and they were prepared with
proof to sustain the allegation.If tins was an
office of profit or trust, tho constitutional
inhibition was as clear as language could make
it. Mr. Kelly argued that if Watts was not
qualified on the 7th of November.wheuthe election took place, he could not be elected at any
subsequent election. He contendedthat by
the constitution and laws of Oregon the is rsoh
receivingthe next highest number of votes was
entitled to be declared elector, and that the
Governor had a right to inqnirfc into and deride tho questionof the eligibilityof electors.
RepresentativeJonks next addressed the commission on the Democratic side. Senator
Mitchell then presented the objections in behalf
of the Republicans.In his argument he said
there was iu» law in Oregon authorizingthe Governor to certify a minority candidate elected.
The Legislature of Oregon might have provided Unit electors should be appointed by the
------- ^

",I,r'rl,io“
*“>

Btor)’

*l

“

\MU*

“

^

a night attack on Rpearfi*h (Sty, a mall mining ‘ Ito"t0n fr°m Capt lunc' of
KlK,0'“’r Ftown near DeadwiKid. About a hundred shots B. McDonald, dated on the west coast of Afwere exchanged, hut no miners were injured, rica. (’apt. Kane relates that on his outward
owing to the darkness.Parties of IndiansImd voyage
Boston
fell
with
been seen in other sectiona of the Hills.
wreck
British bark Marie.

the

Laving

C’hioaoo’b last sensationia the defalcationof

from
he
in
of tbe
on board two rnirrivors of

crew of fourteenmen, the

Gen. McArtlwr. for severalyears Postmaster

,
3 ^

from

so

_

________

loss. ‘

(

been destroyed by fire. It had a

seating ca-

pacity of 3,W0l

upon the dead body, and ho on,

THE SOUTH.
President Gcant haring prohibiteda mili-

in

tary parade

Columbia, 8. C.,

on Wash-

city exhibitedafl the quietnessof the Sabbath.
Business was wholly suspended, and the flags
on the public Inklings were placed at half-mast

until

Mr. Cochrane and himself would appear ns objectors to certificateNo. 1.

W

^
1

Heath of the Big-Headed Boy.

Mr. Lawrence said Senator Christiancy aud
Matthew Dorn, the monster-heiuled
himself would appear for objectors to certificate No. 2. Senator Christiancysaid he ap- b°T, is ‘lead. He wna 15 years of n^e,
IH-and lor the objectors,but they did not pro- llI1d waa certainly a curiosity, if not it
tl,e.i'ThoIc‘L010 n!,ow<;'d thom.

P.’
ii

responseto another inquiryas to who would
appear as counsel.Mr. Hurd said he was not
prepared to state at this time, hut would announce counsel to the commission to-morrow
morning. Mr. Matthews stated tliat Mr. Hliellaharger and himself would appear in favor of
certificateNo. 1
. Adjourned.
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sighted,
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bills
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only two were left The survivor, James McLaughlin, belongs to Belfast, Ireland, and savs
that only small portionsof the bodice could be
eaten. No one was killed, but the moment one
. . -u-1 1- UMH
died the survivors
cut the throat UI
of deceased
antf drank the bloi^juid therl divided thedreart
arid brains. It was thirty-twoday's from the
time of the disaster until the wreck was
and during
time the crew bad not
.

ington’s birtfcday anniversary,the day in that

!

no _

fresh

was impoeiriblo to save anv provisions or
water. They soon began to die of starvation,
and as soon as one died the rest subsisted
it

Fox’s American Theater, in Philadelphia, has

number of

monstrosity,ho far rh his cranium was
concerned. It te said that his head was
nearly four feet in circumference, and
weighed quite eighty pounds. He was
of Irinh imrentege. When six weeks old
his head began growing much more rap11 (hd^
«t did direct that the
idly than his body, and continued to
G,e qu»hfi*-d electiirs, sliall bv a pluralgrow up to within a few weeks of his
^ p tbedjfferEutprecincte, MIC MILAN LEGISLATURE.
death, which occurred recently. He was
choose electors. Behind this ultimatedetermination of the Canvassing Board, neither the
never able to sit up, but could move his
Tckhday, Feb. 20. -Senate. -Bills were inGovernor of the State nor the tribunal whose
bead from right to left while lying on a
troduced appropriating money to furniidi tho new
final dirty it Ik to count the votes for President
pillow. During the Centennial Exhibiand Vice President, whether it bo the President Capitol ; amend! mr the law relative)to the iucoroora
tion of raiiroau companies;pronding that Comity tion at Philadelphia,he wus taken there
of the Senate, the two houses of Congresa. or
Clerks shall rooeivesalariesfixed by county Boarda by speculative persons, but tho underthe Electoral Tribunal,can rightfullv
_____ _ go.
of Supervisor*, and no other oompcnsatiita ; protaking did not prove successfulthere or
^dPe Ho?d!e>1, tddro8HO(^’ com- ! viding
____ _ for the appointment of a commission to
u!.^?n.r"w *ai!f
| survey the boundary line between Michigan in Albany, where he was subsequently
He contended
the actionof
d that
“lalthe
action^f Gov.
Gov. Grover
Grover hi
in >nd
*nd Wisconsin
Wisconsin ; making
making an appropriation exhibited for a few days. His body at
, ,
a certMicite from Watte, who was for the Htate Reform R, iio<J;making an appropria-

the
others having

perished from exposure and famine. The two
His ‘‘irregularities’’amount to men witc taken on board Uie schooner,but one
about £50, 00ft. McArthur has gone into bank- died within fonr boon. From the sole survivor
_______
_______
u it wafi ancertained that the bark was bound
ruptcy, _____
and ouade the
Government
a preferred
creditor, which will probably secure $ against l)oho!> Ga-- Belfast, Ireland; that she
I Hpmng aleak in a gale and filled with water
at that city.

members being

sure by advertisement....A largo

and resolutionsof a local nature were passed.
"r^,;"’,,.nd,U"‘t. thcir ''0‘c*
provided for by the constitution of tho Uiuted
Monday, Fob. Uti.— Senate. -Bills were
States, and should be counted for President
and Vico Presidentof the United States." Mr. passed organizing Files township,Manistee county ;
Hunton moved to strike out the name of J. W. changingthe name of Deerfield township. Van Bu
Watts. Disagreed to— yeas, 7 ; nays, 8. Mr. ren county, to Covert ; to amend section84, i hapter
Morton's resolutionwas then adopted— yeas, C, of the compiled laws of 1871, relativeto holding
8 ; nays. 7. as
follows : Yeas — Bradley, Ed- general and specialelections,as follows : “ Section
munds, Frelinghuystm,Garfield,Hoar, Miller. 1. The pimple of the State of Michigan enact that
84, of chapterG, of the compiled laws of
Morton. Hti'ong— 8. Nays — Abbott, Bavard, section
1871, relative to holding general and specialelecClifford, Field, Hunton, Payne, Thurman— 7. tions. the saii'e iieing compilers' section 115, tic and
The decision of the commission was then drawn tee same is hereby amended to read as follows
»I> a»d signed by the eight members voting in
115. Hoc. 84. The electorsof President and Vice
the affirmative.On motion of Mr. Morton, the President
P^rident shall convene in the senate
injunction of secrecy upon the acts and pro- j:lia,“1,'‘rtec .Capitol of the state «t tb
oeodingHof the commission, except as regards ,our ot 12 o’clock, noon, on the first Wednesday of December, and. if there shall be any
their report to the joint sessionof Congress,
vacancy in the office of an elector, the electorsshall
was removed, and the commission adjourned.
proceed to fill such vacancy by ballot aud majority
Monday. Feb. 26.— The Electoral Commission of votes, and when all electors shall appear, or ail
vacancies shall be filled,os above provided, tin y
reassembled at half-past G, immediatelyafter shall proceed to perform the duties of such electors,
the two houses separated, all the members as requiredby tho constitution and laws of t: •
United States.’’.... The balance of the day was occupresent, Mr. Kernan. successor to Senator pied in committeeof the whole.
Thurman, taking his seat for the first time.
House.— A bill was passed incorporating Otoiville,
The najMTs referred to tho commission by the
two houses in joint session were read by tho Oenesseecounty — The remainder of the day was
Secretary. In response to inquiry as to’ who •onsumed by tho House going into committee of the
appeared as the objectors, Mr. Hurd announced » hole.
:

x

ho*.

™

present. The papers received from the two
houses of Congress relatingto the votes of
Oregon were read and ordered printed. Sena-

GENERAL.

becoming

Hills are

alarm'd at the tlireateimr* attitude of the

, ,

Wednesday,.Feb. 21.-The Electoral f’om-

n,l,wion Inet 1 P- m., all the

*“>

,1"lr;

B

j
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THE ELECTORAL TRIBUNAL.

,0

theSlate?
which authority in the case of Oregon is held to
The boiler of tbe Clifton Nail-Keg Factory, at lie the Secretary of State. The report also
Middleport,Ohio, exploded with a terrible ef- take's the ground that it is not essential to show
that an elector was eligibleon tho 7th of Nofect a few days ago. Tho largo building was
vember, provided it Ik- shown that he was eligicompletelywrecked, and four of the workmen ble when he cast his vote in the Electoral Colkilled and about a dozen wounded ____ The lege, and the fact appears that the alleged
wool-growersoff Ohio,, Indiana,Kentucky. West ineligible elector, Watte, was chosen to fill a
Virginia,and Pennsylvania held a meeting at vacancy caused by his own absence from the
Cincinnati last week, and decided to erect a Electoral College, and that he was not ineligicapacious pterehouse at Steubenville,O., for ble at the time he cast his vote. Tho rei>ort is
the purpose tff storing their product and as- ' signed by Messrs.Bradlev, Edmunds, Froling-

u,“lurew-

# ,

.

.

a

'

1

_
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the time of his death weighed about onethe
n«t
througiionl“‘•““‘.hwRnrttag
the
Commhsdouer, io
uelt highestcandidate,was legal througliout,
" ^
» Insurance
I,I“urmni-'c Commissioners
to half as much as his head.— Trot/ (-V. 1'.
T_v , ,
and tliat there ia nothing in the law of
^ *ext kgislsturea fonnof law for Time*.
a resolutionhas been adopted declaringtliat
fife
The
whole
Govenunent
machinery of Nova i which authorizesany such certificateor exeim 1 •
--a-,loe0'’mp^“ ,loln« ‘'^iness in Mlchunder no ciroumstanoeHwill the people of Louigan. ..Bill* were noticed providing tor tbe
Rcotia has been wiped ont of existence by the ! plification a* ifl presented by the supportersof appointmentof a Huperintendentof HUte FrojierSelling Tramps.
isiana pay tribute to any other than the Nicholls
.. He
Mv proposition is ty : providingfor the appointment of '* Board
1;
Ho said :
: “
“ Mv
Government,and that “ any attempt to gather discoverythat the great seal of the province
tliat the State of Oregon, through her State offi- of Railroad 'ommiiwioneni ; for the entablhihiaontof
A Hartford paper tells how a lady of
taxes by other authority will not only prove nae was the one rendered worthless bv the
cers, has spoken, and the result of that s|K*ech anion work-hou*e* ; fur the erection of a hall for in- that city “plays it” on tramps, through
abortive, but lead to lamentable civil ’strife.'’ Queen’s oommand nine years ago. It has been
Bti-uriiou for women at the Agricultural College ; for
is here In the certificatesgiven to Cronin,Odell
Gov. Nicholls has appointed tax collectors in therefore decided that all legislation, money
appointment of a eomml*Hionof banker* to ex- the agency of the bogus money known
aud Cartwright These are the oidv legiti- the
1 grants, marriage licenses, and in fact everyamine and re line the hankinglaw* ; authorizing tiio us “advertising greenbacks,” aiid which
nearly all tha parishes of the State.
mate, lawful evidencesof the act of Oregon in city of Detroitto grant aid for the oonatruction of a
1 thing done by Government authority,since
this matter. I submit tliat the certificateor tunnel under Detroit river ; amending the act rela- to the casual observer appear genuine.
POUTICAL.
w‘&s null and void. Imperiallegislation is
list signed by tbe Governor and Secretary
_____ ; for
______
____
tive to Detroit Fire Comnibwlouera
the appointThe lady with studied carelessnesspnte
I necessaryto set the matter right, and the HaliWilliam H. Stokely, Republican, has been
Htate of Oregon and delivered to the Collegeof ment ^ ('oimte Huperintendent* of Hciiools ; tor the ; a bill of this kind under the mat at the
fax people are naturally full of excitement.
is final and conclnsive evidence. Why ®r®ctJon of “
f°r tee blind.
re-elected Mayor of Philadelphiaby 3.000 maGem Andrew Denison,Postmaster at Balti- Electors
back door, and waits the approach of the
were
the
Governor
and
Secretaryrequiredtb
House.— Petitionswere presentedfrom memlier*
jority. In PrtUborgh and Lancaster the Demo- more for eight years, was found dead in his
sign these lists? It is because the chief execu- •f the Detroit Board of Trade asking that land ha i innocents. Up to the door comes trampy,
crate elect tbe Mayor and other municipal offi- bed a few mornings since . Hie noterions Gen.
tive of the State and the canvassing officer granted tor the Alpena railroad ; from citizen*of j and his greedy eyes at once slight on the
Cortinas has been arrested at Matimoras, Mexico,
cers.
should unite in declaring who is elected,and Caa* county, asking the revoking of several railroad 1 money. In a dush it is transferred to his
and placed in the military prison. It is believed
The following tetter from Gov. Tilden ex- that he will be court-martialedand shot for not when Gins signed their signatures give it the charter* ; nnmerou* netitlon*nravlmr for l»w pro- , ixf,1’1' ftnJ,withrt /topping t„ knock
conclusive aud filialevidencewhich is required.”
obeying tbe order of President Diaz to present
plains iteelf
oo-operatlvoHooteti**;petition*tor the repeal of all 1
Be intended to do, he hlllTies
At the conclusionof Mr. Hoadley’s argument
himselfat the City of Mexico to answer for his
Uff
New York, Feb. 21.
out of wight, radiant with the joy of one
the commission adjourned for the day.
To Hon. Froaois Kernan,Washington:
road Committee, to whom waa referred the question
conduct on the frontier for the past ten months.
who unexpectedlystrikes good luck.
A telegram to the Associated Preas, published this
—
Tho Presidentialelectionin Mexido has
Thursday,Feb. 22. -Judge Stanley Matthews of tho Lake Shore and Michigan Southernrailroad
morning,atatoM XktX a harmonious agreementhaa resulted in the success of Diaz.
taxation, reportedthat the company doe* not pa)
When at a safe distance he looks at tbe
addressed the commission in opposition to the it* fair ehare of tax, and that ate pa should lie
been brought about betweenthe Senate committee,
bill, and as the extent of the terrible deof which you are a member, and the committee-of
WASHINGTON.
Cronin certificate(No. 2). Ho contendedthat taken Immediatelyto force it to pay up; al*o in
the House, by which tt haa been decided not to go
favor of amending the charter of thi* road. The ception dawns upon him he clutches his
Two Rear Admirals in the United States tha Governor’s certificate fell to the ground report waa made the epecial order of buaine**for
into an examinationof my tank account on the
hair and with a wild, despairing cry of
one hand, or acoounta of the Chairman of the Navy— Goldsborough and Davis --- died at when it was shown that it was not a warrant to Tuesday next ...... Numerousbill* were noticed apRepublican owmutttoe on the other hand.
the electors for the performance of their dutios. propriating money to be used by the State at tlrt “Hold, by Jerusalem !” crawls into a conI repudiate any Midi agreement, and dis- Washington last week.
The law of Oregon required that the votes InternationalExhibition in Tart* ; rein-aling all law# venient rat-hole and dies.
claim any auch inuuwnity, protection,or benefit
The Secretaryof the Ttreasury has decided for electors should be given, received, relative to the incorporation of the Lake Shore and
from it. I reject utterlythe falae imputation that
MichiganSouthern railroad; repealing all the peBreckinridge’s house, in Washington,
my private bank account contain* anything what- that until Congresa amends the Pacific Railroad returned and canvassed the same as for dal railroadcharter* in the State ; prodding for the
wns bought......
by Alfred .Lee, a negro, who
ever that needs to be concealed.Under the pretense laws, or enacts further legislation, he has no membera of Congress, and in the case of organization of the county of Detroit.
Five bill*
of looking for a payment in Decemtwr,demand was option but to apply the whole amount of the members of Congress it was made the
were passed to take immediate effect in regard to 1 deals
Is in feed, nad who paid $40,000
made for all payment* teter May and all deposit* earnings for mail transportationof the several duty of the Secretary of Htate to canvass the extending tho time for the payment of taxes.
for it.
during nine month*. The bank was repeatedlymenvotes, and there tlie statutory directions end.
Wednesday, Fob. 21.-SBNATE.-The entire
aced with removal of its officers and books to Wash- Pacific railroads and their branchesto the liqni- Die statute in relation to electors further
.H /urt1lT
morning *a* comiumed in the introduction of bill*,
ington. A transcriptat entries of private business, dation of the iuterert account of these roads, I
MARKETS.
the Supreme
trusts, charities,containingeverythingbat what notwith standing
—
Supreme Conrt
Court ',(k^ Uiat the Hecn-tarv of State Hhoiild certify some eighty in number. Very few of them are <ff
two
lists, showing who had received the highest
NEW YORK.
the committee was rnnamir atoned to investigate, uns decided that these roads are entitled to
general Intorret. No afternoon *e**ion was held.
but nothing which it was commissioned to one-halfof such earnings ____ In obedience to a number of votes, and there tbe canvass
Bsevm ............................8 25 £11 5«
Houhe.—
Billa
were
introduced
:
Providing
for
Hoo*
...............................
5 7V
investigate, because nothing of Hut sort existed, call from the Election Committee of the Sen- ended. The constitution and the law
6 25
12 q
the appointmentof a State Board of Survey ; reor- Cotton ............................
has been taken, with my knowledge, to Washington.
12>;
ate, the Secretaryof the State of Lonisiana has stamped that record the legal and
Of course,there is no item In it relatingto anything
Flour—
Huperflne
Western
.........
5
50
the election ganizing the judicial circnlt* of the State ; empow- Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............1 40 fi 00
deliveredto that committee the returns from constitutional result
in Oregon, for I never nude, authorized, or’ knew
1 41
Mr. Matthews combated the propositionthat ering married women to make contract* ; pro- (!4)r?( — Western Mixed .............57
of any expenditurein relation to the electionin the twenty-two challenged parishes of LouisiSit
the ineligibilityof Watts made a non-election, viding that the Probate Judge may fill a vacancy
that Htate, or the reanKlng controversies, or any ana.
Oats—
Western
Mixed
..............
42
50
in the Register of Deeda' officeby appointment;
or that tbe votes cast for an ineligible candi
promise or obligation or negotiationon the subject.
Kyk— Western ...................... so
84
i.„i,
The President has
Mr. Ellis, acting President
Presidentof
bunk himself
PoRK— New Me** ...................
15 75
of the bank,
„ nominated James A.
1« 00
himself
Laiu>— Hteam ......................
10
Republican,aotne time ago told tho Chairman i w “Ramson,oi I0"'4. Commissioner of the Dis10.'*
lativo powers, was to bring about a com-, viding lor the payment of d*m*g*« by the HUte to
CHICAGO.
.h?
,CulnmWa in ‘,hn af J*nm' « w-'ton- plication that would make the confusion of all poraon* who have been or may be in
Imprisoned in Reeve*— Choice Graded Steer* ..... 5 50 @ 5 75
i>uble of furtheringany jnst object of in vest!- | rcH|g,ied*
(iholooNative* ............4 f.t
i,,i80n
conviction ; organizingtbe
5 ‘25
the Governmentinextricable. At the conration. I am also informed that a rpMoln. *
,, ,
Cow* and Heifer* ......... 2 75
3 75
“f d
turn wa* passed to summon ms as a witness,but ^ ^AWHI?,OTOSdl*pateh Hays: “The Post- elusion of Mr. Matthews'Ar£mm.-nt7’judge
Good oecoud-Ha**Steer*. . 3 90
4 20
buve received no sobnena. I had written before , master General has received during the past Strong said tliat tho counselhaonow consnmed
Medium to Fair .......... 4 25
4 fiO
^1
jd
Htl11 the questionof tho road rom the GrandlUpidi and Indiana terminus Hook— Live ........................5 30
5 70
newKpiper protcKt.
admissibility of evidence was before the com- to Cheboygan ; providing for the organization of im- Flour— Fancy White Winter ....... 7 00
8 00
not to visit Washingtonif the committeewould send ^l(; constructionof the Postal law of 1874 so far mission. He thought it should be received now, migration cotnpaniea ; providing that the majority of
Good to Choice Spring Ex . 5 00
5 75
1 25>;
cX^Uh^iw'atteid*
**rt’ but tbat * aH U r(‘,ateM to tl!c !><,KtaP on back numbers of subject to the judgment of tbe commission as tee ^Board^ qf Director* of any 'Michigan railroad Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. 1 25
must consistof citizen* of the State ; appropriating
No. 3 Hpring ...............1 14\' 1 Hi
to thiTaraanap^mt^Miaf
^ | newspapersand periodicalsmailed to sub- to its effect The proposition
state swamp land* for a railroadfrom HarrtavtUe to Corn— No. .......................
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ssy that I can accept the decorum and deoencvjiut
Tlu‘ ^pa^JOCHt has ruled tliat sub- Mr. Merrick then offered as evidence a certified
Blandish ; taovidingthat special meeting* of the Oats— No. ........................
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net a fictitious equivalent for a mantle of secrecy to ' w , M'rH ran receive all tbe back numbers of the copy of the commission of John W. Watte bh
Board of Supervisors shall not continue over tea Rra— No. ........................
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anybody else.
8i j TrLDi* volume for which they KtibHcribed at the Hub- Postmaster,dated Fob. 18. 1878. and the comday* ; for the organization of Mlchiganoecounty
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missionof Henry M. Hill as his successor, dated aappropriating $90,000for the Pnrl* International Ex- Butter— Creamery ............... 31
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(Hill) was appointed Nov. 8, 1876. Postmaster removingthe School of Mine* from tho Htate Unlver! Pome— Me** ........................
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arnlyi °rga- mastership was produced and admitted. , pubheatiou of all not* passed by the Legislature in
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No. .................... 1 30
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Works, Amos Miller.
garians. charged with complicity in the
6:j
The Cabinet-makers are busily at work con- May insurrection, have been sentencedeach
to twenty years’ penal servitude. Tho same
@ 1 45
structing a council of minister* for the hicrnn- dispatchalso announcestliat Chevkel Pasha
Democrats) the commiHsionwent into secret | itTMtoitiYoT tin prorinj the^harboTaT itoll^d- ^oaN-Weatem Mixed ............. \37
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ing Prewdent. The Washington corre«pondent the author of the Bulgarian atrocities,has been session.
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Turkish army — The peace negotiationsbeIhubhday, Feb. 22.— Senate. —The whola1 Lamp ..............................
“ There is substantialunanimity that the Cabion tha Oregon case
tween Turkey, Bervia, and Montenegro are pro- was in secret coiiHiiltatiou
5 65
morning hour was consumed by the Hcnate in com- 1 Hooh ..............................
* 00
net, as a New England Senator savs, will not
greasingfavorably.
from 10:30 to 3 o’clock, at which hour the arbi- mittee of the whole, **«««««« — — *
5 60
J 25
bo a Cabinet of scrub* and uobodieV It is 1mAt noon an adjournment wa ^ Cattle ............................
A \ ienna dispatchsays the Russians arc 00- trators repaired to Senator Thurman’s resi- voted until evening, when both houses and the
CINCINNATI.
Keved that no member of the present Cabinet
will remain permanently, but it is exited that tivdy working in Persia to induce the Shah to dence, that gentleman being amfinod to his official* met tn joint conventionand celebratedWheat ............................ 1 45 @ l 65
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Gov. Haves will request them to stay until the Join them in the event of a w ar. The induce- bed, where ho remained during tlie proceedings Washington’* birthday by religiousand mimical ex- Cont< ..............................
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Oath ...............................
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of the communion. A vote was then taken on
14th of March. One Cabinet position at leant
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ment
offered is the possession of disputed fron- the following proportions, which had been inHouse.— A Joint resolution wa* introduced *tk 1 p< m x-Lmm*
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15 25
will be given to a Southern moderate man
15 50
tier territory.The Shall does not am>ear alto- formallysubmitted and discussed, but not voted
Ing Congre** to appropriate money for ertabUshing Lard ......
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upon during the day’s session.Ry Senator Ed- ! * harbor of refuge at Portage Lake, Manistee
TOLEDO,
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ine and dividingthe white vote South. Evarte English coast duri.^Th !nt t?et,gale on tho signed by E. A. Cronin, J. N. . T. Mil45
is accorded tbo State Department on
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hr, and John Parker, puqMirting to protection of beer, wine and elder manu- Corn ..............................
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hands, notwithstanding the inevitableoppom- Lmferor William, in opening the German cast tlie electoral vote of the State of
....Tb* followingbilla were paused: Fixing
DETROIT.
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doe*
*ot
contain
or
certify
the
constition of Conkling. Tho Postoffice Department Parliament,the other day, expressed Hie nninthe Auditor General'* fee* in certain case*;
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and Interior speculation gives to thi South, ion that the peace of Euro Mi im
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John Sherman, it is said, niav be made Hecre- , in consLmenK
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for
service*
by
the people 8tnai,c bill providing that
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wu record.
friend, will purtnlee. Ol ntorm Jft
county Hold for Uxe* ; also, ordering tha Raguter of
EAHT LIBERTY, PA.
urge him. Gen. Hainan, of Indiana, apd i tiie Porte, and war tliun averl.
u? ii / Uie day of the election, via.: the 7th dav of I>-ed* of auch county to keep on lUe all *uch al»Gen. Hawley, of Comiecticut,are mentioned to estv, however,
m November.187G, held an office of trust 'and tract*. .A (wolutlun
uklog Dr. Me , HM^-torl^ni.
.............. » “ 9 « *
rtouMiJ. tlie Camcrw. element to tho inoriUblo !
J® 7? profit under the United States; therefore. Graw, of Detrolt,to lecture before the LeglaJatureCattlm— But
. 6*00 6 20
Hetoltal,That said J. W. Watts was then in’ oo hereditary dteearea.
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FORTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.

In the triumph of peace over disorder and possible civil war. both parties can unite in exultaMouse Debate on the Question of Sustaining tion. While I do not rejoice simply in a party
the ElectoralCommission’s Decision in sense, I do rejoice that one of the purest
and most patnotic of our fellow-citizens is
the Louisiana Cate.

Commission,the Senate would now resume Inglslitiva business. .Conferencecommitteeswere apto® United pointed on the Deficiency, Naval and LegialaUve
,

showed that he held the offlot
States Coart. The reeoluticm
division. The Senate was thn. n^fled
House was ready to continue the ». 'ou*t’

.

Appropriation billa.

™toou*

Forty-seven sentimental young idiots
Los Anpeles, Cal., have paid $4 each
to be vaccinatedwith the virus from the
arm of a popular belle. The first one
used it all up, but the other forty-sixdid
not know the difference, and took the
enterprising doctor’s word for it.
in

House.— After • conaiderablefllibuatcrinjfthe
Houae decided, by a vote of 133 to llfl, to listen to
bodies met In Joint session.
Mr. Gibson offered an order that the Hayes
for the four years to oome. Representing as
the reading of the testimony taken More the
Joint Contention.— The Senate ate'1 Hou“
electoral votes for Louisianabe not counted.
House Committee on Privilegesin the case of
I do the district in which Gov. Hayes reIn Joint sewilon for the purpose of c© untlnK 1,10 Elector Bogga, of Pennsylvania,
appointed InMr. Hurlbut moved to amend by striking out sides. and being a lifelong acquaintance
electoral votes. The presiding officer havh. R caUed stead of Daniel J. Morrill, Centennial Commissioner.
of
liis,
I
but
speak
the
opinion
of
all
persons
the word “not"
Mr. Kelley then offered a resolutionthat the vote
who know him when I sav that his administra- the meeting to order and directedthe reading
Hlrtory of a Pictoro.
of Boggs should be counted, and Mr. Htenger offered
The discnsmon was opened by Mr. Now. who
tion will be wise, patriotic and just, notwith- resolutionsof each bouse In favor of counting .V"' a HuhnUtut*;that it nhould uot be. A long aud oxdtTwo
of
tho
most celebratedartists the world
votes of Nevada, a tellerthen announced that i.
s:iid that he had voted for the Electoral Comstanding whatever mav be said to the contrary
Ing debate ensued, In the course of which Mr. Hewvada had cast 3 votes for Hayes and Wheeler. Thci.
has over known dwelt in the same dty. One
mission bill without hesitation or misgiving, and here or elsewhere. Tlie people of the oountrv followed,In succession,the States of New Hamp- itt again arraignedMr. Hoar for had faith, but an- Qi! lighted in delineating beauty in all iU graces
waled to the Democrats to yield to the decision,
he was not aHhamod of the xupport which
expect from hta not cml* » t.ir, shire, with 5 votes for Hayes and Wheeler ; New an l trust to the ballot-box for the remedy. The of tint, fonn and motion. Hm portraits were
Jersey,9 votes for Tilden and Hendricks ; New
instinct with tho charm of physical vigor. The
had given to that measure. He accepted,with- ceptance is the expression of a man of the York, 35 votes for Tilden and Hendricks ; North men. ’>or" R^ered around him in excitedcircles
hp do-<Hl "i111 an invocation for peace graceful, half-voluptuousoutline of form and
Carolina,
10 votes for Tilden and Hendricks ; Ohio,
out qualification his humble share of responsi- broadestand loftiestpatriotisnu I feel certain
22 votes for Hayes and Wheeler. The presiding oft ho 'was "k‘‘d b>' Mr- Mo, of Wisconsin, feature harmonized with delicately-blended
bility.He would vote to sustain the objections that I shall be sustained by his ads whan I say fleer now opened and handed to the telleni the firs, why, if Uk ' decision was Infamous, he advised yield- tints. On hu canvas, the homeUest faces had
that his highestambition will be to administer certificate receivedfrom Oregon. It was read by Mr' ing to it? Hewitt’s reply was; “It is better to an almost irresistiblecharm. The other found
to the decision of the commission.He was in
the Government so patriotically and wisely Stone, and proved to be the sworn certificate of the yield than to "rec>P«»te anarchy and revolution.”
favor of proceedingwithout unnecessary delay as to wipe away every necessity or excuse three Hayes electors,Cartwright, Odell aud Watts, Then the sente ',,cn‘ was characteriaed by Cate as
for the formation of parties* on a sec- executed before a notary public. The paix-rs contain cowardly. Mr. \ n™‘*' ™ N<;rtb Carolina, forced the portraitsof tho dying. The agonizing
to the completionof the count.
his way through tht clrc1l1'- and with a flushed face
tional basis, and all traces of party- a full statement of the doings of the three electors,
death-throo toe ghastly face and forai, were
Mr. Seejye said that in the case of the Louisithe resignation of Watts as Postmaster, his subse- and excited manner . Tt'la*nied, addressing himself
color lines ; that thereafter and forever we
ana election, the corruptionon one side seemed shall hear no more of a solid Houth or a united quent choice by the other two electors,the original to Mr. Cate and the Dem'>Vr,u1wM opposing all depicted with marvelous fidelity. Thero
denounce us now as existed between these artists the most intense
ballots cast by the three electors, etc. They were acquiescence.
ns heinous as the cruelty on the othorside was North. The tiag shall float over States, not read in full. The presiding officerthen landed to cowards when the
fl/tcen
dislike. At length this dislike culminated.The
Mr. Stenger’s beaut \ -loving artisthad been engaged in painthorrible. Ho found it quite mpossible to say provinces ; over freemen, not subjects. When the tellers the certificateof the three- rival electors years ago turned again
119. The
Gov. Haves appealedto the people of the —Cronin, Miller and Parker, authenticatedby the wulwUtute was adopted—yeas, IN/
which of the two sets of electorsfrom Louisi- South in liis letterof acceptance,he addressed signaturesof the Governor and Secretaryof two houses then met in joint ses*i.',ni •»>* shortly ing the portrait of a beautiful woman. Connoisseurspronouncedit tho most wonderful
ana voiced the true will of the people of that them as “ My countrymen,"and why not his State, with the seal of the State at- after separated for the purjaieeof o^naldwing Uie
tached. This certificate gives two votes objection to the counting of the vote of Elector niece of art that had ever been produced. His
State. It would have been hard to find wiser 1 countrymen ? Are not the Southern States the to Hayes and Wheeler, and one vote, to Tilden and Slater, of Rhtxle Island.A motion to adjourn for brother artist was jealous of his fame and
equal of those of the North, East or West, and Hendricks. Senator Mitchell presented objections the day was voted down. The House then decided
•ought revenge. By bribingtoo koopor of tho
and more candid men than those who had proi is not the South an integral pari of the nation ?
to the certificate of Cronin. Miller and Ilirkcr, on that the vote of Slater should lie counted, and the
Ntuuio ho gained access to tho picture each
nounced the decision of the Electoral Commis- It has been said sneeringly, and for the pur- the grounds : First, because neither of the persons two houses again met lu Joint convention.After
!ilg , .... firHt 1,0 waH content to only deaden
sion. He appreciated the strength of their pose of stirring the wild passions of the human named in said certificate were appointed electors, as sepaiating,the House adjournedfor the day.
the brilliancy of the complexionand eves,
jH)sition. Congress could not be too jealous of heart to had actions,that the South, under provided by the laws of Oregon. Second, Unit
Joint Convention.— The two houses met In efface tho bloom from chock and lip, and paint
Watts, Odell and Cartwrightwere elected by Unthe constitutional right of the State to choose PresidentHaves, must submit to an uncondipeople of Oregon, in the manner prescriliedby the joint session,and, the action of each house having a shadow on either cheek. Later, his strokes
its electors.
tional surrenderto the Republican party. No,
grew holder and freer, and ouo morning the arlaws of Oregon. Third, becauseit does not appear l>een read, the presiding officer announced that, the
Mr. Joyce dt'clared that the whole scheme of sir ; no such demand will lx“ made. All that tliat the persons named in the Cronin cerUficate two houses not having concurred otherwise, the
tist awoke to find the entire outline of too porthe election to the Presidencyof the grand fraud will be expected is patriotic co-operationof the received the highest number of votes at the election votes of Pennsylvaniawould be counted.Senator
trait changed. He could scarcely recognizehi
of Graniercypark had been a sui>erb Demo- ! Southerni»triots in the great work of res- for electors.Fourth, because it appears from Allison, one of the tellers,thereupon announced the emanated form and haggard countenance
toration through the Union, the Con- the certificate of the Secretary of State •at the State of Pcnasylvania had given twenty- the glowing conceptionhe had embodied. The
cratic cheat from beginning to end.
fenforcement
the that Odell,Cartwrightand Watts were only elected. nine votes for Hayes and Wheeler. The i •....iij,!
Mr. Rice protestedagainst the wrong and vio- stitution,
vllid face aud expressionless eyes he had at. i
Fifth, In-cause it appears by said certificatethal certificato from Rhode Island was then
laws. In this great work the representa- Odell
lence embooied in the decision, and argued that
-ibuted
to a lack of genuineness in his maaud Cartwright constituted a majority of Uni read, and objection was offered to the
the whole subject should be referredback to tive men of the South have already distin- ElectoralCollege,and controlled the ElectoralCol- counting of the vote of Elector Slater,
terials ; but when the outlines were changed ho
the commission.
guished themselves for patriotismand states- lege on the 6th day of December. The objections upon the two houses separated for the purpose of suspectedtho cause and indignantlydismissed
Mr. Watterson rose to speak, and immediately manship during the pendency of this present were signed by Senators Mitchelland Sargent and considering the objection. The joint session was Uie keeper. What tho revengefulartist marred
by RepresentativesLawrence, Burchard (III.), resumed at « p. m., and the four votes of Rhode by a few rapid strokes of his skillful brush was
the tloor and galleries were hushed into still- crisis in our history.
Mr. Sparks,of Illinois,in reply to Mr. Foster, and McDill. Senator Kejjy presented objectionsto Island were announced as cast for Hayes and only restored by years of patient industry.
ness. Ho said if the acceptanceof the inevitathe certificateof Cartwright,(Well and Watts
Wheeler. The next certificate opened was that from
hd that he doubted the patriotism of any man
ble with resolution and dignity be the highest, as
Header,need wo name the ortists-Health,
who
First, that such certificate has not the certificate
of South Carolina, authenticated by Gov. Chamlxrit is the rarest form of courage known among "ho took an office thrust upon him by fraud,
paints tho flowers and “grassy canxit" no loss
the Governor of Oregon annexed, as required by- Isin. showingseven votes for Hayes and Wheeler.
men. it is made harder in this presentinstance | ?n(l "Inch he knew ho got through fraud. He law. Second, that the Secretary of Htate has no It was followed by another certificate showing seven than tho human form divine- Disease, too
by the consciousness of double-dealing and imagined “tliel ittle gentlemen from Grammercy power to give a certificate, except in connection votes for Tilden and Hendricks, with a statement by dreaded artist who revels among the ruins
foul play. Two courses are open to the nm- Park " paying a visit to Hayes at the White with the Governor. Third, that said Watts was the electors explaining the absence of the Governor's both of nature and humanitv— and CarelessHouse, and saying, as he took up his hat to ineligible because of holding a Federal office, i authentication. ObjtctionwaaoffcredtotheRejmb- ness, the keeper to whom Health often intrusts
jority on tlus floor— on the one hand,, passionP
bean certificate oa the ground that there was no legal
leave, “Sir, a quarter of a million of people Fourtn, that Cartwright and Odell had no right of "
ate outcry, at once inqiotent ami cnildish
; on
his portraits.And is it not the beauty of
Idi:
authority in law to appoint Watts to be an elector on electionIn South Carolina for President*! electors;
the. other hand, without offering needless ob- voted for me more than voted for you, ami a
woman, tho most admired of all the works
Dec. 6,1876, as there was no vacancy. Fifth, that it (2) that there did not exist, at the time of the elecstruction to the progress of events, an clearly-defined majorityof the electoral vote of was the right and duty of the Governor of Oregon tion, a renublican form of governmentin that Htate; which adorn the studio of Health, that Disease
through your
to give Cronin a certificate of election. Sixth, that (3) tliat the full exercise of the right of suffrage
ofteuest seeks to mar ? The slightest stroke of
earnest,manly, but temperate protestagainst the country was forme,
____ , but
......
_____ ras
Odell and Cartwright had no right to appoint Watts, was prevented by military interference; (4) that his brush upon the delicate organizationleaves
w hat wo believe to lx1 great and grievous ; cally,scoundrelly, fraudulentReturning Hoards
as there was no vacancy, Cronin having been United States Marshals were stationed at the polls, an imprint tliat requires much skill and pawrong. In my judgment the latter is our clear
stolen the office from me."
elected. Seventh, that Odell and Cartwright had no thereby Interferingwith the exercise of the right of
and bounden duty. We owe it to the necessitience to efface. Restoration must Ixj prompt
right to HpjMtint Watts becausethey did have the suffrage. Objections were presentedto the Demties of the case ; we owe it to the eonntrv ; we
Carelessness must be dismissed. Lot suffering
power to fill vacancies.
ocraticcertificate (1) because tho electors were not
Regular Proceedings.
owe it to ourselves. Because we were duped
duly
appointed ; (2) because the votes ai*e women heed tho warning ere Disease has
Thubhday, Feb. 22.— Senate.— Mr. Reman uot certifiedby the Governorof the State ; (3) lie- marred their chief beauty— Health-bcyond
by false pretensesinto the snare furnished,it
Tuesday, Feb. 20.— Senate.—The Senate met
introduceda bill to authorize tho New York land cause the papers have not annexed to them the reparation. Dr. Pierce's Favorite I’roBcriptioa
is no reason why we should forget the obligations at 10 o’clock, but no business was done, the Senators
has been used by thousands of those sufferora,
that press upon honorable men. In the very act | only awaiting a notification that the House was ready and Ocean Telegraph Company, a corporation under names of the electors,as requiredby the laws of
*<f passing the ElectoralCommission bill we to continue the count of the electoral votes. This the aw of New York, to lay, land and maintain South Carolina ; (4) because the Hayes electors were and they are unanimous in their praise of iU
duly chosen in accordance with the laws of Houth
excellence. If you would ho transformed from
provided for the contingency that has come I notification
was made at 1:30, and the Senate repaired hues of telegraph cable on the Atlantic coast, to
Carolina and certifiedby the Governor, The objecupon us. I voted for that measure in perfect | 10 'k0 chamber of the House of Representatives, communicate with Europe. Referred ____ A bill aji- tions laving lH>eu read, they were submittedto the the pallid,nervous invalid into a haupy, vigorgmxl faith. The result is against me, and, do- Upon^urnin*.at 2:30 y. m., the case of Crossman, propriating $250,000, to erect a fire-proofbuilding ElectoralCommission for its Judgment ami decision, ous woman, try it
actor from Michigan,was adjoining the SmithsonianInstitutionfor a national
testable as I must think the means that brought he aUogtHl lne%lbl* ®*'
aud the
“ Senate retired to its own chamber
taken up, and the following resolution,offered by- museum, was passed.
it about. I accept it as a finality.I shall go to
Is there one reader of this paper BufMr. Allison, was adopted by a vote of 40 to 17:
House.— A resolution was adopted authorizing
my constituents and shall tell them all, for, as “llfiwlved,That said vote be counted with the other
fering from rheumatism? If so, write to HelA
Rich
Man’s
Heirs.
the
President
to
accept
the
statue
of
“
Liberty
Ennow advised, they know only a part, and, votes of the electors of said Htato, notwithstanding
phenstine A Bentley, Druggists. Washington,
when they have taken time for reflec- the objections made thereto."The following,also lightening the World." when presented by the
More work for the lawyers, over the I). C„ for a circular of Durang's Rheumatic
tion. they will, I am very sure, illus- by Mr. Allison, was unanimously agrcod to: French republic,aud to designate a suitablesite for
will of Isaac M. Singer. Some of the Remedy. This medicineis taken internally, and
trate the wisdom and grace of moderation, “ Rt»olvrd, That the objection made to the vote of the statue on eitherGovernor’s or Bedloe's island.
Daniel L. Crossman, one of the electors of Michi- . . A large portionof the day was consumed in com- heirs are not satisfied with their allow- will jxisitivolycure any case of rheumatismou
doing nothing that does not become gmxl citi- gan, is not gmxl in law, and Is not sustained by any
tho face of the green earth.
zens. life will still go forward,in spite of all lawful evidence.”... The Senate then repaired to mittee of the whole, on the DeficiencyAppropriation ance out of the estate. Singer left althis. There are manv things to live for yet in the Hall of the House for the purpose of resuming
togetherabout $4,000,000to lie divided
understandthat the whoopiugFriday, Fob. 23.— Senate.— The Senate de________
this rough world, and, among the rest, that
day the count, but shortly returned to consider the ol>among his several families (he was mar- congh in quite prevalentin the townn around
of reckoning—
ir<r die* ilia "—when the ! JcctlnnH 10 tllflvote of R. M. Daggett, one of the voted the entire day to the consideration of the
uh ; but tliat no caseMhavc proved fatal. Home
dark shall be bght, and the wrong he made N,e,v,d»Plecto”. The matter was speedUy disposed Naval Appropriation bill, which was finally passed. ried five or six times), and among the families use nothing but Johnnon'B Anodyne
of by the unanimous adoption of a resolutionofmany
heirs,
it
appears,
there
are
some
right.
House.— The entire session was consumed, in
Liniment. Our Doctor, however, says a linJo
fered oy Mr. Jones, of Nevada, that the vote of Dagwho think they were born to purple and ipicac, to produce vomiting,would be an adMr. Danford, of Ohio, defended the decision gett be counted,notwithstandingthe objections
committeeof the whole, upon the Sundry Civil Apas one which, outside of party feeling, would thereto.
fine linen. One branch, named Math- vantage.
propriation bill.
meet the approval of the whole American jxx>House.— As soou as the House was called to order
ews, consists of mother, two daughSaturday, Feb. 24.— Senate.— The Presiple. .Although there had been investigating
There are more than one thousand
the regular business of the day was Introduced by
ters and one son, the children all grown
committees into the elections in Florida, Loudent pro tern, presented a communicationfrom the
differentkinds of pills in the United Htates.
Mr. Gilwon, who offereda resolutionthat the Hayes
isiana and Oregon, which had found much
President of the Electoral Commission,conveying up. Their shares of the great estate Home of them are worthless and injurious,
erijokedness, yet in all words spoken, letters electoralvotes of Louisiana be not counted. the decision of tho commission regarding the were $200,000 each. But the bequests others are good and beneficial Old I)r. Parwritten, telegrams sent, there had uot been The discussionwas carried on without any electoral votes from Oregon, and tho House was no- are so tied up that only an allowance out sons inventedtlie ix-st aiiti-hiliousuill we ever
special excitement on either side, the
traced to the President-elect, or to any member
Republicans speaking in support of the de- tified tliat tho Konate was ready to resume the count- of them can be had. This does not suit saw or heard of. They are now sold under the
of his household,one word that would bring cision of the commission,and the Democrats In ing of the votes of the States. Shortlyafierwurd the
name of /'arsons’ I’urgatiee Pill*.
the blush of shame to the American jxxjple. opposition. The only exception was in the case of Senators marched to tho Hall of the House ____ Upon their ideas at all, so the mother is trying
[Applause.]
Representative Heelye, who made a brief speech, tho return of the Senate, Mr. Sargent submitted u to have the allowance increased. She
YeuetarlePulmonary Balsam, toe great New
resolutionthat the decision of the commissionupon
Mr. Ellis, of Louisiana,said : Louisiana, by advocatingthe throwing of the vote of the the electoralvote of Oregon stand us the Judgment thinks each ought to get $500 a month. England cure for coughs, colds and consumpHtate
^Louisiana)
out
altogether.
He
said
that
the voice of 10,000_ majority of her people.
of the Konate. The resolution was adopted, and They cannot possibly live up to their tion. Cutler Bros. A Co.’s, Boston,only genuine.
he believedthe Democratic charges
the Senate again proceeded to the Hall of the House
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electoral vote cast for one Hayes. In arriving | Democrats, aud for that reason he thought the vote
at that decision, in overthrowing the will of the . Of the State ought not to lx* counted. The debate
jx*ople of Louisiana,that commission
iwo and a half hours, and at Its close the
m the first place that they would not examine •vo“ a,1,, ua>'M wpre ordered on Mr. Gibson’s resolutlon tliat the vote of Louisiana, as declared by the
into the unconstitutionality of the law creating
Electoral Commission, shall uot l>e counted,the
this Returning
ng Hoard,
Hoard. In the second place, it vote standing 172 yeas to U9 nays. Two Republicans
refused go into
‘
the questionof frana, and in voted with the Democratsin favor of the resolution
the third place, having sworn to decide accord- —Messrs.Seelye and Pierce, of Massachusetts.
A
ing to the constitutionof the United States, message was sent to the Senate that the House was
ready
to
meet
that
Ixxly
in
joint
convention.
The
they, the chosen ministers and high priests of
that constitution,sat and closed tnoir ears House subsequentlymet again, to consider the
objections offered
the counting
the
against the expressed voice and will of that
vote
Cnwsman, one
the
constitution, against any proof as to the ineligi- Michigan electors. Mr. Tucker offered a resolution
bility of two of these electors, well known, un- that the vote of Crossman be uot counted. Mr.
disputed
undoubted.
Returning Jeuks offered a substituteto the effect that, as it was
Board violated the Election law. and no uot proven at the time of his appointment that Crosslawyer has ever doubted it.
lawyer man was an officer of the United Htates, therefore,
Uiat the vote objected to be counted. This was
will ever dispute it. It is a principleof law
agreed to without a division. The two houses then
familiar to every neophyte in the profes- mot in Joint session. At a later hour, after the joint
sion that whatever is acne in opposition to sessionhad adjourned to consider the objectionsto
the declared will of the people through their counting the vote of Elector Daggett, of Nevada,
constitution is an absolutenullity. Hut again, the House voted to adjourn, without taking up the
sir. they refused to hear any proof of fraud. case of Nevada.
Joint Convention.— At 1:35 the Senate and
Fraud— it obliterates,it vitiates everything. It

decided

to

position

continue the count.

and expectationswith

less.

House.— The Army Appropriationbill was re- They must really have $500 a month
ported from the Appropriation
Committee aud or- each, at least, or there will be hardship
dered printed. It reduces the number of cav- and, possibly, loss of caste. Another
alry regiments to eight ; artillery to four, heir, a young married woman named
and infantry to sixteen, and contains a proviso
Foster, who has been receiving $500 a
-----

-----

n

----

—

-

i
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J
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NATURE’S REMEDY:

TscCrut Blood

Recommend

u*niGu "»Gri

Pimincii.

it Heartily.

lie employed
eiuploved in support
KinnuirtStiio also
niun wants $2,500 for a
n suitable
anifuLln
or subsistence of troops to lx*
South Boston.
of the claims of either Nlcholls or Packardus Govturnout.
A
beggarly
$500
a
mouth
can’t Mh. Rrr.vr.N8
ernor of Louisiana, or in supixirtof the rival l^egieDenr Sir-I Imv* Uk»n aoveral bottlM nf your VtOXlaturcsin said Htate, and prohibit* the employment begin to support her iu the way she T1NF.. Mill mn cotivlnordit l« a vhIiiaIiIkremndr for
of any portion of the army in support bf the claims
D>ii|».|i«i*,
Kidney UoiapUint, nnd itunornl dsbility of
ought to live. Singer himself lived in Wi«
cytOmi.
of any State Government or any officers of any Htate
1 can heartily recommendit to nil auffaringfrom th*
until duly recognizedby Congress ____ The Senate magnificent style in England and France
abore couiulaiuta.Youn* respectfully,
amendmentsto the Postoffice Appropriation bill for
years before liis death, aud
MRS. MUNROR PARKER,
were non-coucurred in,
conference
8x6 Atlisna atreet. '*
should not his heirs,
never
committee ordered....The House received the
Ntovf
*
Senate at noon for the puqioHe of proceedingwith helped him to earn a dollar of the great
the electoralcount....After the withdrawal of tho
fortune he left behind, live just as luxuSenate, a motion to adjournwas voted down. After
One of Mrs. Mathconsiderable filibustering
and much confusion, the riously as he
House was brought to business by the presentation ews’ reasons for demanding $.500 a month
of the following,by Mr. Hale : *• Ordered, That the
count of the electoralvote ol the Htate of Oregon for her son is that he wants to travel.
shall proceed In conformity with the decision of the Singer traveled a good deal in his early
Only machine
ElectoralCommission.” Mr. lane offered the folLatest
days
less than
He and
in the rvor Id
lowing as
substitute: “Ordered, Tlat the
Invention, and
with
unclasps the clutches of the most skiufnllv House met in joint convention.The presiding offl- vote purporting
the electoralvote his wife made the rounds of tlie country
producing
Automatic
drawn mortgage act around real estate. It , cer stated that the two houses acting separatelyhad for President and Yioe President, and which with cheap shows and third-classtheatrimost
Tension
and
was given
one John W. Watte, claimvitiates
i even the
Marvelous
sanctity of the marriage tie, < poirslderodand decided objections to the certificates
Stitch
ing to lie an electorfrom the State of Oregon, be not cal companies, and did not see $500 in a
Resalts.
and yet this great Government, winch was able
Indicator.
romt he State of Louisiana, and that the action of counted." In the discussion,which did not differ year. But things are a good deal changed
to summon 3,000,000 in its defense,which was each House would now be read. This having been
Trade Mark Id baaa
of owy moclilu*.
in substance from that which took place in the cases
able to shake the world by the earthquake of done, the presidingofficer stated that the two of Florida and Louisiana, Mesara. Lawrence, Phil- since that time, and rich men’s heirs
its agony and struggle for self-preservation, houses not having decided otherwise, the decisionof lips, LeMoyne, Stevenson, Neal, Woodworth, Samp- have mighty big notions nowadays.
must fall hopelessly paralvzedbefore the fraud the commission would stand in force, and he di- son, Caldwell, Brown, Clymer, and Burchard (111.)
Send P 08 tel Cwd for IllustratedPrice Lilt, Ac.
conveyed to it by four men whose acts are black rected the tellers to declare the vote of Louisiana. made addresses.Mr. Hewitt arraignedMr. Hoar
Wonderful Country.
Kruator Allison,one of the tellers, thereuponan- for bad faith in deciding in the commissioncontrary
S.
Co.,
with crime, whose souls are wared with per- nounced that Louisiana
given eight to his expressed views in the House and in the comCSS Broadway, Naw York.
'Flip American Enf/inrer thus lumps (Cor. Bond
jury-aye. blacker than Judas Iscariot, and
President,ami mittee by which the Electoral bill was ‘
framed, tin* wonders of our country : “ Tlie greatw hom it were base flatteryto call men. As to the eight votes for Wheeler for Vice President.
Mr. Hoar, replying, described Hewitt
eligibilityof these electors under the constitu- There was no manifestation of any kind at the an- man rickety,shaky, crazy, and out of Joint.u’
cst cataract in the world in the falls of
Th.
tion, these Commissioners who had sworn to nouncement,and the opening and countingof the House finally voted to disagree with the decision of Niagara, where the water from the great
decide according to the constitution, as I said certificatesproceeded, the State of Maine giving the Electoral Commission in the case of Oregon,
upper hikes forms a river of three-fourths It contain* nearly 400 fin* •nfravlnx*of bnlldln«* and
seven votes for Hayes and Wheeler, Maryland eight and the Senate was notified.
before, sat there, these high priests, these chosen
votes for Tilden and Hendricks,and Massachusetts
•cm** in the Gnat Exhibition,and I* th* only authentic
ministers, with the sword which is held thirteenvotes for Hayes and Wheeler. WTien the
Joint Convention.—The two houses met in Joint of a mile iu width, and then, being sudand oomptet* history pnhUihed. It treat* of the grand
by this House and by the Senate placed in their certificate from the State of Michiganwas read, giv- convention at noon, and the decisionof the Electoral denly contracted, plunges over tlie royka
CuUdlngi, wonderful exhibit*, curlotlUea,treat •rente,
hands to guard the constitution, and to guard ing eleven votes for Hayes and Wheeler, Mr. Tucker, Tribunal touching the votes from Oregon was read. in two columns to the depth of 175 feet.
•to. Very cheap,and *elU at »l*ht. On* Agent told 48
this Governmentagainst the illegalvote of this of Virginia,rose aud presented an objection to
In response to an inquiry from the presiding offi- The greatest cave in the world is the conte* in on* day. Bend for our *1101 term* to Agent*
the
counting
of
the
vote
of
Darnel
L.
Crossman,
one
Electoral College, yet they sat there and refused
• Bdi dy^ripUon of the work. Addrere NATIONAL
cer whether there were any objections to the
cave of Kentucky, where any •'jd
of the electors, declaring that one Benton Hanchctt
PUBLISHING GO.. GhUiise. Ill
to hear the most positive and convincing testihaving been elected one of the electorsfor decision,Senator Kelly presented ob- one can
a voyage ou the watera of
mony of the ineligibilityof two of these elect- the State of Michigan, and having held and jections ou behalf of the Democrats, baaed
ors. Hir, the deed is done. The crime is ac- is still holding the officeof United StatesCommis- upan the following grounds : First, that Watte was a subterranean river, and catch fish withcomplished.For four vears from the 4th of sioner,had absentedhimself from the meeting of not elected ; second, that he was uot appointed ; out
greatest river in the
March next the Republican party will hold the the electors on the 6th of Dri'embcr, and that his third, that he was disqualified to receive any appointment
as a Presidentialelector, or to sit as such, known world is the Mississippi, 400 miles
shadow of executivepower. I say the shadow, place had been flllod by the other electors. The two
as he held an office of trust and profitunder the
because the substance of usiuped power is over houses then separated to consider and act upon the United Htates; fourth, tliat Cronin was electeda long. Tlie largest valley in the world is
objections. At 5:20 p. m. the Senators again entered
800
FIR8T-CLA8*
the valley of the Mississippi. It con- ar WE
and can never lx* realized. The immortal penthe Hall of the House, aud the Joint convention was Presidential elector for Oregon, and In accordance
500
cil of Gustave Dore has illustrated the legend
resumed. After the announcement of the concur- with law cast the legal vote as such electorfor Til- tains §00,000 square miles, and is one of
OF ENERGY AND ABILITY TO
of the wandering Jew. You have all seen it. rent action of each house in overruling the objection den, and that such vote should be counted. The the most fertile regions on the glolie.
THE BUSINESS OF SELLING 8EWINO
In all that dreary march of years he found no in the case of one of the Michigan electors, the Senate thereupon withdrew to its chamber. SubLIBERAL,
sequently the two houses again met In joint session, The greatest city park in the world is in CHINES.
rest, no resting-placefrom his crime and its eleven votes of that Htate were announced as
tho vote of Oregon was counted for Hayes, and the Philadelphia.It contains over 2,700 VARYING ACCORDINO TO ABILITY,
being
cast
for
Hayes
and
Wheeler.
Then
memories. Whether amid the busy haunts of
QUALIFICATIONS
Htate
Minnesota, with electoral certificatesof Pennsylvaniawere read. acres.
greatest grain port ift the
men or in the dim aislesof the forest, wheth- followed
Objections being called for, objection was offeredto
5 votes for Hayes and Wheeler ; Mississippi,with 8
FOR PARTICULARS,
er upon the mountain top or amid the roar
the
vote
of Elector Morrill,aud the Senate retired world is Chicago. Tlie largest lake in
votes for Tilden and Hendricks ; Stissouri,with 15
and spray of the wean storm, there was ever votes for Tilden aud Hendricks ; Nebraska with 3 without discussing the question.
the world is
Superior, which is
Sfiwim Machine Co,.
the memory of the crime of the Jew, the pale, votes for Hayes and Wheeler ; and Nevada, with 3
Monday, Fob. 26.— Senate.— A communica- truly an inland sea, being 430 miles long 827 A 829 BMADWAT. Nit Tart
Orlmi
suffering face of the Redeemer, and the accus- vote* for Hayes and Wheeler. Mr. Springer objecttion from Justice Clifford was read, announcing
and 1,000 feet deep. The longest railroad Dr. O. W. Rneden'*
ing voice forever in his ear. So it must be with ed to the count of one of the votes of Nevada, on the
that Senator Thunuan. on account of illness, lad
the Republican party aud the unjust Judges of ground that Elector R. M. Daggett was a United
at present is tlie Pacific railroad, over For ail diteniM of the Throat and Lang*. The above
States Commissionerat the time of his appointment. resigned as a memlicr of the ElectoralCommission.
core tounrlvaled^for
iu^yea tc u rjtirep opertia* ior the
this commission.The spoils of office will not
The objectionhaving been read, the Senators with- On motion of Mr. McDonald. Mr. Kernaa was unan- .3,000 miles iu length. The greatest mass
compensate it The splendorsof the Presiden- drew.
imously chosen to fill the vacancy....At 3:10 the of solid iron in the world is the Iron
Dr. O. XV. Snedcn**
.. tial receptions and levees cannot banish its presSenate was officially notified of tlie action of the
Wednesday, Feb. 21.— Senate.—Mr. Mitch House in the Pennsylvania case, and the two houses Monntain,of Missouri. It is 350 feet
We recommendthe Pulmonic Syrup to b* nred in conence. The silence and gravityof the Cabinet
nectionwith the Coneumptire Cure. Price, $ I a bottle.
meetings will not banish or hush its accusing ell, from the Committeeon Privilegesand Elections, thereupon met in Joint session. Upon returning at high ami two miles in circuit. Tlie liest _R«nU te A. H. BENDER/ 876 Bowery, York.
3:30, the President pro tern, announced that the
voice, and in four years more this great Amen- submitted a long rejiort in the case of the Oregon
SUCCESS!
of the
Senate retired from the Joint meeting upon ab- specimen of Grecian architecture in the
can people, this wronged, outraged people, will electors, and asked that H be printed in the Record. jectionmade to the certificate of Rhode Island. The world is tlie Girard CoHege for Orphans,
Objection
was
made
by
Davis
and
Kenan,
who
rise m their majesty and will hurl these drunken
Secretaryread the objectionto the vote of Philadelphia.TJhe largest aqueduct in the
guests of the feast from power everywhere, aud claimed the report should be printedaz other re- William H. Slater, appointed elector by the Legislaports. Mr. Mitchell withdrew Ida motion and the
DESCRIBED
ture in place of George H. Corliss. Mr. Burnside world is the Croton aqueduct, New York.
brand with the indelible brand of infamy the*e
Sold in<tUdn» M. It being theoii'y complete
report was ordered printed in the nenal manner ____
men who have aided, countenanced,abetted, and Mr. Hhcruan, from the Committee on Finance, re- submitted a resolutionthat the vote of Wilhim 8. Its length is forty and one-half miles, and
Slater be counted with the other votes of the electdefended this monstrous crime.
ported a bill to aid in the resumptionof specie payits cost §12,500,000.The largest deposits
ors of Rhode Island,notwithstanding the objections
Mr. Foster,of Ohio, who represents the dis- ments.... The Legislative,Judicial and Executive
made thereto. After a brief debate, the question of anthracite coal in the world are in Penn- cheaper then any other; everybodyhimU N ______
trict in which Gov. Hayes resides, spoke of the and the PostcOce Appropriationbills were dis3,OOl» annli wantaf.
being on the resolution of Mr. Burnside, it was sylvania, tlie mines of which supply tlie aeent rlforni NJfiU in
Send quickly lor proof of ahorc, opinion* of official*, clergy
duty of both parties to’ abide bv the decisionof cussed, amended and flually passed.
and
preM.tnmple
nacM,
full drecription and ulrn Itrmt.
market with millions of tons annually,| IIUMDADDBuo*.,Pubs.,ChioagolUI.,»ndCincinnati. O.
House.— Testimony to sustain the objection
the Electoral Commission, and said this is not
--— o—
i
' in (V
f
___
.1 ^
a time for mere party exultation. The exulta- against the electoralvote ef R. M. Daggett, of ing at 6:30, the President pro tempore announced and appear to be inexhaustible.
nATTOVrAXT Hewnre of (•Uely-cUimed official
and worthlea book*. Send for proof.
tion of the patriot’ over the nation’sescape Nevada, was read, whereupon Mr. Springer, who that the Senate haring retired from the jo' |
dangers that threatened
t
its peace, EMde the^objfutioo,
offered^ ramlntton I
spends $1,000,000a year
; the vote
prosperity, and
and happiness is fitting aud proper.
the papm taring be-B eubrnKted to tta ElertoraVI On fertilizers.
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The following resolutions were passed

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Lodge, No.

SAT«nmAT.'-' M:\ncii n, 1S77.

and sent

Tli

ca» he

ere

tin

Use commission's work
pointment and

a

towards their deceased brother, Thomas
Hodgson, who was killed by

doubl that the result of

mie City, as mentioned in the

of;

the

preme Grand Master

to call Uro. Thomas
Hodgson
very unexpectedlyand suddenly
were

didn’t believe they were entitled to the
presidency, find didn’t see

going

how

under anything

to get it

they

from his labors on earth, who, while with

like an ex-

us in

amination or investigation of the questions

involved.The Louisianadecision is
u

a few

W/tfraw, It has pleased our M. W. Su-

who

republicanparty,

News

weeks ago:

people,— an agreeable one, indeed, to a
large portipn

a snow-siide,

Centennial mine, 30 miles from Lara-

in

a disapsurprise to the American
lias Iseeu

our pilgrimage here below, always

was known as a good and true Brother,
also

shock to His mors! sense of the nation. ' and re9l,ccted nl1 wh" c»n,e in conl“cl

It violates that American love of fair play j wlth l,i,n’ whcll,er ,n or uut 0, 11)0
which is one of (he dominant, if not the t'1(:r(!f'irc l16 '*
Ktsoltcd, That our most hearty and
chief, characteristicof our dealings with

fra-

ternal thanks are due, and arc hereby

each other, since it yields the presidency

tendered, to the

to what the great bulk of the people he-

W.

M., Wardens and

Brethren of Laramie Lodge, No. 3, F.

have been fraud and violence in
the Louisiana stale government. For, if
there be anything upon which the large
majority of the people already agree, and
lieve to

&

of Laramie City, Wyoming, for

A. M.,

fallen brother; for the

it

necessary to suppose that the

Clly

•

tribunal wliich lias pronounced tbU decis-

1

ion was either insincere or dishonest In

I

brotl,cr,md

T

TIOGIN8, B.

P. the leading Photographer.(Jallery oppositeihiftoffice.

11
mid

is impossible to escape ! lluI',"'!in C,TT NkW8. wi“* tlic ‘«l>"-'st l»
publish the same.
the conclusion that partisanship dominated

reaehim- it, but

it

sions. Instead

to secure justice and render

—

reasons

ot seeking for legal

moral

.

J

conclu-

in its deliberations and directed its

-

—

0. DoF.snrno,

Recollections of early springs are

results,

order. The

Dm

rpiIE follrwlng describedLots in

in

“In 1808 it began to warm up in February,
ini: for legal lessens to secure s merely | and in this pjrt of ImV!l one of lhe Ter).

puriissn victory. No legal moralist can

,

examine

1

uny

w„rrac8t days of tlie year

came

closeness the grounds

6Cart.d lUc phenomenon, neglectaow ,h,.ir grain. Afler lhc grain
fault when , wa3 a|| ,h0 ground fr„ze and 8naw

desired results. The reasoning of Judge
Bradley especially appears at

|

was

the electoral commission

a heavy snow came, which was immediHUgurated as the tribunal of the presiden- ately followed hy a thaw which continued
tial dispute, there was a profound public until the frost was all out of the srrottnd.
in-

feeling that the country was to have a gen-

The grass was the earliest that year for

uine arbitration,- which, without ignoring

many

No man worthy

result in renderingsubstantial justice,—

_

of the office of president

should he willing to hold it counted
that there would be, in short, a triumph
of patriotism and justice over technicali- placed there by fraud.— [Gen. Grant.
ties and

partisanship.Hoar and

___

Edmunds

Dr. King’s

and Frelinghuysenhad shown such feeling
and purpose in their connectionwith the

___

K.w

Come and Give us

W. &

ToEMPLOYERS.

I

The Farmers in thl- section, who want experienced hands lor stock fe ding, wood chopph g, and
general farm work, can be supplied

FREE OF CHARGE.

!

On

I

Dtac.rery.

applying by

letter,

or in person to the

Young Men's Christian

Assoc

i

Holland, Feb. 24,

4

BRAAM.

Corner Monroe and Ionia

Streets,

GKRA1NJ-D RAPIDS.

a-

115 Fifth Avenue, Chicago,

... i*

J. M.

,

HITCHCOCK,8np’t.

and remains the popuEating House of Grand

This

;

*

is

Rapids.

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

wroughtHARRINGTON.
E. 3.

resist the

Boots and Shoes at

partisan leadership

2lotirc‘i.

£.

of the judges, however willingly they
might have followed them in

the oilier and

higher direction. The outcome of
is,

that

th

i republican Senate,

left to itself,

would

it

Auction Sale

!

Ash way

!

quiie possibly have

reject the stolen votes from Louisiana, de-

Hayes

is

Monday, that

entitled to them, in accordance

with the verdict of the three supreme
court judges.

Thus

for suits and bleached

half- --------

Holland City, in front of the
E. J. HARRINTON.
price store, at Cheap John’s, on Saturday, ---- ------March 10, 1877, the following Ueacrihed A n6W StVlft Of PonllHS VBrV
property to wit: 4 draft horses, 2 carriage I
f
^
Vtiy
horses, 1 mule (four years old), 3 cows, 3 CHCap RL
busies, 1 lumber wai;on, 1 cutter. 2
v , iIVnpivnTjw
of double harness, 2 set of single harness,
HAIUtlWUlU?!.
household furniture containing: 1
,
suit, 1 bedstead, 1 bed lounge, 2 centre | „
tahles. 2 dining tables, 1 parlor suit, j
o/
bureau, 40 chairs, 4 sewing machines,
E J. HARRINGTON.
set bed springs,1 marble-top bureau,' 2
-- —
commodes and 1 wrilliug case. Come one, I
StOve-WOOd

ti'»u,in

it is at a terrible cost that the

country gets a peaceful presidency, since

-

v

Ui

^

set,
_____

a.

2

comes through the worst illustrationof

the dominance of partisanshipthat the come
present generation has seen, and at the ex-

all to the sale,_which will

at 11 a. m. sharp.

hy position, by independence,hy responsibility,

by the people’s faith in their im-

partiality, these

judges on both

sides

should have been lifted above the prejudices

and passions of mere

partisanship

into that judicial atmosphere in which
they have been supposed
result lias

shown them

to

live. Yet the

quite as far gone in

partisanship as the average congressman,

—less capable of

victory over

it,

indeed,

faction after using two-thirds

of

is a still

Read This.

greater triumph to have this acqiesccnce,

Just received

from New York our new

under what the great majority undoubtedly and very Jarge spring stock of Wall Paper
which we will sell very cheap at wholefeel to he an unjust verdict
sale and retail, also a large and splendid
Republican.
stock of Carpets. Call and see. You will
save money by buying of us.
The Czarowilch, the eldest son of the
H. MEYElt&Co.
Russian Emperor, Is spoken of as a man*

—

of extraordinaryphysical vigor. He

has

been known to twist a silver rouble like u
corkscrew

in l.i. powerful

flnge*.

ANNIS & BROEK,

GISTS

C 2s
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1
?
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»<H
SCO
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V*
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J.

W. Bosnian,

i MISTS,

Tailor,

Denier In all kind* of

Ready Made
AND

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING
Moved Into

hi»

NEW BRICK STORE
One door West of VAN LANDRGKNP 4 MELI8
and now offer* a full line of good* and at ancti reasonableprice*, that it will be to the advantage of
every one to come and Inquire. We have «nn lo
fncilltienIn our new quarterl*to make up clo.hing
abort notice.

mmDsop^smsaisEMOJS,

No. 86, Eighth Street.

0pp.

Store.

DEALERS IN

Hats & Caps

Give us

in

Great Variety.

a call

and

sec our

.

42-ly

Medicines, Paints, Oils, Goods.
j.

HARRINGTON.

and Fancy Articles.

Holland, Dec.

2, 1870

w.

BOSMAN.

Prcftcrlptlon*carefully prepared at all hourc of

ROCHESTER SEEDS.

A

new lot of Embroidery

and insertion at

'

A fu,li,ineof Canned Goods— such ns
..-''VJ9l,mv* Salmon, Girkins, and nil

,

01

C"nm'd

£ v STEKETK1,

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

leW’i Horal Tribat#,a book of 90 pages with Colored Platen. de«cribc* 500 varietle* of Flo* em Vegetable*. Bulb#, Ac. Price 10 cu. Thl* with 6 pkla.

Reid’s Fresh Flower Seeds,
Including Panay and Verbena, for 25 eta. a
H Choice varletleaand The Tribute, 50 eta. Vegetable Seed# aubstltiftedIf preferred.

A

great variety of

Styles of Ginghams,

Lawns

new

prints—

New
Mention thla

HARRINGTON.

Paper

the most beautiful 1

AM

authorized to oil the Steam Tug
on favorable
Inquire of

terms.

MANLY

varteties at
Hollakd. Feb. 17,

E. J.

Boots and Shoes

1877.

D.

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

“Gem"

HOWARD.

Holland. Mich.

Of the neateststyles and best qualities which I
offer cheaper than anybody else.

Harrington.

F0RSALE.
Pmnt

$900

00

Inlii numthaURnndl
tndnstrons
oodl One Indnrtron*
jrrorc man has
A 1 Acre Prolt Farm containing some *>0 bearing nuJethei
“• apovo sum In Sli
’i month*montlu— from Ann
AnginaUiJanuary—
grape ylnea, 100 Currant bushea; Htrawbcrrle*: c»nviu*lDB for tho tllnrtrited
rated “ .IX pook ajidOct,"price >5.to
Peatv. Apple. Quince. Chwtnnt. Mulberry, Apprl. Vr.*n.n“.mf lu^udinit any one of the tine oil rhrmnos.“On tho
Juniata,’’•‘American Uarveat," or “VirginVwta," eacht.-xW
CoLLherrj and Peach retain bearing.
No money required down Inquire of
In B

t

Ihn.i.ANn. April !!>

DEALER IN

Socbutir. H. I.

TUG FOR SALE.
T

in

iJ.UlMmiE

w. H, BEID

handsome patterns, at

E. J.

-

it

W v
H u-

A

at

a bottle.

last

get the electoral bill;

O
<

BOOKBINDING!

delightful
can instinct,principleand habit in gov- Perfume sold by the above dealers.
ernment ever recorded. It was a great tri---to

Ors.

Wonderful in

“Hackmktack”a new and

umph

C

x

i-3

Eastern Salt, Lime, Lath and Shingles tho flay and night. Our stock I* all nr«t-cla«B,and
and
other articles too numerous to mention, we offer it to the pnbllc cheap for cash.
its Results.
at the store of
We Invite our friend* and tho puh'lc generally to
There is no Medicine that has accom
E. J. HARRINGTON. give u* a .hare of their patronage.
The undersignedwiabea to Inform hi* old frlenda
plished so tnucli as Shiloh's Consumption
T. E. ANNIS, M.D.
and residents of Hollandand vicinity thftt being nt
Cure. It has establishedthe fact that
present located at Muskegon, he ha* made arrangeA Good opportunityfor a Grist Mill.
ments with Mr. tt'. Vorst. at Holland, at whoso
Consumption can ho cured, while for
Worsted Dress Goods— some of the store, on Rh*cr street,all Job work for binding can
Asthma, Bronchitis,Croup, Hoarseness,
Inquire of
be loft. I have purchaseda new and complete line
Whooping Cough, and all Lung diseases
richest patterns ever opened here at an of tools and slock and will furnish tlrst-class work.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
it has no equal. No Medicine was ever
A. CLOETINGH.
astonishingly low price.
sold on such favorable terms. If it was
Muskeoos, Sept. 8 1875.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
unreliable it would he the greatest follv to
City Lots for Sale Cheap at
guaranteeIt. It costs nothing to try it us
it can he returned if it does not give satisE. J. HARRINGTON.

few weeks have proved some Call at our stores and get a sample bottle
congressmen.
for 10c or a regular size for 50 cents or $1
Still, it is worth it all, and the acquies- If your Lungs are sore or Chest or Back
lame use Shiloh’s Bcllabonna Plaster
cence ot the losers, constitutingthe large
which seldom fails to give relief. J o
majorityof the people, in what is felt to Doeshurg, No. 70, Eighth Street and Wm.
be a moral wrong for the sake of peace is Van Putten, River Street, Holland, Mich.
one of the greatest triumphs of the Ameri- Elsewhere hy dealers generally.
than the

GIVE THEM A TRIAL.

at

£. J.

CHEAP JOHN.

pense of the country’s respect for and faith
in tlie judges of its highest tribunal.Alike

commence i for Sale

Terms cash.

M
C
«

o

'

1

it

Meals got up to order any time,
and satisfactionguaranteed.

Bedrooui
^^^^^^dinsurpassVanRaalte’s Shoe
^ ^
-------—
Cord-WOOd &
Drugs,

^

C
-+i

>
§i M
W
CD! H
W
>
3

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY.

i-tr

i

strict party vote,

Tweed

I

j.

f5 £r. •/

Merchant

all

which, if

triumphed over partisanship sufficientlyto
cided by a

HARRINGTON.

J.

5
S

O 2
W «
M *

5

I

g.

-j

Breakfast 25 cts. Dinner 25
cts. Supper 25 cts.

,

Hoar would

M

H CO
M
H

<

•—

you want a square meal go
and try them.

If

Edmunds and

9-

~
a

a.

The Choicest Groceries and
a complete stock at

been offered to the public. It has
______________
a complete change in the cough medicines,i Buttons of every description from the
principles. On the contrary, the very Is entirely different from all others. Is cheapest to the finest— and many other
reverse has proved true, and, instead ot perfectly harmless to the smallest child. 1 fineries, too numerous to mention.
Trial bottl'sfree. Regular size $1.00. For
til ing an example and inspiration to their
E. J. II A II R IX(i TO X.
sale
hy Wm. Van Pullen and at J. O.
republican congressional associates, they
Doeshurg, Holland Mich.
have led them back and down,— for it was
Ready Made Clothing — and
not to be supposedthat even

ELFERD1NK,

II.

a; 5

t>

r

I

mittee. It was naturally and confidently irritationand healing the effectedparts.
expected that the republicanjudges asso- For all cases of hoarseness, suppressionor
loss of voice, any severe chronic or lingerciated with them, constituting as they do a
ing cough, bronchitis, or effect ion of the
majority of the commission’s judicial throat and lungs, it will tie found to fur
members, would he still more thoroughly surpass all medicines that have ever before
possessed by such broad purposes and

W. 4

Q

MORTON HOUSE BLOCK,

iru',',’ !

.

y

Ul

CROSBY’S

^
! Flannels of every (lescnp*
similar spirit on the commission to that ci^sTmid^rdoes^irn.^
t,lon a,1(1 color very cheap lit
whir'll had
hull distinguished
friiiclmd
iIwa
....
i..r
which
them on the
com )\m»
but by removing the causes, subduing the
.....

84-1

1877.

I

K«r

RIVER STREET,

22

Hollands - - - Micliigan.

;

The

in

ELFERDINK'S

H.

NO.

a Trial.

VAN DEN BERG

I

McVICAR.

J.

else belonging to that line of
business. Full weights and good qualityis our
standingrule.

CHEAP JOHN.

in or

in

for family work $3). Italf Case, Cover. Side
Drawers and CabinetStyles each at correspondingly low rates. Safe delivery guaranteed,free
The above Arm make a specialtyof custom work.
from damage. Explanatory pamphlets illustrated
wnh em ravings of the several stvlcs of Machines, Guarantee satisfaction.Their" prices are low
references, variety of sewing, Ac., mailed free. enough to compete with any house in the ctfv.
I hey keep constantly ot hand a choice variety of
( ontldentialterms with liberalinducementsto enterprising Clergymen, Teachets, Business Men, Ladles and Children shoes and gaiters.
Traveling or Local Agents. 4c., who desire excluat
sive Agencies, furnishedon application.Address Repairing neatly
John 11. Kendall4 Co., 421 Broadway, New York.
Short Sot ire.

Call at

j

Hotel

Trancient Guests Two dollars per day.

Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,

Black Cats, immediately. I will pay the
highest price In the market.

World’s Great Couch Medicine.
settlement bill, and there was every rea- Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumpin one
the time
son to expect that they would manifest a tion
,lon will
wm cure
curca cough
cou-h ,in
one half
1,!l,r
li'“«
«l ict

first-class

Holland.

and every thing

2.000

seasons.”

the legal embarassments of the case, would

The Only

Meat Market.

WANTED.

ing t0

compared wnh the precedents,decisions came i„ April, but the flurry was of very
and aulltorilies, as it is certainlyat var- , 8hort duration. lu 1871 another early
iance with common sense and justice.
spring was policed. The first of March
When

A perfect and nneqnaled. targe, strong and durable Machine, constructed elegant and aolld, from
the heat material with mathematicalprecision, for
Constant Family use or manufacturing purposes.
Always ready at a moment’s notice to do'its day's
work, never out of order, and will last a generation with moderate care; easy to understand and
manage; light, smooth, and" swift running, like
the well-regulated movement of a flue watch; Simple, Compact, Efficientand Reliable, with all the
valuable Improvements to be found In the highest
priced Machines,warrantedto do the same work,
the same way, and as rapid and smooth as a $75
Machine.An acknowleged triumph of Ingenious
mecnanicalskill, essentiallythe working woman's
Iriend.and farm advance ofall ordinary Machines
for absolute Strength. Reliabilityand general usefulness; will Hem. Fell. Tnck, Seam, Omit, Bind,
Braid. Cord, Oather. Ruffle, Shirr. Plait. Fold,
Scallop, Roll, Embroider, Run up Breadths,Ac.,
with wonderful rauidity. nsatness and ease, sews
the strongest lastingstitch equally fine and smooth
throughall kinds of goods, from cambric to several
thicknesses of broadcloth or leather,with flue or
coarse cotton, linen,silk or twine. Gives perfect
satisfaction. Will earn its cost several times over
In a season in the work it does, or make a good
living for any man or woman who desires to use it
forihat purpose; worka sofaithtul and easv the
servantsor children can use It without damage.
I rice of Machine with light table, fully equipped

wm

points were painfully strained to resell the

HALL

Eighth

Msreb

lu

the ntercury running up nearly In one
on which the majority rest their verdict, : hundred degrees. During March most
without pronouncing that even the law I of lho wl,eat wa. put in< only a [eWi wLo
witb

With Ttble and fiitim Couplsts only 520,

are

there seems to have been ingenious search

’

entertained at the tahle duringthe week with some
of the following uxuries and delicacies of the seavJtLrS0”1 Turkey,Roast Chicken. Roast Trout,
hrled Buss, New Vegetables, RadLhes, Lettuce.Appies Orangea Cellery, lee Cream. Crmtectionary— Candies, Raisons, and Nuts.

1

Moines Registersays that

AND

For Domestic nae.

the Pity of
2-ly
Holland, twill sell «t the following nrkres:
Lot 9. Block F, Lot fi, Block (i. Went Addition 8 175
each: Lot IS. Block H. Lot tt. Block II. South W.„v
est
Addition $175 each. Lots I. 2, :j. 4. 5 & « In Bloek
25. as organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
$ii') each, except Lots 1 & i which
each.
Also 6 lots Wi st of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will he sold for a small payment down. A'so
No. 76,
St.
the following Lots 9, 10. 11, 12. 18. and 14. in Block
h, 1/Ots 2, 4. 5 and t> in Block II. The above will
This Meal Market is In Slniter'sStore, two doors
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Last of L. T. Ranters' Book Store. They keep on
Apply to,
hand a choice assortmentoi fresh meals, and also
keep
M. D. HOWARD.

tve'y.

-----

-

.vri“

-

done and

FOR SALE.

,

BlADYAUr turn OUT CrOSBEE"

$20 MACHINE £|ff^3SiW5.

^

Fbtogriphir.

C"I’-V bt‘ s,;ul t" "ie

'l

I

per week*

$r>() or $ 1(H)

,I0M=*3°™

JEST. R.

B. & McK.. Surgeons and Thy-iciana.
Oltlcoaf their rcaldence.Ovflrysel, Mich. Dr.
McK. Be-t will go to East Snagatuck every other
fiftyfor the next year, to keep himself In roadlneaa
for professional calls.
I

That a certified copy of the
above preamble and resolutionbe forwarded to the relatives of our deceased

gives the United States a

president.
It is not

••TUX *7X1

Pfcrilciiai

A. Wheeler deprecatedso much, two years desert each other even unto death.

when

and

Advertisements.

I

!

AS AOJCSVr
•>

that true brotherly love extended to our

kind and gentle
office of burying him, yea, with that true
the verdict of history is assured, it is this
whole performance in Louisiana,extend- sympathy which he could only have had
ing over the lust four or rive years, and either hy his own kindred here, or those
culminating at last in just what William bound hy that Mystic tie, that does not
ago,

Public.

.

For many years wc have made two medicines suited hr the ailments of a vast
class of sufferers. Thousands of cures
have been made hy them, and in fact, the
word fa lilt re could not be coupled with
them. But within the last two years counterfeits of our medicines have sprung up,
dangerouslyin their close imitation of our
Trade Murk. To secure the people wc
have placed upon each genuine box of
Holloway’sOintment the fac simile of the
signature of our agent, Mr. Jos. Haydock.
To counterfeit is felony. We shall relentlessly pursue any one who imitatesthis
with the utmost vigor of the law. We
most earnestly beg that the great mass of
the American people will aid us in our efforts to protect their health, and help us
in our task of bringing the most unprincipled men tothc bar of justice. Uniformly
refuse to purchase Medicines purporting tj
he our unless Mr. Jos. Haydock’s signature is attached to each box of Pills or pot
of Ointment and the end will soon be
reached.
'The public’s obedient servants,
Holloway &, Co.

& A. M. in this city,
to Laramie Lodge expressive of
101, F.

their gratitude for their brotherlyconduct

TEE LOSS AKfi TEE OAIN.

A
the
.****£.
Jmti
Card to

.

cmuiuuuiciUipuhold by Unity

at a regular

^ VA* LASDEOEXD.

fe,«1hti51?tlrO.SRviJ^ LanPB^,'K

Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.
I).

B. K.

VAN RAALTE.

Maple sugar

make

to

its

appearance.

r-MMK

Monday

•'
----

beginning

is

--

J

montwill go to the

open

Hills this

A wedge

H. Wijkhiijsen,

•

7,000 patients, and claim*

Iwriflltas

have cured the greater part of them.

found imbedded in a white

oak tree cut al Sharon, Minn., showed

silk factories are suffering. that it had

A company has been formed on the Pabeen put there 78 years before. cific coast with a capital of $10,000,000

American competition and the economy

One

of the times are said to be the causes.

of our saloon keepers, Mr. Chr.

Miller, was fined $25

Yesterday wc

kept

on Sundays.
----- The inebriate asylum at Boston has

to

in with orders from South America.
--------

is to be

to the public

Ver- j
spring. treated nearly

Fall River manufactoriesare overflow-

Tub French

Boston’s new Art .Museum

Large colonies from Maine and

inaqguralionday.

is

—

|

and costs for

the

MATEEIAL

gold, to got oilt lumber in Alaska for ship
building purposes.

had a change^, In the

keeping open of his saloon on Sunday, the
While moving a house over Black river,
in thirty days— 18lh day of February.
nt Port Huron, Mich., on the ice, on Feb.
----- .*•»—
rain and wet snow were the oruer of the
20, the ice gave way and let the building
A
glass
factory
nl
Houesdale,
Pa., is
day.
sink to the bottom of the stream.
mi
—
filling an order for 72,000 hand-lamps for
-------Bishoi* Gillespie, of the Episcopal
Japan. The same concern lias recently
A
bill
was
introduced
in the Nevada
Church of this diocese, will be hero on
shipped 115,000 fruit jars
California.
Legislatureby a Chinaman. It was a
Tuesday next, March Oth, to administer
weather for the

first time

—

,

- .

Just Received at

t<»

The

the rile of confirmation.

new

Now

cheap photographs

is the time for

and tin-types.Mr. Higgins has every
cility

to please his customers,and is

wash

tical test

al-

miles.

— —

of

of his motor
months. The same

the efficiency

within the next six

—

--

members, and

news reached statementwas made two years ago, and
the family of Dr. B. Ledeboer that old just ns trustworthynow as then.

On Tuesday last the sad

---

The farm of Mr.

-----Harris, five miles

man Goodies had

south of us, was burned on Saturday night

last. The cause of the
The damages

tire is not

arc estimated at

March

M. (Joplin, Pastni

of the

7, a

A

M. E. Church.
all.

----

John is out this week with posters, announcing a big sale on Saturday
next. It is astonishingwhat bargains he
will offer, and what a crowd he will draw
At*

by establishing

the fact that he sells cheap.

Call and see for yourself.

Another
people were

at

we

money only

while the

How much was

who,

------

Me ENGS, of the firm of Dr.
Sclioutcn& Mecngs, has purchasedthe
lias

moved

it into his fathers store, on

was missing.

River Street, almost opposite Mr. Wm.
Dr. McK. Best, who bus just returned Van Putten’s drug store, where lie will
from Keokuk with bis diploma in bis continue the business in bis own name.
pocket, lias formed a partnership with his

The

brother, Dr. R. B. Best, in the neighboring
village ot 0 very ssel,

gentleman

forme 1 nn

the

of Higcin’s Patent Butter Tub, will be
known by the name of Holland City Butter Tub Manufacturing Co. In our next

practice of medicine.— See card.

Just as we go to press the news reached'

us by telegraph that Congies has declared! issue we will give to our readers the proayes and Wheeler elected President and

Vice-President

(ff

1

gress

We

(he United Slates.

hope that this will dote one of the most
disgracefulpolitical squabbles ever wities?cd in this country.

made

by this enterprisingcompany

in getting shop

and succeeded

and machinery ready for

Information reached our
J.

Sheriff, J.

Jacobussen. a fugitive

JOB OFFICE.

call the attention of our

readers to

considerableof
in breaking the

wagon, scatteringthe milk cans, and

new advertisementsof Mr. E. J. Harrington, showing the arrival of an im-

G. Van Putten.

Our

Job Print- Dry Goods,

facilities for

and we are at

in this city,

all times

Groceries,
.

prepar-

walk, and injuringMr. Westcrhof con-

new

Many of
designs,

stock of all kinds of goods.

the dress goods are entirelynew

and

very tasty, and will not fail

to please those iu search of something

Etc., Et«.

siderable.

The

PRICES ARE LOW.

one-fourth of the $00,000 subscribed can

lature has

paid the $3,000 appropriated

marble

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

ALL KINDS OF

not be collected. The Connecticut Legis-

for a

Jan Boers, of Overyssel, was seriously hurt on Wednesday last, by falling
off from a load of hay, caused by the
horses taking fright and very suddenly
starting, threw him and he fell between
the wagon and horses, breakingone of his
.Mr.

be relied upon.

mr

alto relievo, representing the

departure of the Pilgrims from Delft Haven;

and the

committee, of the Soldiers Union,

Holland, Aug.

ing arrangements for

a

festival,it

modeled

at

Plymouth.

A grand aquarium, winch is expected
to surpass

anything of the kind ever

JOB PRINTING Mark

HOLLOWAY’S PILL

at-

•‘I hart no appetite;Holloway'sPllla gave m* a
hearty one.”
“Your Pttli are tnarT*-lloni.”
“I Bond for another box, and keep them In the

hnuBC."
“Dr. Holloway haa curort my headache that wa
chronic.”
“I gave one of your Pllla to my babe for cholera
rnorhun. The dear little thln^ got well In a day.”
“My nausea of a morning la now cured.”
“Your box of llolloway’B Ointment cured me of
noluca hi the head. I rubbed some of your Ointment behind the eara. and the nolac haB left.”
'•Bend mo two boxen; 1 want one for a poor fnm

Promptly and Neatly

IN

THE

be absurd. Nor have colored one of tbc principal dens of the locality,
on life, the re- and perching herself in front of the recumverse rather being the truth, as a pure, bent smoker, eagerly inhales the smoke
white light Is best. The only good that escapimi from bis nostrilsand mouth.
can possibly come of blue glass is in its She will keep her position for two or three
use as a shade for decreasingthe intensity hours, until, overcome by the flumes, she

clared to

rolls herself up in a ball

of solar light.

and sleeps off the

drug.

effect of the

of seventy-eicht

feet

on 3,795

feet

One day the
trait

artist,

of n noble

obstacle,” said Martin; "if you will

evening— consisting of

music and toasts. An

unfore-

seen calamity preventedour personal pres-

ence, hut we rejoice in the success of the
evening.
Astors have given notice to

all

their tenants, and they are

numbered by

hundreds, that after the

of

a

1st

next

reductionof 10 per cent, will be made

upon their reuts. This

is the third

tion of a similar amount

made
cent.,
ia

May

reduc-

which they have

since the panic, making in alt 30 per

and the

influence of their action

expected to have

upon the

action

a marked influence

of other metropolitan

Upon

the very root of the evil.

HOLLOWAT'S PILLS
Invariably cure the following diseases;

COMMERCIAL
PRINTING

in the

way.

" Don’t let that be any

me

to

No medicinewill so

effectuallyimprove the tone
the itomacb as these Pills; theyiemove all acidity occasionedeither by intemperance or Improp
erdlet. They reach the liver and reduce it to a
healthy action; they arc wnnderftilly efflcaclonsIn
cases ut spasm— in fact they never tall In curing
all disorders of the liver and stomach,
HOLLOWAY’8 PILLS are the best known in the
world for the following dlseasea: Ague. Asthma.
Billlous Complaints,Blotches on thebkln. Bowels,
Consumption, Debility, Dropsy, Dysentery. Kry
sloeias,remale
•loeias,
Female IIrregul
tree
Irregularities,
Fieveraofall kind*,
Fits, Gout. Headache, Indigestion,
Inflamation,
'
I
Jaundice,Liver
P'les. Rbe. ujComplaints,'
-f _
____
baoo ',______
umatlsm. Retention of urine. Scrofulaor King's
Evil, Sore Throats, Btone and Gravel, Tic Douloureux, Tumors, Ulcers, Worms, of all kinda, Weakness from any cauae. etc.
of

LETTER HEADS,

come

introduce you, I can answer for

NOTE HEADS,

it

other states, depends the right to their

that he will show how flatteredhe is by a
and representativeswho
visit from so excellentan artist, and will
are to aid in making laws for the whole
give you every facilityfor handing down
country, and the choice of presidential
his features to posterity.” The artist
electors, upon whose vote may depend tiie
jumped at the offer; and Martin, who was
title of the office of the president of the
not thdman’fo lose an opportunityof adUnited States himself. No party in the
vertising himself, sent word to the Duke
United States would like to submit to a
of Saxe-Weimar, Governor of Ghent, and
result decided by the votes of electors
to other notabilities, that he would on a
chosen by such means.— [William A.
given day go into Nero’s cage and take
Wheeler, two years ago.
"un amateur etrangcr” with him. The
Duke
did not fail to put in an appearance;
The pedestal on which is to tie placed

DILL HEADS,

seats of senators

the arm of Bartholdi’s statue of liberty in

the plucky pair

walM

In all diseases affecting these organa, whether
they secret loo much or two little water; or
whether they be afflicted with stone or gravel, or
with aches and pains settled In the loins over tho
regions of the kidneys, theae Pills should be ink
cn according to the printed directions, and tho
Ointment should be well rubbed Into the small of
the back at bed time. This treatment will give
almost immediate relief when ail other means

For Stomachs Out of Order

with me into Nero’s apartment and allow
the electionsin Louisiana,as in

Disorders of the Kidneys.

have failed.

plained bitterly that the bars of the cage

were

For Cutaneous Disorders,
And all eruptions of the akin, this Ointment Is
moat Invaluable.It does not heal externally alone'
but penetratca with the moot searching effects to

lion, called Nero, com-

tunnels in America, that of San Fernando,

The

0i

while taking the por-

6,967 feet iu length.

speeches,

“I cncloae a dollar; your price Is 25 ccntu, bnt
the medicine to me la worth a dollar.”
“Bond me five boxen of your Pllla."
Let me have three boxea of your PIIIb by return
mall for Chllle and Fever.”
I have over SOOnuch teatlmoniala aa these, hut
want of space compels me to conclude.

His there is a fine Maltese cat that has develidea that electricity is generated by the oped the habit of indulging in opium
passage of light through the glass is de- smoking. She makes her headquartersat

body seems lobe well pleased with the
the

these Facts.

The lettimonynfthe Whole World,

In the Chinese quarter of San Francisco

pired, and was a decided success. Every-

proceedingsof

VAN PUTTEN.

2, 1870.

Law, Freedom and Education— are bciug

is assailed by the Scientific American.

mak- of rail. About 100 miles further south
trans- the mad runs through one of the longest

in

AND SEE.

lly.”

Gen. Pleasonton’s blue glass theory

a height

CALL*

G.

four sitting figures— Morality,

Ox the Southern Pacific Railroad, 340
miles south of San Francisco, is seen a
Martin, the celebrated lion tamer,
ribs, and receiving a kick from one of the
unique
piece
of
railroading,
where
the while staying at Ghent, in 1825, noticed
horses, lacerating his face, and almost
track, after passing through a tunnel, among the most constant attendants at his
severinghis ear from his head.
winds around the mountain and crosses menagerie a young artist. Martin yearned
In spite of circumstances working a- Itself directlyover the tunnel, thus gaining toward him, and the two became intimate.
gaiust the dilligentefforts of the executive

Goods^are ^first-class

Pilirrimmonument at Plymouth

rays any beneficial effect

new.— See advertisements.

Crockery,
Flour A Feed.

ed to execute

the

mense

A Caps,

llats

ing are unequaled

landing his master on the edge of the side-

The

hers.

I

to be fitted.

untrue.

i

Having aiiccceded the late Ann of O. Van Putten
* Co., ut the same aland ami In the name bualneaa
win he* to ad vert pe through the columna of the
New* hla Block of

tempted, is to be constructed for the Paris
Another one of our promising young from justice (for burglary in this city) was
man has launched out on a business sojourningand quietly working in a cer- exposition. The aquarium will be formed
of an immense iron case, around which
career for himself— Mr. J. Van der Veen. tain town, in Ohio, and upon requisition
by
our
aiitborilirs he was brought hack to will he several galleriesTor sight-seers. A
He has purchased the remnant of the hardhuge nude or diving-bell is a Iso to be made,
ware stock of Mr. G. J. Haverkate, rented Ottawa County jail to await the verdict
of our County court. All stories in re- in which the visitors can descend to the
his store, and is now busily engaged in
gard to him being caught in something bottom of the tank and view its wonders
fixing it up into tine hardware store.
criminal in Ohio, are fabrications and by the electric light with which the bell is

We

A

NEW FIRM!

peration.

Verplanke, that

Sent. 25. 1876.
II. WlJKHUIJSRN,

J.

a stepper. His horse tried how fast he
could go,

Holland, Mich.,

will be finished in about two years, though

who have

association to engage in tbc manufacture

and commenced

is said, used to be

I).

doctor’s interestof the drug business, and
in

it

E

IST

CALL AND SEE.

WS

ly in Sec. 14,

car-

could not ascertain— but
$12.0(1

-

---

Mu.

church, and three buildings

were broken into.
ried off

route.

burglary was committed on

Sunday last, at North Holland,

Mr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jew
elry business, and Mr. WlJkhuIJscnto the Watches.
However, each of them will watt on the public In
absence of the other. They have a large and beau
tlfut stock of Clocks and Watches,which they offer
for sale cheap.

is

A man was devoured by wolves recentnorth of Menominee, Wis.,
a ripe old age, and
j leaving nothing but his hones and boots.
to mourn his loss.
! The wolves have been very troublesome
List of letters remaining in tbc Office nt I among the lumber camps in northernWisHolland, Midi., MVeh 1. 1877: James' consin this winter.
Black, James W. Black, Mrs. Marnn FethSundry old ladies iu Detroit report Hint
erston, W. II. Frazer, John Gardner, C.
from a careful estimate, the average numSmith, Walter Trowbridge.
ber of Detroit girls who go out each year
Wm. Veubkek, P. M.
after autumn leaves is 400, the number
The Omaha Herald lias j] that the Union who get any leaves is 19; the number who
Pacific Railroad company bus ordered discover young men, and forget all about
surveys to lie made of the several routes to
leaves, is 441.
the Black Hills, and will begin work on
a branch line to that section as soon ns it
Mu. Wkstkrhok, one of our milk man,
can be determined which will be the best placed too much relianceon liis horse,

maple sugar festival will be held, at the
City Hotel, for the benefit of U*?v. Win.
cordial invitation extended to

No. 52, Eighth Street.

breathed his last, at his

J. Hu lived to
leaves many relatives

about :|;l,000,

evening,

-

-THE

residence at Hoboken, N.

known.

and no insurance.

Ox Wednesday

Offers his services as such to the pnbllc and will
guarantee his work for moderate charges. Having
noon engaged for some time past for Messrs. Josllh
A Breyman, has now started for himself In the
store of Mr J. ALDESC, at

its author.

Mr. Kkklky will give the world a prac-

very small objects at a distance of three

card.

11

bill against one of the

apparatuson board the iron- was lobbied throueh by

clad Alexandre will at night reveal even

fa-

ways ready to make good pictures. See

Che

TelegraphicJournal stales that the

electric

‘

_

STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,

IMPORTANT CAUTION.

PRCIK LISTS,
CARDS,
TAGS,

into the cage, ard

<fc4

None are genuine unless the signature of J. Haydock. aa agent lor the United States, surrouno*
each box or Pills, and Ointment.A handsome reward will be given to any one. renderingrich Information as may lead to the detectionof any
party or parties counterfeiting the medicines or
vending the same, knowing them to he spurious.
Hold at the roanufaciorv of ProfessorHollo
vrat A Co.. New York, and by all respectable druggists and dealers fn medicinethroughout the civilized world, inboxes at S6 cuts, 82 cents and $).

each.
completed.The World says: Nero was at first inclined to be what Is
ftT- There Inconsiderable laving by taking the
larger sixes.
"It is made of rough, unhewn stone, and called nasty. But, reassured by his masclined.
N B.— Directions for the gnldanceof patienta in
ter’s
voice,
the
lion
went
and
lay
down
in
its position in Madison Square is directly
every disorder are a fixed to each box.
Programmes,
In the Metropolitan Riding Academy opposite the Worth monument. This sec- a corner; and the painter, sitting down
Ofict, 113 Idiot? Stmt, Vrw Yoik.
In the American Institute building in New tion of the statue includes the right fore- opposite, coolly proceeded to— cut bis
York City, Prof. William Miller, champion arm and hand, which is to hold the flam pencil. Having performed this little preHandbill*,
of Ameiica, Canada, and Australia, and S beau, or torch, within which twelve people liminary to his satisfaction,he executed a
HerrErnestTreher,champion of Germany, can stand. It will be raised to its place sketch of Nero, which was pronounced to
contestedin a wrestling match in which within a few days. Several applications be very like. The “dompteur” and the
Law Blank*,
> Has removed bis business to
there were no restrictions as to grips. have been made to the department of painter then took a polite leave of the
Trcher is a very muscular man, but ap- parks to have means provided for visitors lion; and the Duke, having complimented
RAPIDS,
peared like a dwarf beside Miller. Miller to climb to the balcony around the torch the artist on the pluck as well as talent
Etc., Etc., Etc
79
Monroe
Street,
caught Treber around the body, force i by means of the spiral staircase, which is displayed, would fain have purchased the
Will be pleased to see ail bis old friends and ran.
him backward, and wow the first fall in inside the arm, but it is not thought that sketch. But it was not to be had for
tomera that require anythingin the clothing Hnw.
We make, cut and trim to order any thing in oat
nine minutes. He also * won the second such an arrangementwill be made. M. money, and the artist kept it himself. His
line according to the latest styles,and for the low
est possible prices.
fall by a similar grip. In the third bout Bartholdisailed for Europe a few weeks name was Yerboeckboven, afterward faAll kind* of Color and OrTreher, by a forward rush, compelled Mil- ago, it is thought for the purpose of ob- mous as a Belgian animal painter. How
Repairing Neatly
ler to fall back, and won the fall. The taining further subscriptions toward the rauchof hi..ucce»h«o*<rftoM.dMl»*!namental priDtjn„ (la]l
GIVE US A TRIAL
„ , feat there is no telling, but it very likely
.
fourth and last fall and match was won by ! purchaseof the huge pedestal upon which
i gave him the start which talent requires. • CXftWinu SJXHJIHHTIH RDH
pl'lCPM.
I. P. THIBOCT.
Miller, after a severe
! the whole statue is to be erected.”

landlordswho have been less liberallyin-

New

York

is

LP. THIBOUT,
MERCHANT TAILOR

GRAND

struggle.

.

.

.

r

HIGH

Done,

5.18
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A KONAKY OF HONNKTH.

HrcumBtanc€f» rendered excusablethe as though she had been his child.
Bestep she was about to take, that is, a sides himself and his pretty niece, Uncle combed out the braids of nut-brown up my mind yesterday to swallow my
hair, which was hers by growth and not
step into the Connecticut river. Called
Randolph’s household included his by purchase. Not that she did this in pnde and come here and ask you to forI.— MATOIUL.
upon to analyze and explain these cir- maiden sister Martha, his aunt, whose
Ah a f.ma arilior when ihe day i* o’w,
get ahd forgive. We were both to
I- «ul». by the hand h»’r UtU- child to I»ou,
cumstances, she would have brought emoiy stretched back through the mists honor of J ack Burroughs. By no means. blme, although the fault, no deubt, was
Half wiping, uan
half reiucwni
reluctantlo
to ne
be leu,
led,
She would have done it for anybodyforth nu tlig result of her self-searching,
And leave L-b bitikrnulaylhluKx on the floor,
of eighty years, and Tom Turner, a dis- anybody who was ^oing to stay to sup- mine to begin with.”
HUM gBKini! lit them through the open door,
1 first, love unreciprocated; next, pride
“If ^ou have been wretched, as you
tant twig of the family trunk, who never
Nor wholly raamnired and comforted
| deeply wounded; and last, a
heart troubled liimself to find out why it was per. And she tried hard to convince say ’rejoined Kitty, her eyes fixed on
Ity promK-a of Othera In their idead,
herself that it was not because of Jack
« nidi, though mom aplendid,may not pleaee him • which she believed to be broken so
Oie floor, “ why didn’t you go to Helen
that he came to be numbered among the
more;
hopelessly that not even the magic of family. Uncle Randolph devoted him- tliat her face flushed and her hands Clapp ? You would surely have found
So N'uturodoala with on, and take# away
trembled. What was Jack to her now? comfort there.”
| face’s cement could mend it. A month
Our playthinga one by one, and bj the hand
self chiefly to protracted and heated disHad he not sent back her letters and
Leada uu to reat ao gently,that we go
^ before, Kitty Gibson was the happiest,
“Nonsense, Kitty! I care nothing
cussionsin Hiram Griswold’s store ; old picture, and kept away from her a whole
Soaroe knowing if we wleh to go or utay,
I us well as the prettiest,girl in the State
for
Helen Clapp — no more than you do
Being too full of aleep to imdentand
Aunt Charity spent all her time in knit- month ? And was she not a heart-broken
for Cyrus Phelps. I haven’t s6en her,
How far the unknown tranaoenda the what wt of Connecticut ; at least that is what ting ; Miss Martha kept her mind fixed
know.
everybody who knew her said, and no upon the householdduties ; while Tom maiden, resolved to die as soon as the nor have I wmited to see her, since the
ice in the Connecticutriver melted? night of the party.”
; doubt that is what Kitty herself thought,
II.— IN THK CHUHCHYABZ) AT TAHBYTOWN.
Turners mind, such ns it was, drew nourHere lien the gentle humoriet, who died
although she did not. of course, acknowl- ishment principally from the writings of These thoughts whirled through her
1 You take it for granted, I presume,
In the bright Indian nuinmerof hia fame
brain as she fastened a bit of white lace
! edge the fact to others. A month beA Hiujilo tone, with but a date and name, •
Hylvanus Cobb, Jim. Thus severally at her throat — lace which Aunt Charity that I will overlookall that has happened
fore, and she was counting the days until
Marin hie excluded tvetirg-placrbeaide
occupied, none of the members of the had once worn, when knitting was not without a word.”
The river that he loved aud gloritted.
I spring, until the dawn of that blossomy
“ I did not take it for granted Kitty
family
had found time to discover Hint her sole aim in life— and took a final
Here in the autumn of hw ilaya he itime,
*
May, when she was to be married. What
Hut the dry kmvea of life were all aflame'
" ith tinta that brightened and were multiplied.
was it that hod turned the thoughts of
“ Until what ?” Here the young lady
How Kweet a life wan his ; bow sweet a death !
this young lady from bridal veils to poiturned her eyes suddenly upon Jack,
laving, to wing with mirth the weary hours,
sons, pistols and other horrible subOr with romantic talcs the heart to cheer;
and discovered for the first time the
Dying to ifeavo a unanory like the breath
jects ? What could it be, except n quarvolume under his arm. “ What is
Of rammers full of sunshine and of showers,
oust, toi a month, but then young ladies i tween the pages of the dictionarydown
[ rel with Jack? Obviously, nothing.
that
liook?” she demanded, blushing
A grief and gladness ifl the atmosphere.
were always quarrelingwith their lovers, stairs.
scarlet.
Obviously, Kitty and Jack had quar!

»'V

M. W. l.OKOKK.T.LOW.

iioji

1

1

!

i

until—”

in.— kliot's oak.
! whose myrtle leaves are loud
With sounds of unintelligible
speech,
Bound* as of surges on a shingly beach,
Or multitudinous murmurs of a crowd ;
With some mysterious gift of tongue*endowed.
Thou sjx-ukeet a differentdialect to each
To me a language that no man can teach,
Of a lost race, long vanished like a cloud.
For underneath thy shade, in days remote.
Heated like Abraham at eventide
Heni-alhthe oaks of Mature, the unknown
AjHHitle of the Indians. Eliot, wrote
Bis Bible in a ’anguage that bath died
And is forgottcli, lave by thee alone.

reled.

’

That,” returned Jock, with tantalizcomposure—
“ that is Webster’s Dicof the matter, Uncle
world, but, with the single exception of his
his discussions,
discussions. Miss Martha
Martlm her scrubHm-nh. !, . , 8<\hiUd Jack Wltl1
with ^Img
ehiBrng politeness,
politeness, tionary. While you were engaged in
I Jack Burroughs, Kitty Gibson oared
bing, Aunt Charity her knitting,
knittimr and
!T as .Mr. Burroughs.” washing the dishes I was improving the
Jmig,
Tliis ought to have stabbed the young time by a study — ”
nothing for the whole pack of Jacks.
Tom Turner liis regular doses of peppery
He was her right bower, with which she literature.And it is to be added tliat man to the heart, but it didn’t. He
“ Give it to me this instant !” demandfully intended to play life’s game, and even Kitty herself, influenced, no doubt, looked very grave, to be sure, and called ed Kitty, springing to her feet.
make all the points desirable. That, at by the course of those about her, fol- her “ Miss .Gibson,” but there was the
Jack handed her the volume without a
old roguish twiukl<*in his gray eyes, and word. She snatched it impetuously,and
least, had been her intention a month
lowed very closely in the accustomed
Kitty detected at once that, under his turned
*>‘*i*<
over the leaves until she came to
,tumd
him
down.
Hie
mustard
seed
day
with
toleralde relish. Yet she hud assumed gravity, there was a desire, re- ! the letter.
IV. — THK DKVCKKT OK THK MCHKS.
strained only by continued exertion, to I “You have read it!” she exclaimed,
N.nr tihU'W, lieautiful in foiiu and face,
from which hud sprang this many- fully made up her mind to die.
lame from their convent on the nhining heights | branched tree of misery hiul taken
burst out laughing. Naturally this i crumpling the sheet of paper in her
, . ,
Of llerue, the mountain of delight*,
at
Helen
Clapp s party. Indeed !' j- ---L
well-conducted uciumm
heroines who
! ai
neien
Ulftpp
.....
who
vexed the young lady to a degree* where ' hand.
To dwell among the people at it* ba«-.
me world
wor.a «,
cnauge. All
aii time ami
might be termed the
determined to ' tears would have been a sweet relief. It ! .“If you mean your farewell epistle,”
Thru wxmed the
to change.
and
j YNith Helen Jack had danced the openhumid her a touching little letter, was not enough, then, that this wicked, rejoined Jack, gravely, “I have.”
Thou ancient oak

Now

there an1 Jacks and Jacks in tliis

.....

___

. .. .to announce tliat sunner wn*
&ind(,lphcintimiedX/TiTi TIT' ™

T,
mul

T- -i.tv i .

W

;

rootk n n

^

™?n

atn

^

«dt.a^,d^ ^dao"u»haight* ^

^
^
^

seed!

(

;;

1

,

«

“

rpn/lv ”

ing

•

.

“ ^

knew was a | to
f™1, Jack should milke » P^- i ,
And, thereupon Kittv
shocking breach of etiquette. He ought ! U1 her t Bemn s and an appeal made thing of her heart, but he must needs threw herself upon the sofa, mid with
to have danced it with Kitty, with
lri(‘n(lsm)t m mourn her
exult over --his atrocious conduct
Kittv 1 her
face buried
VV/44VI HV- u. JIVlll/V
'
Hi *V VA in
AJ the cushion kiau to
To
could have
cried
convulsively,
affianced bride. Like the spirited young , v /
that ietter now,” thought
.......
^ with a relish,
1 but
’ * she
’ ! sob-------8
woman she was, Kittv Gibson punished !
poUrin? thewilter into the rememberedher letter and her resolution And what did Jack do ? Perhaps he
to die, and so, in lieu of tears, she drew drew her to his side and told her what a
iier lover by accepting an invitation
. . ,
supper from Cyrus Phelps. Jack was ! And thereupon, as a proper prelimi- solace from that grim
very, very wicked girl she was to think
V.— TENICK.
dumfounded
at
this behavior, while 1 uar7 toall epistolary effort, Kitty brought
At
the
supper-table
Jack
was
unusually
drowning her pretty self. Perhaps
Wiitc swan of eitie*, Hlumliering in thy nent
Kitty enjoyed her triumph, and ate her , out Ike dictionary, a sheet of paper, and talkative. He complimentedMiss Martha . repeated to her, for the thousandth
So wonderfully built among the reed*
Of the lagoon, that fence* thee and feed*,
ice-cream demurely. It is to be con- ft lead-pencil, and sat down to bid the upon the excellence of her flaky biscuits, Jime K‘ast, the story of his love, which
A* Myetb thy old hiatorlu and thy guest
fcBsed that Cyrus Phelps was not the worl'l n fimd fiirewell. The date was left and emphasized his appreciationby eat! ( lftd grown and deepened during a month
White water-lily, cradled and careened
most agreeableof companions ; that his hhink, to be inserted when the sun should ing half a dozen of them ; he expressed ^f -inflictedtorture, and which was
Hy ofleen rtroam*, and from the Hilt and weed*
luting thy golden pistil* with their heed*,
range of conversationwas limited to the | tkftW k‘e in the river. The early win- his cordial sympathy with Uncle Ran- deftrer to him tlmn all else in life — dearer
Thy *un
a-illiuuined
Spires,thy crown and crest
Whit* phantom city, whose untroddendm*!*
I weather
weatlier ami
and to the condition of the
the k'r twilight was deepening into darkness, dolph’s desire to kick the tribe of Mar- 1,1,111 flime or fortune, or even the Phi
Are rive™, and who** pavement*are the nhifting roads ; and that, whenever he attempted imd Ike kettle was singing on the stove, shalls, and evinced a deep interest in
Kappa key which he had won
at
ouaun, miu muiceu a aeep imerest m
wuu hi
Shadow*
palace*and
and utrip*
of *ky
.x
.
t « lY
1.
Shadow* of
of palaces
strip* of *ky
Kitty finiHliml
finishedher lotto*
letter. One or plot of 41.
to stnl-o
strike out into broader fields, he lost ! when Kittv
the story which Tom Turner
Perhaps he soothed her with
soft
I wait to *<•• thee vani*h like the fleet*
inst. dpvmiroil
..e J*ord8'
words, and rested
Socis in mirage, or tower* of cloud uplifting
himself completely in the marshes of two of the hard words in which her heart- just
devoured •; l>n
he qIwmiIu.i
shouted the praises of
rested her
her head
head upon
upon his
his
In air their uunub«tantial maaonrv.
grammar
and
the
pitfalls of language. rooted grief found utterance were searched Aunt Y^imruy
Charity’s
knitting
in
tones
so
lusty
breast,
and
convinced
her
that,
after all,
a
Kmwing
111 Tones
SO
iin
turn,,
an,
— .1 tlauticMonthly/or March.
____ 1.. A..1 _____ _i\ • 1 ' she had mm»b fn livn fnr in tViia n./ifl.l
Kitty did not care for this, however. out in the dictionary ; for this suicidal flint
that tliQ
the nl.l
old ’ln.lv*
lady was made
to hear, albiet ! 81P kod much to live for in this world,
hIip who
------ 1/ a __ and that her heart was not so seriously
She was watching out ot the comers of young lady would have deemed it shock- she
was wont to declare herself
so
R HY KITTY DID >0T KILL HER- her bright eyes, and, with a gleam of ing indeed to have left behind her so proper deef she couldn’t hear anything;” shatteredas she had fancied. Perhaps,
wicked satisfaction,the forlorn face of momentous a document with nnv slips of and as for Kitty, tliis wicked Jack bom- even, he kissed her ; but that is no affair
SELF.
Jack Burroughs ; and she accepted orthography. Thus Webster reassured barded her with such a volley of inter- of ours.
her doubting mind as to “ melancholy,” rogatories that she was forced into an unWhatever Jack may have done, this
Miss Kitty Gibson, aged 19, eyes blue, Cyrus, with his plural subjects and
singular verbs, as a necessaryadjunct to and determined the order of vowels* in willing conversation. When the meal much I know to be a fact ; when the ice
complexionpeachy, health perfect, had
the infliction of her righteous punish- “relief." And it was while Kittv was was at an end, Kitty persisted in helping in the river thawed, Kitty did not throw
made up her mind to die.
yet picturingto herself the effect which Miss Martha wash the (fishes.
herself into the waters of the ConnectiThin Jtciaiou had beea teaohod after ! “I"*'
“‘r
hom«
this pathetic letter would produce upon
cut. And when the blossomy May came
“
You’ll
only
hinder
me,”
expostulated
much deep reflection,some sharp twinges
i,1^’ ^uidied in shawls and
those who loved her— in which category the elder maiden, “ and besides you’ve round, she blushed prettily because peo!f™’
lira» kxik her seat by Jack’s
Jucl
of recret. and a fierpo
side in the
Mr. Jack Burroughs was not included— got on your best dress. Go into the sit- ple called her “Mrs. Burroughs.”—
science; nevertheless, it had been ! ai^r’
Dever
Harper* Bazar.
tliat the sound of Uncle Randolph’s voice ting-room and entertain Jack. ”
reacheil with unalterablefirmness. Per- i r- . ^ ™ Pf -T0’1 woulJ huve
broke
in
upon
her
reveries.
With
a
But
the
younger
maiden
was
fixed
haps a physiognomistwould have de- *Vn,1H , tJu‘lp8 company to mine,".reTwo (iood Boar Stories.
clared tliat firmness was not a quality
tke youiig man, when they had blush and a start, Kitty thrust the sheet in her purpose. So she went to her
No. l.—Bv“ Texas Jack:” “I was
of paper iuto the dictionary and closed room to don an apron, and left Jack to
of mind possessed by Miss Kitty
4n
flPeakiuSonce out with a party in Texas, and we
the volume.
entertain
himself.
and by so declaring he would have
UV Jou,)t y011 would be
.
He
proved simply the absurdity of his own nfUch haPPie,f 11 H‘‘len Clapp was sitting
He is
is a
a scoundrel
scoundrel and
and a
a thief."
thief, she
she
Thereupon, the heir of the house of came across a big cinnamon liear. A fellow proposed to capture him with his
science. What though her chin was not nt *v,,,ir 8ule’ reJometl
1 keord her uncle say, as he drew near the
door. • Y’i hi can’t tell me anything about
the Marshalls; I’ve known the whole race
Joan o: Arc’s — did tliat indicate a luck
t, 8 of lnH kor^ with the whip,
of ’em for twenty years. Old Silas Marcourage, self-reliance,or determination?
hrHt, mstnnce °n record
shall went from Windsor to Hartford, and
May not blue eves sometimeslook
L dllck JKinouglis had sought to get
less Kitty had thrown on tlie toble on ,
He jnflt
Up 011 hl8
sold soap and candles, and, during the her first hasty retreat from the kitchen.' 1,ai!^be8» .felt of
rope with one paw,
from as fathomlessdepths as black ?
^rou,tld rspnllv with Kitty Gibson
„ *!-. -1 — r_i„4in the cutter at Ins side, and the stars Jackson campaign
over the
! Jack tinned wwv..
.nu leaves
tiiiiio fistlessly
iiomnniy ! lin(l f116" be^u P^ngitin hand over
Preciselywhat the late Silas-------Marshall
until he came to a sheet of paper written
------ , until he came to a sheet of paper written i Tf
W"H
,Uld H ma“
did during the Jackson campaign
------’
* familiar, !, , ,*! other flld off Jjie roP^. and
was I upon in a chirograph
v pleasantly
biinnn
g^. Jack, holding not told
told at
at that
that moment
moment,
foj the
tbe door
door i Of
o't course it wni highly improper for
to f0™’ b'
t,for
bot,h
aAh for
‘ad of tin1 con- ! him to read that paper, yet us a* chroui- f ie* ,luntpr> be jumped off and got away,
the pony right up to
grave
No. 2.— By the Glencoe (Minn.) Be//“Good-night,” said he.
ixier : “On Thursday last a son of
and all who love me
_ to drown myself, lie- ChristianHanson, about 9 years of age,
without kiss- 1 up frem her seat and thanked the twilight 1 1 ,niu> datenumyd
cause I uni tired of life. My heart is broken, went to a straw-stack near the stable to
Had

new meaning,

g
proud

grace.
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diviner
nirti-tn,but
wui were
wriT UOl
pn*l
?*t®ra,
not WXJ
t<y»
iK’ii in Mchool* of littlecountry town*
Bdcnoe and song, and all the art* that plca*e
J'° mat 'chile hoiiHewivcaapan, and farmer* plowed,
Their .•omely daughter*,chid in homespun gown*,
Leu rued the sweet song* of th* Pieride*.
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black bear held him in such a way that
Here the words “since Jack” were be could make no resistance, but, after
siimmate her design. A pistol would be i f.ee- And if the owner of those red !! t/'jV1,, 'ip,said Jack, and he scratchedoat, and in their stead was j running a considerabledistance,nearly
quick and effective,but there wasn’t a I ’P8* 80 ,cruell7 neglected,cried ber- 1 hela ou|
*'
written, “during the past -- ” (a blank ' half a mile, and leaping a high fence,
pistol in the house. Poison, particularly8eP u> 8,e,‘P t,1!lt night, Jack Bur“ Annt Martha is up stairs," answered to be filled in when the ice should : the monster seemed to get out of wind,
strychnine, presented itself to her mind rouhrhs was profoundly ignorant of the

his

.

thaw).

j and let him drop on the ground, while he
Kitty, addressing herself to her uncle,
I forgive everybody.I hope you will not f100^ over bim with his great red tongue
and paying no heed to Mrs Burroughs’
eus ; but there was the difficultyof pro- This, then, was the little seed which
monm nu
for ui*,
mi, nor
remember mv
my* mcluncuoly
melancholy bimoantr
uur rcmcmiKT
hanging nnf
out rvf
of bio
his mouth panting for
proffered match. “Til go and call her. ” iiumni
airing the drug— of reaching the Mecca. ! bad grown into a tree of misery mustardend, becatitieI do not deserve it. * With love to breath. The boy says he seized hold of
And with this the young lady beat a hasty
you and to dear Aunt Charity and Tom, I re- the bear's tongue with both hands, and
\\ hat would Hiram Griswold think if she hke in proportions.r
retreat
main, Your
Kate.
W( re to go to the village store and ask | On the very next day Kitty had writheld on until he raised upon his hind
“ That Josiah Marshall is a scoundrel
How
many
times
Jack
read
and
re-read
him for an ounce of strychnine ? And [ ten a note to Jack, beginning “Mr.
feet and scratched him in the face with
and a chief, ” resumed Uncle Randolph,
.7 v ----- 7 ----- ~ r"’ | this singukr document will never be his fore paws so hard that he let go and1
would one ounce be enough? She might , Burroughs,"requesting the immediate
as he took down tlie^kcrosene lamp rom known, but when Kitty entered the room,
filing herself in the barn, but that was ! return of her letters and picture, and
ran. The bear did not follow, and the
more properly a masculine method of i signed, “ Respetfully yonrs, Kate Gib- In maDtcl-picce. ^d bke to kick him, I ft quarter of an hour later, he was etiB little fellow made the best time possible
^ Marshalls along sittingwith the dictionary upon his knees toward the house. Mr. Hanson was away
-self-debtniction. She might cut
When lovers fall into such strait- wril/llimT ’10
threat rith Uncte R: n olpli’s rflzur, but laced fmrmalitieu of expression as these,
from home at the time. The next day
“If»
a pretty
numerous
tribe,”
“I thouStU^cteRan^lohwasbere ” ! !n,m 1I1j)“e Bl. “J6 tlI?e;1 I^e next day
for a lingering recollection of tne uilti- i wi‘at is to be expected { Jack sent back
i y .
i
,,
“ Let me said Kitty, hesitating whether to remaim | track for^mr^istonceimd toe citizens
culty she had experienced in sharpening ! the letters and picture; and from the sened Jack, good-huinoTedly.
heln TOU to nut o* tlmt
I or not? md
faifiug to observe what it
distance and the citizens
lend- pencils with that venerable mstru Moment of their receipt Kittv begun
vPi^SL j ,
timUhinuiej
of Helen will make it warm for Bruin if
that
attention.
so
absorbed
Jack’s
attention.
He
ment. Besides, such a plan would die- 1 meditate upon the simple ‘and^ most AfinV
he does not return to his hole.”
turned with a start, as though first configure her dreadfully, and she desired, agreeable method of suicide. Her
7
A Boy of Mettle.
•above all things, to be a neat and comely- i cogitation culminated, as wo have seen ! Ifti
expressed it, until late scious of her presence,and thrust tlie
There we. yet .mother : in a final rerelve to threw herself intoThc “ th? ifteni00,,'.,,^red
a,e roora- Ml8“ sheet of paper back into the volume.
On
Wednesday
afternoon, in Capp
Martha was a capital) housekeeper. More- Then he said, very gravely:
w'fly
her, ---and that
the 44TCA,
river. Connecticut 44
river—
as soon as the
«*open
.4 to -— — » was
•••~ W4VI
n 4 - just
JM»« as
street, a lady and child had just taken
over, she was wind) the New Englander
“Your uncle is not here, Kitty. their seats iu a buggy, to which two
Tlus impfeesed her more favorablythan ' tee melted.
calls “smart” and tlie Englishman Won’t you be seated? I want to talk
eiUiiT riistol or poison, rope or razor. Hud Uncle Randolph been « man quick
horses were harnessed,when the animals
“clever.” And she was what all tlie
Euu such sensible heroines as tliose to detect the exterior evidences of a world, in divers, tongues and dialects, with you.”
took fright and went down tlie street at
Kitty sat down npon the high-backed
who figure in George Eliot s novels were broken li(**rt, or even of a broken engagefull speed. The lines had fallen over
callft “eccentric." Perhaps one of her
sofa, and fell to studying tlie figures in
given to watery paves, and drowning ment, he must surely have seen that
the dashboard, and the lady had no
most noticeable eccentricitieswas that of the carpet Jack went over and took a
seemed at once the simplest, the most something was wrong with Kittv. As it
means of controllingtlie team, but she
mixing the names of toe members of her seat by her side. She did not notice
agreeable, and the most romantic method ; was, however, Uncle Randolph was not
had presence of mind enough to retain
owiii household. Tom Turner was called that Lie held the dictionary under his
ol putting an end to her burdensomeex- quick to detect anything, except, perher seat and tightly grasp the child.
“Randolph” oiuite as often as he was right aim
Several attempts were made by persons on
jHtanco. The river it should be-the >pfl, opinume diflhriugfrom bis o™.
“Tbm,” and Kitty answered promptly,
“Kitty,” said Jack, with becoming the street to stop the runaways, but they
broad, swift Connecbcnt, wMoh flowed | A man of political, religious, social, or
when addressed as “ Nancy,” albeit tlie solemnity, “I do not believe tliat you
wiiiuu half a mile of Lucie Randolph's maid belief.!aatagouistic in any way to
only served to increase the speed of toe
only Nancy iu the family hud married a have been very happy during the past
house, and which seemed at the precise | tlie political, religious,social, or moral
frightenedhorses. At length a boy on
(Keen
years
before, and was firing now raoirth,have you
•
.UW444V.44.,
W/ Lncle_
W 4*4 *4. A.H—
UV4VS4JS11 O
moment, to
Randolph
s pretty beliefs of Uncle Randolph wss held by
horseback appeared on the scene and
in Oregon. Jack Burroughs had long ^ Kitty’s lip began to tremble, but she
uiew? desjgped by PrerVlenco
afford tlie latter to be a rascal. Nor would the
galloped after the fugitives. He headed
before grown familiar with this pecul- answered, desperately,“ Why shouldn’t
her a moist <md peaceful exit from this ini nor virtues of honesty, integrity, and
them at the comer of Fourteenth and
xirity,so tliat when Miss Martha, upon I have been happy?”
dry and warring world. She would drown industryin any manner mitigate tlie ultiCapp streets,after toey had cleared two
entering the kitchen, said, “ Is that yon,
“Because,” replied the candid Jack, or three blocks, and, by dexterous handherself just as soon as. tlie ioe melted. mate conclusion, or compensate for tlie
William?” Jack responded, cheerily, “you have not had me to torment you.”
And, this weighty question having been fatal differences.Unde Randolph held
ling of his own horse, managed to seize
“It is.”
“You mean to say that I can not be tlie lines of the runaway team and bring
decided, Miss Kitty Gibson rose up from it to be a truth as self-evident as any of
“ Well, I’m proper glad to see you,” happy without you, Mr. Burroughs?”
her seat, filled The tea-kettle with water, those set forth in toe Declaration of liidethem to a standstill As may be imexclaimed Miss Martha. “ It seems an Kitty was still gazing intently at the
and replenished die fire with a stick of jx'udenee that a man who supported
agined, the lady was greatly agitated by
age since you’ve been inside the house.
wood. ' ’
Thisism and not Tlmtism was a knave. Take off your great-coat, and come into carpet, so tliat she did not see the smile the adventure, but was not too overcome
that played about Jack’s mouth as he to speak her gra^tude to her deliverer.
Except they be insane, girls of 19, And yet Uncle Randolph was a very good
with comfortablehomes and good di- man at heart, as was abundantly shown the sitting-roomand get warm. How’s answered:
The name of the little hero is John
Lydia and the folks
“Yes, I have reason to believe tliat Flynn. He is about 12 or 13 years of
gestions, do not make up their minds to by his acts. He talked like a ‘terrible
Jack gave a satisfactory account of the without me yon would be very miserdrown toemselves without cause. I wpdl bigot, yet be did all things in a spirit of
age, and is said to have stopped other
not any without snfticient cauw;:aihoe broad catholicity. He had denounced tlie health of the Burroughs family, and able”
runaways in much the same way.— .Van
Miss Martha then withdrew to look after
that mighttydunge me into a
defense of
“indeed!” exclaimed Kitty. “I Francisco
n ueienBt*
ui unfortunate father of Kitty Gibson as a tlie supper.
*
should like to know what right you have
suicide
a fine
suicide under possible
possible conditions—a
fine worthlessscamp (chiefly because he was
# *
i A Californian has projectedthe longof argument .which no Christian stmw- j a Thisist), and Vet when
worthK Meantime Kitty, who had rushed to to believe that
her own room, with face flushed, hands
“ Well, Kitty, I judge you by myself. est railroad in the world— to run from
telli would care to follow. Kitty Gib- scamp came to die he took Kittv to his
teller
trembling,and bosom heaving, had I have been wretched ever since the San Francisco to the edge of civilization
son
sou was not insane, but she believed that | own home, and cared for her as tenderly
donned her best black alpaca, and night of that unfortunateparty. I made iu the South American continent ,
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THE TELEPUEP.

SWORH STATEMENT

A Brand-New Invention— How. » Yaller Dog
wm Sent Over the Wires.

BOSTON VrUCC

[From the Operator.]

1ST.

A good

story comes from Norwalk,
One day fast week a gaunt, slabsided chap, with particles of hay-seed on
his oont and in his tow-colored hair,
ptepped up to the telegraph office at the
railroad depot and asked if the boss was
in. The operator assured him that he
was, mid his rural friend went on to relate that he lived up in Danbury, had
come down from there that morning, and
intended bringing his brother's dog,
which a man in Norwich wanted to buy,
but had forgotten it, and wanted to know
if the dog could be sent down from there
by telegraph. The man of lightning,
seeing a good clnpice for a little fun, at
once answered
“Certainly, sir; that is a matter of
daily occurrence. All that is necessary
for you to do is to give me a description
of the dog, so that no mistake can be
made ; cull again in about half an hour,
and the dog will be here.”
“ It is a yellow dog, with small ears,
and is about so high,” said the Granger,
placing his hand eighteen inches from
the floor. He then took his departure
with the remark that he would call again
soon. The operatorthen sent his messenger boy to look for a dog as near the
description as possible, which he soon
succeededin finding. It was at once
brought to the office, and smired to the
operator’s desk by means of a piece of
telegraph wire. After u little coaxing
the dog was made to lie quietly down,
and everything was in readiness for our
rural friend. Punctual to the time appointed he made his appearance, and
asked if the dog had come.
“ I will see,” said the operator, and
stepping up to the instrument he tapped
a few times on the key, at the same time,
inserting his leg under the desk, he managed to step on the dog’s toes, which
caused the canine to yelp. “ Ah ! he's
coming,” said the operator, and then,
hipping more furiously on the key, he
at the same time kicked the dog clean
from under the table, who, not relishing
this kind of treatment,barked furiously,
and ran around the office with the wire
attached to his neck. “Fifty cents,
sir,” said the operator, turning around
to the countryman. “Uncommon nice
dog, must be worth $50 ; but he is the
hardest dog I ever received over the
wires ; he is so muscular,you see, that
he broke the wire, in fact a piece of it is
now attached to his neck, which he broke

Ct.

ton'lp,hard and constant congh.aevorepain across
tWo chest, and every Indication of consumption.Mr
head ached all the time. The matter accumulated
so rapidlyIn my head and throat that I could not keep
them free. Frequently at night I would spring out of
bed, It seemed to me, at'tho point of auffocatloh. 1
yoa.l' then hare recourse to every means In my power
to dislodgethe mucus from my throat and head before
being able to sleep again. For a period of six years
my tonsils were ulceratedand to much Inflamed that
I could with difficulty a wallow. I finally consulted an
eminent surgeon In regard to on operation on them,
but nt his requestpostponed It. The constant Inflammntlon and nlcesatlon In my throat, caused by the
poisonous matter dropping down from my head, hud
so irritated nnd Inflamcdmy lungs that I coughed Incessantly,—a deep, hard cough. Meanwhilemy system
h- gan to show the effects of till
......
‘

flesh, grew

‘

death

early
______ r ........ ........
reached this stage, or about sit months ago,
the use of Saxvord'S Radical Ci'nit tok Ca TAKKH.
Alter using the first bottloI began to Improve rapidly. The firstdose seemed to clear my head as I ha*
not known It to bo lor years. It seemed gradually to
arrest the discharges. It Mopped my cough in three
day*. By using It asagarglo I soon reducedthe Inflammation and swelling of my tonsils, so that they
soon censed to trouble mo. The soreness across my
chest disappeared, the buzzingnoises lu my head
ceased,ray senses of hearing and of seeing were completely restored,nnd every symptom of disease that
had reduced me to the verge of the grave disappeared
by theUSeofBAXVOBD’SRADICALC'trBKFOBCATAr.r.lI.
1 have been thus explicitbecause, as a druggist,I
nave seen n greatdeal of sufferingfrom Catarrh, ami
hope to convince many that this is a great remedy.
1 in famlllarwlth the treatment ot Catarrh as pract!-. d by the best physicians,and have consulted the
most eminent about my case. I have used every kind
of remedy and apparatus that hnve appeared during a
period of six years past, and have, while following
their use, taken groat care of my general health, but
obtained no relict or encouragementfri>m any of them.
I am Showing them how we do this in the Artillery.Sir,” said Nolan. Sample Illustrationfrom No. 69 of “The LakesideLibrary.’’
Since curing myself with San kobd’s Radical Cuke,
I hnve recommended It In over one hundred cases
without a single cose of failure, and have lu numerous
instancesreceived wholesale orders from partiesto
whom I have sold one bottle. This Is the onlr patent
medicine I have over recommended,never having believedIn them before, although coustuatlyengagedlu
tlmlrsnle. Vcrv gratefullyvoors,
Boston-,Feb. '23, 1S73. UKOHGE F. DIN? MORE.
T he following 8 Volumes of the choicest New Novels of the day, by the Greatest Living Authors, cost
in ordinary Book form in
1

:

$13.75

ss.

j

Fob. 23,

J.

THOMAS.
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j
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COLLINS’S

Cures Pains and Aches.

(

It equalize*the Circulation.
It subdues Inflammatory Action.
It cures Ruptures and Strains.
It removes Pain and Soreness.
It cures Kidney Complaint.
It Btrcngthcnsthe Muscles.
It cures Rheumatism and Neuralgia.
It Relaxes Btlffcncd Cords.
It cures NervousShocks.
It Is InvaluableIn Para! yf Is.
It cures Inflammation of the Liver.
It removes Nervous Pains.
It cures SpinalWeakness.
It is Gratefuland Soothing.
It curce Epilepsy or F1U.
It Is Safe, Reliable,and Economical.
It Is prescribed by Physicians.
It Is indorsed by F.lectrlclans.
Sold by all druggist*for 25 cent*. Sent on receiptof
25 rents for one, fl.23 for six, or $2.25 for t wlvq. carefully wrapped, and warrantedperfect,bv
l‘( ITT MU. Proprl 'tora. Boston, Mass.
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the popular Unabridged and Illustrated“

The Man Without a Country.

LAKESIDE LIBRARY ”

Editions.

Important Notice.

By E. E. Hale.

one or more Books In above list, Von can select
other* In their stead from the following leadNo. 61-62, 63-64. "The literaryevent of ing New Books. And in thlscasedraw your
l>eiicll through the books uot wanted, leaving
the 19th century." CompleteIn TlVo large
the Itooks you do want Cut ont this AdBy
Eliot.
volume*, unabridgedand unaltered, each only
vertisement
and reutrn to us with $1.00.
“The Library."
Library." Price 20 cents each volume, or 40 cents for the
volume being a
SIZE number of "The
fir
Each
book, as published. Is numbered,
complete work; by mall 50 cents.
cents. (Ordinary pri'cr,
pn'er, in
In usual book
1*
complete
form, 51.50 each volume, or 53.00 for bothl )
for convenienceIn ordering, as 60,40,et«M
No. 66. With 28 fine illug. and for one dollar we will send any ten
Price 10 rts.; by mall, 12 eta. number* postpaid I For example,the list
By Jules Verne.
in large type contains 10 numlers, vis: 60,
(Ordinary price, $2.00! )
61 62. 63, 64, 66, 67, 60. 65. 68, and the
No. 67. With 88 fine Illustra- list below, In small type, also contain* 10 numtions. Price 10 cts.; by mall 12 ber*. vis; 88. 40. 42. 44, 51, 52. 54, 70, 74, 75.
By Jules Verne.
cts. (Ordinary price, 52.00! )
Either aet will he sent entire, postpaid,
No. 60. His last new book. Price for one dollar.ora select Ion of ten
bers can be made from both seta, at same price.
10 cents; by mall. 12 ceuta. (Ordi

trated with over

Justice of the Pence.

ONE DOLLAR in

the stores, but are sold for only

197?).

Then personallyappeared the laid George V. Illnsmorc, and mi.de oath that the foregoing statement by
hlm subscribed is true. Before me,

BETH

for One Dollar!
$13.75

Bvffolk,

|

New Books

Choice

of

00

flue

r

Daniel Deronda.
the

52.50!

)

George

DOUBLE

From

_

engrarings.Price, 10 cents; by mall 12 cents. (.Ordinary price,

Moon.

Earth Z.

,

Trip Around the

Moon.

num-

The TWO Destinies. By
The Laurel Bush.

Wilkie Collins.

price, f 1.50!

Am

)

rSSSiSS

Muiock.

By Miss

nary

ctR.; b

double nutnl
38. THE NEW

MAGDALEN, by WU40^ 'dropped* fiuh?
Rose Turquand. By Ellice Hopkins.
by Jute* Verne, 8 Ulus. (Ord. price, $2.)
42. ABANDONED, hr Jules Verne. (Ordinaixpriet, 12.00. ) 8 line illustrations.
SOLO BY ALL HEWSDEALERS.
LAR. and the entire set will be sent to you by return mail,
nn, 44. Tins HKCRKT OF THE INLAND.
IWSecure for yourself and family enough of the very be*t and newest Books, to afford entertainment Jules Verne. 8111m. (Ord. prfc^».00.)
& and pleasure In the long winter evenings for months to come, remembering that Utls entire “ft of 8 vplumes 61. ATALEOFTWO C1T1EH. by ChM.
Dickens. (Ordlnart/ prirr. 51.00.)
costs less than any single one of them would cost In ordinarybook form, at the stores! Interestyour
neighbor, also, and persuade him to buy the *et at right hand of this advertisement, while yon buy the 58. MI8H HITCHCOCK’S WJUD

WEEKS

postpaid.

DRK88. (Ordinaryprice, 11.95.)
books named above. Then when each nas read his own set, yon can exchange with each other, and so
reallyhave the benefit of two set* at the price of one ! CT* Where two »et* are ordered Ujgitlier. we
send one copy of
(see below)
of charge! Any single book will be sent at prices named
above, as a sample, but by orderingthe or whole *et at one time yon aave the postage, tleenta, 70. THE® COOT SIR M
which we then pay ourselves. This Is the cheapest and heat reading ever offered. Address,

HAROLD.”

off.”

AS81NGBERD,
““""isSsfe®.

FREE

During the whole of this operationthe
^JOSHUA!
countrymangazed on the operator with
large bo^uhleNnmber, with It fine Illuseyes wide open and full of surprise ; but
& GO. , Publishers,
CHICAGO, ILL. trations.
ISTHer last new work. (Ordinary
when the dog came from under the table
price, 51.75.) " It Is one of Miss Braddont
BTRcady this day. No. 78, "HAROLD,” the famous new poem by Alfred Tennyson. Price, 10 cents;
best novels, and Is literallyfascinating."
by mail, 12 cents. You can mark out any one of the above books, and substitutethis, If you prefer It, O
and was seen by the countryman, that
was the culminatingpoint, and he was
Twenty-Ninth Annual Report
struck with amazement. After looking
or THE
at the dog a moment or so, he said,
“ Say, mister, he. ain't so big as he was,
My annual Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seed
the N. Y.
Mutual Life Insaiice Co,
for 1877 will be ready by January, and sent free t<* all
and he is darker, how is that ?”
who apply. Customers of laat season need not write lor
“ Oh ! that is easily explained,” said It. 1 offer one of the largnatcollectionaof vegetable
OF PHILADELPHIA.
the operator ; “you see the chemicals eed ever sent out by any need honse in America, n Urge OF’FICK— 921 Chestnut Street.
portion of which were grown on my six seed Inime.
AND RAVF. ONP. THIRD THE (,’OBT OF PAINTING, and get a paint that la MUCH HANDSOMER, and wfll
employed in making electricityof course Print*! direction* for riittiratimion era u /HirW/r. All
last TWICE AS LONG »* any other paint. I* prepared,ready lor use, In WHITE or ANY OOl/lR desired. 1*
sold from my establishment warranted to be Ixith
Aswta January
1&76 ........................
«;.£W.(»».-‘'i on many thmiaand of the finest building*in the country,many of which have t>e,«n iialnted *Ji year*, and now look
darken his original color, and the veloci- seed
fresh and true to name : so far, that idiould it prove otha* well as when first painted. This CHEMICAL PAINT has taken FIRST PREMIUMS at twenty of the State
RECEIPTS.
Fail* of ihe Union. SAMPLE CARD OF COLORS SENT FHFK. Addresa
ty with which he passed over the wire erwiseI will refill the order gratia. As the originalIntroducerof the Hubbardana Marblehead Squashes. lie
Premium receipt* ................ .IW.iWU 44
N. Y. ENAME,. PAINT CO.. 103 Chtmbers St., New York, or MILLER BROS., 109 Water St.. Cleveland.Ohio.
caused him to contract in size ; but after Marblehead Cabbages, nnd a score of other new vege- Iiilt-re.-i received .................
315,143.16
tables. I Invito the patronage of all <rho are anxious to
----*1,-.
H
Agrnta'Gufdennirlal3mo*.10ct*.Jiun**PAmtiXhleago
you expose him to the air for a short hare their teed f'reth, true, and nf the eery beet rain. Deferred payment* ...........................
Iiu rtciM' in value of Blocks, etc ...............
Irtu :vi.l>4
time he will soon assume his original New Vcgetnhlean Bpeclulty.
|00 *
JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Maw.
Accrued interest ..............................
Hi.T'i'.-'M
size and color."
A ft —The choicest In the world— Importara'
Total
“ Du tell,” said the countryman, and,
I
pricea-Lergeat Company In America—
DISBURSEMENTS.
article— please* every txidy— Trade continually
Inafter placing 50 cents on the counter,he staple
creasing—Agents wanted everywhere— beat Induoe- I/isse* and endowmentspaid
1*377.1139.53
HOW TO MAJCM IT roentlMny*4
picked up the dog, and walked out of the ments-don’t waste time— send for circular to
Di\ideiiu* P- policy-holder* ...... 331.741 .54
ROBERT WELLS. 43 Vesey St. N. Y. P.O. Box, 19*7. Nurenderedpolicies.............lHn.5!W.74
ir+A'r*nd*ulahU no*. TOHOK* OO .S' Tsau,M
office, remarking that “the man who inUejiiMirniiCH. etc .................•JU.yK'i.e3
tIO A DAY st hom". Agsnu wanted. Outfitand
'..uttiiiDidon*. Salaries, etc ....... *Jlo,3l0..l4
vented them telegraphs must lie a very
• IZ .ere,, free TR1I»
. Augusta. MstO*. ___
Taler, advertising, etc ........... ffUiKLtil
knowledgable man."
-$1,157,241.29
j
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ENAMEL PAINT

Then Buy
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MUSIC BOOKS
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REPUBLICANS!

(Jualities of

Fire Wood.
know the

It is a great convenience to

i

DEMOCRATS!
CREENBACKER8!

Assets

COMMERCIAL,

a1

It is worth bearing in mind that in
woods of the same species there is a
great difference, according to the soil on
which they grow. A tree that grows on
a wet, low, rich ground will be less solid
and less durable for fuel, and therefore
of a less value than a tree of the same
kind that grows on a dry and poorer
soil. To the ordinary purchaser,oak is
oak, and pine is pine, but for home use
the tree grown on dry upland and
standing apart from others is worth a
great deal more.— Gf/r Jloinc Journal.

Railway Tickets.
About

+H.u«.iai .................................
iHia.ibturdi

Preiidum Hole*, secured by policies..........722>b*4.3o
lamlie •11 collateral*,etc .....................
It). .iHfi.Hi
Agent*' balance* secured by Imnds .......... 29.561. 'At
Premium* on policies not reimrled. net ....... tkl.313.40
Dolenedpayments due in 1877, net .......... 43,ai«.36
Intmeet due and accrued on loans ........... Jai.ttH7.3y
Gasti on liund and in mist companies ........ 122.9<7.0|
Real F.atale owned by Uie company .......... 4o4.t*«».4,i
Fuiiillure ut home officesand agencies ...... 13,36.1.ul

:

burk hickory ..... lOOi Yellow oak ............60
Pignut hickory ........95 Hard maple .......... 59
White oak .............84l White elm ............58
White axh .............77 Red cedar .............56
Dogwood ..............75i Wild cherry ...........55
Scrub oak .............73| Yellow pine ...........54
White hazel ..........721 Chestnut .............52
51
Apple tree .............70 Yellow poplar.
Red ouk ...............691"
Butternut
"
............43
White beech ...........fi5 White birch ......... 43
Black walnut .......... 65 White pine ............30
Black birch ............62

i‘u.!‘40.U«i.37

ASSETS.
All who wish an able, new*? and fair-minded paper,
representingthe bett pbesea of Southern Republloanum, Unltwl State* 5 and C per cent. bond*. Pldlauould reed the
adeiphia,und city lunna, 7 i-er cent, moilrailroad bolide,bunk and other
si*. eke .......................................
*1.KW.744.48
M ,11* ig*-., all hrsl hena on prv|i«t1yvalued

comparative value of differentkinds of
w(x*l for fuel Shell-barkhickory is reLOUISTILLE
garded aa the highest standard of our
the leading and repreeentatireRepublican journalof
forest trees, and calling that 100, otiier the South
Dally Commercial,910p*r jear; 86oenta per
trees will compare with it for real value month.
Try It one month.
Weekly Commerrinl, neatlr arranged, clearly
as fuel for house purposes as follows
Shell

printed, carefully ed'l ed— a capital family newspaper ;
per year. 1% I tor six mouthf. In Club* of five,gl.ftO
each i>er year ; Clulx of ten or more, 9 1 -&0 each.
One copy of eithei edition eent free, poitpald, tea any

Total ....................................
4o.y40.UU6.37
An Agent wanted In every neighborhood,to whom we
par 20 per cent, cash com raise ion. or a handsomeend
LIABILITIES.
premium. Send for Special Circularto Agent*.
Dtath losses,etc., not yet due... i{ll(il,7P6.UU
I1KHT ADVKKTININU Mrdlimi In thv Mouth, Reinsurancereserve. 4>s per cent.
rate* and quantityand quality of circulation considered.
Actuary'stable, etc ............ 4,635.232.14
4,737,0*. 14
Rate-cnnland oopiea of paper free.
•Surplus for policy-holdeni
A. M.
Fit I HD.
;>er cent basis ................. $1,202,978.28
Manager Oommekcul. LoiiUvIlle,Ky.
Numtier of policies In force ..................10.643
valuable

Addre**

-4)i

MM;

Amount of risk

-----

...............................
i?3l ,065,730.00

‘Tae Penn has the lamest ratio of surplusto llabtlitlM
0/ any Mutual Ii!e Company In the country.
*

SAMUEL

SAMUEL

.

2d

Vice President.

MASON.
HENRY AUST1K.
Actuary.

U

AIUVEIUS IILALTH
With

[Established1846.)

CORSET

Skirl Siipporo-r

Hrlf-Ailjnetiiig

nnd

Pud*.

Secures Health und ('oMronrof
Body, with (in ace and Beautt of
Form. Three Garment* In one.
Approved by nil > hyaiciana.
A <« E N T H
F. D .
Sam plea -by mm!. In Coatll.fl ;
Satteen, fl 75. To Agents at
25 cenrtalCMt.Order yize two
Inches pmuller than waist measure over the drera.

J.ESTET & CO.
Sxmttle'box'o,
tarSend

HUKY, President.
H
.V STEVENS.

Secretary.
HENRY C. BROWN. Ass t Secretary.
IREDELL, Jr.. Gen. Agt., 88 Wwt 8d St,
Olacinnati.

J. W.

DU.

C.

STORES,
President.

K.
Vice

JAS. WEIR

WANT

for IllustratedCatalogue.

be pleaatd to have the address!
were .originatedby a station master at
every ontmplojtd person, Lady or OtaUtmaa. I
Clapham, England. From that time the
aspeelally
thaioftxperltDevdApsu
and Canvasser*. I
II will con but ova cbkt lo placeyourselves In comma- 1
printing of these tickets has remained in
eatlon with «a, and the mutual bentflu that may be H
the hands of the same family, who have ^Wderlrtd from ft. are not to be estimated In dollarssad
m ••*>••alons. We furnish more lucrativeemployment
pursued it with an amount of perseverance
Individualsscaitersd lbrou|boui the Union thaa
aiy other heat In America. Deni delay,builavseUand ingenuityperfectly marvelous ; nnd
gate this at race by addretalag
it is a curious fact to know that in one
THE ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY,
Diktat Monroe si, Chicago.
long, low building in a suburban street
of a provincial town the tickets of the
whole world, except North Aifierica,are other groin ever introduced. Making bread superior to

Warner Brof. 7C3 Brotdw»y,Y,Y.

M

B

U

!

^

_

made.

the best wheat, producing 10 to 76 bushels to the acre,

ImprovingUpon

WClcMncSOlbs. to the bushel. Price, 1 lb., 60 cents, 10
lbs., (2.60.100 lbs., (18,00. Samplessent by mall on
receipt of 80 stamp. For oole by G. B. ROGERS,
US Market 8t.( Philadelphia,Pa.

covery.

John B. Last, of Green Bay, Wis., A Tung of Beantyjs a Joy for Erer,
has invented a new kind of stove-pipe
hat. It is intended for the benefit of THREE BEAUriTUL FREHIUXS TO EVERT
FATR0H 07 THU PAPER.
bald-headed married men of that city.
The London Pubhahing Go. hare lust issued a large,
The invention consistsof the inserting
magnificent,and superb series of ouor chromic works
of “ blue glass ” in the crown of the hat of art. embracing three handsome and exquisite mottoes
in order to propagate the growth of the

hair.
The

_

____

FMD

Drum*

n t

practice.

(L

GETZE'8 SCHOOL

faR».W,.«

than 30,000 copies is the best proot ot Its great popularity.

(f2
Is

the work of
to the best.

fid) is

equal

and beat methods. Widely known and used.

$6

OUTFIT FKKK,

Lands for Sale
{WWAAVi

First-class Stock Farms, excellent Acrienlturnl
Ijind*.
best Tubacco Region in theWeat. Short wingraffhoppers,orderly siK:iety.good markets and

I

snd the

I

tors,no

I

UU AUMVultlWSSl Mil

0 healthy country. l<uw I'rirt**! I.tuig Credit !
Frrf Trnnepnrtnlion
to the land* furnlanedpurchasers. For furtherinformation,
sddiets
A. L DEANK. Land ComrnUai'.i.er. St. Louis.

POMONA NURSERY!

MILLIONS of

Tree* and Plants.
Caplnli
In Jnrk and (.rent AmericMn. the best
Stnwhen
Strawberries.Ten acres of Biundywin'i:
(Rnsqneco)
Raspberriesyielded
summer S4. 334. Send for
---last-----Gotolegne.
WM. PARRY, fffl
cibnsminvin. N. J.

s-rn-w-

FLORIDA,

NEW

HUH

Acre*. Soil

MARTIN

for

'• 20 t- LT '-.t- p-r yard.
(-'Ell. IN (4 tor riHiiu*In {fiacenf pla*i«rcircular nn.l simples C. J. FAY.Oiinion. N. JL

ITIUUill

OLIVER DITSON & CO.. Boston.
C. II. Dltaon Co.. .1. E. Dltnon Co..
711 Bboadwat,
New Vn-k

••rr

Succwsaorsto Iree A Walker,
Phil*

FPIlFPftV
CrlLCrOT

PENSIONS
frwe.

II I

No matter bow

oil

disabled. I»

WATCHES. A

Great
Watch mad Oul/H /ess ut Agent*. Bettor tn»

Gold AddreeeA HOULTllRdOO.i
.fdilcaw

Frank

Leslie’s Historical Register

-

or THE

-

CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION $350
YOU

_

Is the only complete Pictorial History of the Centennial
published. A mammoth panorama, 1,000 large engrav.
Incs, many of them being 14kiby 4)W Inches. Aneule
Wanted. Address A(1KN(JY DEPARTMENT.

FRANK

LKSLIE'S PUBLISHING HOUSK.
537 Pearl Street, New York.

„
i,
C

SMOKY
CHIMNEYS

-E.

v

v

GENTS

I

A Moatli.— Agniewactod. SS Ueet s*H
world. Ona wapi* fre*
Addvwee.lAV BRYINSAY. THirofV Mlef
Ing artioleeto the

can secure a
pnvItiKbusInees,
exclusive for your
fl || VI ^unty. nt a small
cost .Vo ext
xperlenr, ||[
HI and .mail
small capital
capita)
required.
Pleasant
and
---- r •» ---anti honorable,by
oddresalngJo*. T. Willlnmaon,Cinclnnsti.Ohio

ROSE GROWER’S COMPANION AND FLORAL GUIDE
to grow Hofe*.
Tell*
leilsyou
you1 now
how to
Hof*. iierunium*.
Grr.inium*. eio.
ete.
obUIs)
Mailih*PDnt< » Siiecialtv S«u-t for
It. A. K. V.'ILLIaMH, Nnccesaorto
i
'TV. * r.
r •-H*iftnd, Ind

*

•*clu*lv#right of territory.Ultfi

to

U W

cured,fuel oavsl, and best Iners.s.

•d by applying tha Spiral Draft,
•tamp for circular i with tectl.726 Sausora St. PMU.. P*.

Heoiy

month rac'd by our graduate*.
nUideuta wniited. Hahuy |miti
while prset loin/. HituntiourfnrAd r** N.W.Telegrafih Insiitnte,.IanMvillo,Wla.
a

$50?$1«0
— — —
Uhed.
N.W.TeL

ft gulabed, trimmed withoutmoving chimney ; utihreakhave a larger sale for Hatch's UniversalCough
AX able glaik chimneys ; wick 82 yards, and other lamp
vv nyrupthanfor any other medicine of the kind.
Specialties.
lUatt'd Circular*.Child A Pfutt, Gin'll. O.
W* have for sale all the old standsrtlremedies. IfoM
demand. FLINT 4 DaTTO.v, Friendship,
MEN to travel and sell to Denlera N. Y. H»ild by J. Bluki A Co , Cgiasgu, III.
our new unbreakable glaM chimneys
n week net to Agents. The New Work
goods. No PedrillitR.Salary liliersl.
WW and lamp r
Indispensable
to F. A. Al. Send tor Descriptive
Businesspermanent
Hotel and traveling expenses paid.
pern
Catalogue.REDDING k IX>.. Pt liUMKia
Momtob
Co., 204 Main St.. Cincinnati,Obto.
MOM1TOB GuaSi
Gt
Maoonlc Works, 731 Broadway. N-iv York.

S
A

.

pM

Prof. Haifa Magic

Componad

Is the only prepsrutlun.ouv packageof
will force the beard to grow thick and

which
heavy
on the smonthM face (withoutinjur?) In n
days in every case, or money cheerfully refunded.8ft cents per package,postpaid 1 S for
SO rents. K. W. JUNES. Ashland.Hum.

BOOK

for the

MILLION.

MEDICAL ADVICE

Opium
Opium U* ‘ Ac., SENT FREE 00 receipt
•tamp. Address.
i>r. 'tuffs' Dispen%.y No. 12 N. Hhst^St.I/ori*,
Mr

Catarrh. Rupture.
Kupture.
ol

ANN

"Cnrablnationof Capital." New
mode of operating In stocka.
Loss iMipONnlblr*.I'rofltnvNre.
Kxtilanatory
drcular sent Fref.
Mont qy A Co . Broken, 38 Broad-st. P.O, Box3S3B,N.V.

.

.

DR. O. E. BERtTTN
venal Cure tor KIT* or PPILKP9Y

Uni
Has never men known to fail when

the directions
have
b<mn strictlyfollowed. Price. (1. 2' snd ft'A.'Afta box.
Remit by P. O. order nr registered letter :a
A. H. BKNDKK. 176 Bowery. New York.
I

A FORTUNE^
tM

Can be made by a few smart men who can keep Ureirown
•cans#]. Address J. R. GLADDING, ibbekeg, N.J

Y0UNG.Ig!lffi;^JSa;’^1^c!7;
ment* ef The Ulu»
treted Weekly before determining
Investigole the

I.

Terns rent free. Address

^5jas*Td5“.r*i.'~
Farr** (C.

Mew Tock

ib
1*4

Ndn.

J.

WOEXU * CO„

M. UiSTjl..

s

day sere modeby

*'*J C*-'1"""
l,,l f'% -•
(A. Mill h —ewl f- Mlta. h u-l>
IVee. J. IL DUTtORD’BA0N4. I* *T< »V. V xga.
Cr*.TOr''
etiftb

CstalocM

1

ANTED-p^^r.^r^fSi

•wwa^jflnSsaa

C.M.O.

c-rerwremfe,cli-

A CO„408FrontSt.,S*nFrancisco,Califcnua.

o

c^r,d
Dr- Rom' Bpdeptk
R«niedies.1
At. pACKAOg BEST rtIKf
Addrrsi.ilOfiSUKOS., Rlt'HMOXD. fieri

T.

ax

LANDH.-4NI6-0(Nt

rich, title perfect,

•

X FELT
6end

RliberInxik mnlleit. t>o»t free, for retailprice.

entire

Ha

E,/,’f KS sen' Mr Ur, |k»«Hta*dU
i’EH M C«>. ^iit. .u N 1.

Anei'dotr*. I6dpiig»s . p tp-»ri'.irera 60c.
O cl'>th$l :seni |> eipiltloii rt-'U'lpi ofpric^
Rhode* 4 McCliuo. punl'ia, 94 WiiidiiiigMn'sl . Chicago.

Jill

gan pieces.

WALTON

mate unsurpaeeed. FTir sale at from (1.60 to (2.60 per
sere. Terms ea*y. Fur Circular. Map. Ac., apply to R

NOV

nDCAM AT UnMr^'*|Hda.-'e8CV:A4Glll) UnnnV'Q
UnbHlV HI numb ha* well-known Heed Or-

.......

T7A8TEKN 0RE410N

*•

IAELV A’AHPETIVfl

chen(>e«t,andsnexcelleuteasy Instructloiilamk.

(MAo^OC

l-tfa

Ba*t chance yet. Writ*

to

by

UfANTED

i
: 10c. for Sttecimen. Pioceedlngs FloridaFiuit-Gmwers'
AMOcUtion-meeting of 187k-26e. Climatologyand Berunning through the anUra work; rmrcee of Florida. 16c. Gadesm'* Trent ire on tne ' 'itrus
Family (translated Iren the French).*1. Guide Mipof
in the center of the first letter " G "to a mother teaching
A (X).. Jackaonviito.
hertwo children to repeat • prayer, while to her right Florida. Klc. Address
are two larger children, with beautifulflowing robes, Fl*. PT'Sey where you osw this.

Detroit Board of Trade has officially expressed its approval of the pro- tinging "Praia# to God." The back ground of tha
posal to appropriate$50,000 to give the motto to * beautifulLandscape Scene, 1
Howgate plan of polar explorationsa
practical test

the

York.

Para'S ASTHMA,
$20

WINNER'S NEW SCHOOL
la

UVNassau »t., New

oncetoF.NABON, ill Nseeau fftreet.New York.

abbreviatedtint very good method for Imflnner*.

an

k OO..

$55 g $77

CLARKE’S $1 INSTRUCTOR
Is

/a OH. /ewe

two distinguished
musicians,and

ROOTS SCHOOL
oldest

<D4:U FELTON

(JlK

EMERSON'S NEW METHOD

^

lULIC HwimanOtni woags.Ohta*—m
>4 A A WEEK. Oatalogns and sampla FRRB.

(2.50) Is universally known a* one of rare merit, both
In the Instructive courseand the well-chosentire (or

ad (Ire**.

forty years ago, railway tickets

(ten. Pleasonton’s Dis-

NEW METHOD

OIAKKE'8

Tiik

Journal of Mondiiy says:

ft'wton

ilfui ^diwtijmucnt5.

‘'The Fall River manufacturers generally
Relieve that their

having:been made In
Indenture of Mor
Is of a-------curtain1 Indcntnreof
date the 18th day of December,
and executed by Henry Samelt
of the City of HoHiufd,Conr
State of Michigan, parties of

—

and the large.amouofcgMcssaryto pay the

and

extensive

eaieneJWhat little profit they
have made during th« (last three years,
mils have

auditions
irlng

--

_

HEROLD,

E.

made

amelt
tawa and

and

-

i

'

-

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

William Katto. of ihoaame
. -r the
aoeond part, and recordedin
the Regthe present bU8fne88«3|teurIy
all the cor* MW of Deed* In and forth ‘
iwaand
State of Michiganon the 1! ___
iber. A.
porations U remunerative, and the pros*
1878, at 1 o'clockp. mM of — »
^ Liber
*‘Y ’ of Mortgagee,on page 488, wh.„
Morti>eci is of a steady inciwe. The drouth
gage. wn. on the 4ti« day of October,
d'l'y
a-tdgnftd
by
William
Katte
to
dui iug the past winter bi> stopped many
of Holland City, Ottawa County. Michigan, and
mills which are dependent entirely upon Mid awignmentwas recorded in the office of tbe
water, and the growing confidence in a RegUter of Doedu. In and for the County of OtWcbtotib °n the 4th day of Ocsatisfactorysolution of the political sitna’ toher. A. D. 1876, at one o'clock, p. m., of aald day.
in Liber ‘*4 of Mprtgegee,on page 281. And
tion has created a demand for cloths, whereas there la now doe and unpaid at this date,
which the Fall River manafacturers arc on «ald Mortgage the sum of $166.46 for principal
and
Interest,and whereon tbe
said mortage
con. .....
1MU raiu
iuui tape vvnpreparedto take advantage of. The pre- tw Uken0 (d f l°n ]hil WWI *nJ proceedingsshall
sent production of ali the Fall River mills the power of sale therein containp?htL> snm of

o

— —

:o:
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in
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wish to purchase.

immi;.

and

Paints

"W

Chamois Skins,

Counter, Cloth,

struck «t a depth of eight hundred and ten

as to render further

feet, so strong

drill-

ing impossible. Running from the well
are two two-inch pipes, attached to which
are three gas-jets of the same size, the gas
belchingforth from these pipes with such

mb

and noise

a terrific

as

Paint Brushes.

THE

All the leading Patent Medicines in the market.
A full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
bottle or by measure.

KILLEAN, Proprietor.

-

Waihiiglo! Sir,, -

to render con-

M

M,

Ham,

^-ad Board

E. J.

H

ARRINGTON,

Meat Market, Holland,

pipes

Is

of the three

blaze from each

*ent by the force of the gas to n

height of

from twenty-fiveto forty feet,

entirely away for

h

of

distance

Jacob Kuite.

OliTliomC

I will

591 (Broadway, ffew Yon:.

prices for all meats.

Manufacturers,Importers and Dealers in

I

,

The Proprietor
announces
!ii u

CHR0M0S & FRAMES,
the ground teo
weather of tho winter that grass, strawber- Stereoscopes & Views,

rni

|

I will

may grow. In
the crowd of sightworn the ground, it Is very

itaUfajhostoatsandSaitablsTieis,

places, where

dusty. The

paper tnay be read Imltia mile

away. On

Wo

are

very dark nights the illumination is grand.

The

light

has frequently been seen

in

j

ic

1874.

14,

From and

Lantern.

one of these judges, Miller, was an aspir-

out this advertisementfor refer-

SOUTH

BEJSTD, IKTX).

after thin

dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto

trade 6 Wh°

under

the control

now

in

----
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scarlet fever at Chilight
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a girl

many

The stand is one door west of G. J. Huverkate
Son's Hardware Store.
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Family Machine. 1

3

*•

needles, $:)0.
it
$10.

cylinder,

2

»

72

72

100

A sample machine will be sent to any part of the
United States or Canada, (where we have no agentl,
expresscharges pr+pald. on receipt of the price.
Agent* wauled in every State. County. City and
Town, to whom very liberal discount* will be

abused, but, if she went, she must shut made.
Addre**, Bickford Knitting Machine Mro. Co.
Sole Manufacturers,
Brattlebcro, Vt.

herself up from her friends. Notwith.

Btandingthis, the

The Rev.
who

girl

5.18-ly

accentedthe ta*k.

ander H. Stephens during his

him: "He

Planing

says

illness,

of the most patient
sufferersI have ever seen. He is entirely
willing to live or die, just as God may
determine.He trusts he may be spared to
of
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the

no

lias

fear of death,

come.

He

and

a consistent

member of the
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New

Hampshire, hut such seems
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to be

in
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fact. We' believe .here lm.n’, been any
fitump -speaking nt nil yet, hut the
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can easily earn a
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in use— -Fur

New York
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for

30 years, hut

new in

ibis Slate.

ForSale by the pound
or ounce.

PLEASANT TO TAKE.
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TRY

IT.
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plied at wholesale
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A
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Drug Store.

Nathan Kenyon, Banker

FALL AND

M.D.

And

WINTKB.
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A full line in Ladies’

Furnishing Goods,

HOWARD.
Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

Cloaking, Fall

and

A

& Son.

lull

offers his complete stock of Goods con
slating of

all

and Winter

and

Shawls,

kinds of Gloves.

supply of
all

fall

and winter hats

of the latest styles.

Furniture,
Oil

Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and

Cloths,

STEAM

Shawls we make

Wall Paper,

KILIT

Window Shades,

AND BLINDS,

ZZZZ

City

\9

•

DOORS, SASH

|

COUGH

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.

NOTICE!

&
—

SPECIALITY.

republf-

cons are trying ito get Boh Ingeisollto
come and wnke things up.
.

splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and school house, nt a bargain, JO acres
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in the Township of Fillmore.Inquire of

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
Feathers
WE SHALL MAKE A

never would suspect that they were

within three weeks of an election

The best

•18— fimo
T? THE WOBXINO CLASS.— We are now’ prepared
to furnish all classes with constant employment at
homo, the whole of the time, or for their spare
moments. Business new light a ,d profitable.
Persons of either sex easily earn Tom 50 cents u>
$5 per evening, and a proportional sum by devotHOLLAND, MICH.,
ing their whole time to tbe business. Bovs ami
girls earn nearly as much as men. That all who
Does n general Banking, Exchange, and Colsee this notice may sendibeir address, and test the lectionbusiness. Collections made on all points
business w« make this unparalleled offer:To each in the UnitedStatesandEnrope. Purticnlarattcn
as are not well satisfied we will send one dollar to tion paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
pay for the trouble of writing. Full particulars, Remittances made on day of payment. All busisamples worth several dollars to commence work ness entrusted
me shall
hi
....... .. to
.........
..... ..ave
prompt attenon. and a cony of Home and Fireside, one of the tion
Intcrest allowed on time deposits, subject
largestand best Illustrated Publications, nil sent to check at sight. Foreign exchangebought
fret-by mail. Header, If you want permanent, andKold.Tickets to and from nil points in Europe
profitablework, address, Giohue _____
Btinhon
..... A
_____
Co.,
solin' my office.
* 4
Portland,
Maine. 1U5 tf
N. KENYON.

1875.

for Sale.

Carpets,

byterian church."

—

whe

Or Re-Sawing Done.

is a

firm believer io the doctrines of Christianity,

Farm

A M. Reidsema

satisfy ail

and speaks in glow-

ing language of the life to

Walsh’s Cough Candy.

name of

Planing, Matching,

He

to his eternal rest.

those willing to

I the undersignedhaving bocopic sole proprietor
of the furniture house, formerly under the firm

pur

Most Approved Patterns;

troubles and tbe reign of peace and pros- And we are confident we can
want
perity re-established,and then he would

home

1

I will sell eighty acres of

$

see the country relieved from its present

gladly go

41

Mill.

is one

In;re-building our new Bbop we have
chased entire new Machinery.

F. B ragman & Son.
Am 8t , New York: Post OfficeBox. 4586.

42-tf

mcEisrix

Dr. Wills, of Washington,

has been visiting Representative Alex-

VANZOEREN.

1876.

5-17

WARRANTED

body

were overpowered.

14.

W. BUTKAU,
J.

Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.

Sent under seal, in a plain envelope,to any adand gives perfect shape and finish to all garment*.
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
It willkait apairef socks in fifteen minutes I Every
post stamps.
machine
perfect, usd to do Ju*t
Address the Publishers,
who/ i* represented. A complete instruction book
accompanieseach machine.

No.

tainted with disease, was a

dangerous place to

HT

With almost Magical speed,

dirtiest hole on tne face of tbe earth,”

Hoi.lani). July

A

vagance. Ac.

W

morning or two ago, was told by
doctor that he wanted to send her to

vices, a

_

„

Maine.

A Family Knitting Machine!

cases of

Can’t be made bv every agent every
month in the business vre famish but

W

The celebrated author, in this admiralilc Essay
clearlydemonstrates,
from a thiny years' successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abusemay be radicallycured without the dangerous use of In'emal medicineor the application
of the knife; pointingout a mode of cure at once
Now attracting univeraul attention by it* aulon- simple, certain, and effectual,by means of which
lehlng performance*and il* great practical vnlne everysufferer.nomatter what his condition may
every day family two. It knit* every potiHiblu be. may cure himselfcheaply, privately, and mdi
variety of plain or fancy w ork
colly.
K*r This Lcturo should be in tbe bands of
every youth and every man in the land.

----

The prevalence of
cago is bringing to

vaarwerk.

-

were King Charles’sship-money judges.
The i)red Scott decision did not mure utterly break down Judge Taney’s court in
the opiniort of the nation than this commission will break down the present court.
—Boston Correspondence Springfield Republican.

^

large supplies.

teD:

as completely

faVor them "ith l,,rt °r their

t0

CANDY

dozen dollars a day right in their own localities.
Have no room to explain here. Businesspleasant
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.
and honorable. Women, and hoy* and girls do as
well ns mi n. We will furnish yon a complete (unlit tree. The bualnese pays better limn anyth inn
BOV LOST, BOW IES
else. We will bear expense of starting you. ParJu*t published,a new edition of ticulars free. Write and see. Farm ere and meDr. Calrenrell'iCelebrated E**a.v on chanics. their sons and daughters, and all classes
the radicalcure (without medicine) in need qf paying work at home, should write to us
and learn all about the work at once. Now is tbe
of Spermatomraor Seminal Weak
nesi. Involuntary Seminal Los*e*. Impotcney, time. Don't delay. AddressTuck Jt Co., Augus5-17
Menial and PhysicalIncapacity. Impedimentsio ta,
Marriage,etc.: also. Consumpiion, Epilepsy and
fit*, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extra-

of the adminislrallon as

VVi*‘1*

IIoi.i.and.September 1, 1875.

g. J.

money, which they proceeded to do,— and

WARD.

The undersignedannounces to the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and arc
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats ami Sausages. By promptness and fair

This wagon is the l»esf wagon in nae in this State,
and the only slope-spokedwagon manufac
lured. It is a better wagon than the Jackson Wagon, and I will sell them Just u*
cheap, and give a written wananty
for one year. Wagons of my
Sown manufacture I will

quantities.

Ware

reverse Chase’s decision against paper

—

— UNT THE

PIItST

Rockingham and Yellow

to

Prop’r.

Work

onte..^p

spring; that the other two arc

MJNDERHOUT,

MEAT MARKET

etc.

4« 2-*

CROCKERY!

Lanterns,

W.

Also sole Agent for tbe

,

that the whole court is

vn

j.

^IPSt FlOOP.

F,'r ,he ConTC”lencc ot Commercial

J.

JACOB KUITE.

Doing Mannfactureieof thu

men who were put upon the bench

rr

ground floor. Livery conrect-

,

the

A

^

ed with the Hotel.

date, I
Micro-Scientific Lantern,
intend to devote to thh lineoi
Onr thing the compromise commission
Stereo Panopticon,
sell for
trade the necessary attention,
has certainly done— it has ruined the repUn irersity Stercopticon
SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
Arlopticon,
utation of the supreme court, and made it
and will keep on hand a comAdvertiser's Stereopliron
absolutely sure that, when the democrats
SCHOOL LANTERN. FAMILY LANTERN, plete stock of White Granite All
Warranted.
PEOPLE'S LANTERN.
come into power, as they will, they will
General
Blacksmithing
done with ncatnrw
and
C.
C.
Ware.
Each style being the best of its class In tho market.
and dispatch.
make short work of the partisanjudges
A liberal deduction to Horse Shoeing a Speciality
Ctt’aloguesof Lantern and Slides with directions
who have shelteredfraud with their judifor using sent on application.
cial ermine. It will not he forgotten that A&y Enterprisingnan cm msie money with a Magic those who buy sets or in lar^e
J. FLIEMAN.

last

jh ne72{

room has been fitted up on the

Light & Heavy Wagons.

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

Mag-

Stereopticons and

ty miles away.

dency,

^

than any

sell cheaper

Holland.Feb.

the Headquarters forever)’ thing in tbe
way of

Ocean, Salamanca, and other towns twen-

ant for his party nomination for the presi-

nxc^

MANUFACTURER OF

one in this City.

Photographic Materials.

news-

light is so strong that a

,h'8 ll0""

-r)

elegant furniture.

I

ly

the
uic Pubic
runic that
mat do

to
io

ine Itooms are spacious and

Top or Open Buggies

paid for Hides.

ry vines, and other plants

seers have

’

HUriCH.

KK5TWCLAl8JT.d4 reilpect.

FLIEMAN,

J.

The Highest market prices

and also keeping
warm during all the cold

least one iihndred feet,

many

pay the highest market

Opp. MetropolitanHotel.

n

at

Agents a large and well lighted sample

the heat being so intense as to melt the

snow

and

:o:

flirDi8hed

Jr.

42-
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TRIAL.

GIVE US A

DOESBURG.

July 29, 1871

HOLLAND,

Stable,

inaudiblefor fully one fourth of a mile

away. The

will be receive

CITY HOTEL,

TEAMING DONE ON SHORTNOTICE.'

rst-ClassAccommodations.

Fi

versation, pitched in the ordinary tone,

J. O.

Holland, Mich.,

.

1875.

5,

__
rates.

Liisrj, Sale

stable at reasonable

City Hotel,
E.

Holland, Mich., November

D

IE

of Produce

Everything in the line
the highest market prices.

BJIIX WEST OF CITY HOTEL.

Hair and

How aiiu it McBiude, Atryn. for Antignee,

of gas was

T

_A_ IsT

Oils

Trusses,

While boring for oil two miles from Dated: Hoixand. Mich . December 28 A. D. 1876.
CHAULKs STORING, AtMfjnse of Mortgage.
in the enriy part of Octo-

HOEXj-A-TsTID, TitflOH

and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who

Medicines,

and

•

the Public to come

\\ e invite

EIGHTH STREET.

Drugs,

New

Provisions etc

x

1

DOESBUHG,

J. 0.

& Feed,

Flour

RIVER STREET,

the Winter trade.

Full

70,

vein

Groceries,

Stoneware,

demand

an immense

Hats & Cap,

Crockery,

line for
$15 as solicltoraor attorneys foe shall be pnld~by
the party of the first part to the partv of the
second part, and all the lega1 costs and charges of
Holland, Jan. 1, 1876.
such foreclosnrs and sale in case any proceedings
shall ho taken to foreclose the same, and no suit at
law or In chancery having been Institutedto recover
said debt or any part thereof; Now therfore,notice
Is hereby given that by virtue of the power of sale
containedIn said mortgage and of the statutelu
such case made and provided the said mortgage
will be foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premher in foreign countries, the home
ises, or so much thereof as is necessary to satisfy
is so great that they cannot at present fol- the amount due on said mortgage, for principal and NO.
low up the advantage, and this branch of Interest,said attorney fee and costs and expenses
of advertising and sale allowed bylaw, at public
the trade is practicallymonopolized,as auction orvendne to the highest bidder on the
Third (b) day of AjtrU. A. D. 1877, at one o’clock
far as
England is concerned, by In the afternoon of said dav at the front door of
the
Court House, In the City of (irand Haven In
Rhode Island maker*. . Every indication
s ild county, that being the place for holding the
point! to the fact that the hard times in Circuit Court for said county. The said mortgaged
Are »old as cheap at this Drug Store as nt any
premisesto be sold are described as follows, viz:
the dry goods trade afreover, and it is fair all that certain piece or parcel of land, sitnate In
other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictlypure.
to suppose that this ueW
encouraging the City of Holland. In tne County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, to- wit: the east half of lot
state of things will extend to other Hues of numbered four (4) In block numbered twenty nine
(211) according to the plat of said city, of record as
manufacturejilso.” __________ 1
of the Village of Holland in t e Registers Office of
Ottawa County, State of Michigan.

ber lust,

Notions and Trimmings

Furnish in" Goods,

Youth and

to 5,850,000 yards

Hnulford,Pa.,

IN'

Clothing,

—

no

DUTJRSEMA & KOFFERS,
Dry (foods,

Misses Wear.

trade,

antd call at the store of

Gents,

per week, on
which there is a net profit of $58,500 and
prices show signs of improving. It is a
noteworthy fact that, though Fall River
manufacturers made the first export of
goods to England, and can compete with
amounts

son a well assorted stock

DEALERS

Ladies,

im

to

of Goods for the Fall and Winter

Mortgage Sale.

Thouith the expense of running by steam T^KFAULT

early interest ff&iMijlkfe

BWfe5* Jj yon wish

r-

over, slid look for a lively tipring trade.

}
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harden experiencesare

greatly

it

Feather Beds,
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—
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D PH ices.

Beautiful Furs, and

I
1

’

Call and

.

-

.—
:

a specialty.

--

Fur Cloak trimming, and a

-

of

large variety

Ornamental Feathery

Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.

„„ .Lon

noti«e.

W. VERHEEK A

«

Co.'
_

:i”WiStesSS'J L &
Holland, Mich., Oct.

S. TAK
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18,
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EIGHTH STREET

DEN SERGE,
HOLLAND, MICH

